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Abstract  

The 2000 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for the discovery of conductive polymers gave 

the ultimate scientific acknowledgment for a three-decade old research front aiming to 

mobilize organic materials for electronics. Carbon-based, π-conjugated, organic materials 

share the electronic properties of semiconductors and at the same time, the structural diversity 

and processing simplicity characterizing plastic materials. Many inspiring applications were 

developed to exploit the new set of properties introduced by organic semiconductors – most 

coming to fruition in recent years. However, efforts to integrate them in transistors – 

electronics’ most fundamental building blocks – yield mixed results due to the need to 

overcome organic semiconductor’s inherent low mobility. The implementation of short 

channel length devices potentially addresses this problem; however, this entails expensive 

lithography, typically not tailored to large-area electronics. 

This work tackles this challenge by developing the Vertical Organic Field Effect 

Transistor (VOFET): a fundamentally unique soft-material based switching element. The 

vertical design presents a radical rethinking of the traditional, lateral, one - aimed at defeating 

the trade-off between process complexity and electrical performance. Our study proposed that 

theverticalalignmentofthetransistor’sthreeelectrodes(gate,sourceanddrain)canworkat

thetransistor’sbenefitbynano-structuring the sandwiched electrode – rendering it electrically 

transparent. We harnessed the strength of self-assembly processes using block-copolymers for 

nano-scale engineering, allowing structural optimization and in-depth study of operational 

modes.  

This work begins with understanding the processes that determine shape and 

dimensions of block-copolymer thin films to facilitate tractable, nano-scale engineering of an 

electrode that is transparent to electric fields. Through its implementation we provided a proof 

of concept for the Patterned Electrode VOFET. We proceeded to develop an efficient 

computational modeling tool tailored for organic electronics specific, solid state physics. Our 

combined theoretical and experimental study provided a clear physical picture of the non-

standard VOFET operational modes, switching mechanisms, structure-operation link, and a 

set of second generation design guidelines.  

To make our case for the VOFET as a viable candidate for complementary circuit 

technology we focused on n-type organic semiconductors, which is a greater challenge due to 

their lower mobility compared to p-type ones. Our study has shown that the vertical transistor 

can drive high current densities (>10mA cm
-2

), operate at low-power and low-voltages (<3V), 

operate as an electronic switch (On/Off ratio >4x10
4
) at high frequency (~MHz), and possess 

a uniquely efficient ambipolar behavior. In and of itself, this last feature constitutes a 

fundamental challenge for organic lateral transistors. In addition, we extended our study on 

fabrication of transparent electrodes, introducing new techniques - either cleanroom-

compatible photolithography processes or solution-processed metallic nano-wires electrodes - 

which are compatible with printing technology.   

The VOFET presents a platform ripe for rich scientific research and at the same time 

has the potential to be put into practical use both for complementary circuit technology, and 

as a fundamental current-driving and light emitting element in flat panel displays. As it 

constitutes a completely different platform than that offered by lateral OFETs, I believe it will 

not be long before further purposes are identified, beyond those mentioned in this work. 
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List of Symbols 

Symbols Description  

µn, µp Electrons and holes mobility, respectively [cm
2
 V

-1
s

-1
]  

φb0 Potential barrier [eV] 

φb Potential barrier including the effect of the image potential [eV] 

ε0 Vacuum permittivity [F cm
-1

] 

ε Relative permittivity [-] 

σ-bond A single covalent bond between two atoms  

π-bond A second covalent bond between two atom that forms a double bond 

σ Conductivity [S cm
-1

] 

ψ Potential [eV] 

χAB Flory-Huggins interaction parameter 

εAB Interaction energies 

Ω Resistance  

  

N0 Effective Density of States (DOS) [cm
-3

]  

k Boltzmann constant [eV K
-1
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T Temperature [K] 

L Channel length – the source drain distance  

W Channel width  

C60 Fullerene, small molecule 

q Elementary charge [C] 

VDS Voltage applied between the drain and the source [V] 
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-3
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EGAP Band gap [eV] 

Cins Gate dielectric capacitance [C cm
-2
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ttransient Time required for an electron to pass from the source to the drain [s] 

fT Cutoff frequency [Hz] 

Cp Parasitic capacitance [C cm
-2
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dins Gate dielectric thickness [nm] 

C Doping concentration [cm
-3

] 

Dn, Dp Diffusion coefficient for electrons and holes [cm
2
 s

-1
] 

E Electric field 

Δk Time increment 

Δh Space increment  

x Distance in Cartesian coordinate system 

r Distance in cylindrical coordinate system   

R Radius  

ΔG Gibbs free energy 

ΔH enthalpy 

ΔS Entropy  

fA Volume fraction of block A compared to the entire chain volume 

NA Polymerization degree, number of monmers in block A. 
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TG Glass transition temperature 

SiO2 Silicon oxide 

D Gap size/ perforation diameter 

hs Thickness of the source electrode (in our numerical modeling)  

AlOx Aluminum oxide 

VT Threshold voltage 

VOn Turn on voltage 

Rsq R-squared 
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AFM Atomic Force Microscopy 
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PE-VOFET Patterned Electrode VOFET 
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RFID Radio frequency identification 

RIE Reactive Ion Etching 
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RMS Roughness Mean Square  

SA solvent annealing 

SAM Self-Assembled Monolayer 

SC Semiconductor 

SCL Space Charge Limited  

SCLT space charge limited transistor 

SE Source Electrode 

SEM Scanning Electron Microscopy 
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SS Subthreshold Swing 

TA Thermal annealing 

TEs Transparent Electrodes 

TFTs Thin Film Transistors 

TGBC Top Gate Bottom Contacts 

TGTC Top Gate Top Contacts 
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TOF Time Of Flight 

VOFET Vertical Organic Field Effect Transistors 
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Part I.  Background 

Chapter 1. Research overview – Vertical Organic Transistors for plastic 

electronics  

The late 1940s saw the first silicon-based transistor, demonstrated at Bell Labs, which 

marked the birth of modern electronics.
1
 Ever since, as Gordon E. Moore predicted,

2
 

semiconductor technology experienced exponential evolution predominantly fuelled by 

miniaturization. The reduction in length scales towards atomic levels poses a serious concern 

to the sustainability of this trend and encouraged many to look into ways to diversify 

transistor architectures and electronic functional materials.  

The discoverymade in the late 1970’s that organic conjugatedmaterials can conduct

current was one such breakthrough. It opened a research front that aimed to mobilize organic 

materials for electronics and entitled its pioneers H. Shirakawa, A. G. MacDiarmid, and A. J. 

Heeger the 2000 Nobel Prize in Chemistry.
3
 Organic conjugated materials are a massive and 

diverse group of sp
2
 hybridized carbon compounds that can be classified into two main 

groups: polymers and small molecules. But as this field evolves it takes advantage of 

additional materials groups such as non-conjugated organic and inorganic compounds. 

Organic electronics is based on the combination of these new materials and cost-

effective, large-area fabrication processes that open up new fields of study and application. 

Scientifically, it is a multifaceted sandbox for researchers to explore new physics and 

materials. On the applicative side, it offers an opportunity to make devices that are thin, 

flexible, lightweight, and environmentally friendly.  

Motivated by the huge potential and new capabilities, both the scientific and industrial 

communities place substantial efforts to explore and develop a new generation of electronic 

devices and inspiring applications. These include: Organic Light Emitting Diodes (OLEDs), 

electronic-ink, electrochromic elements for flat panel displays, Organic Photo Voltaic cells 

(OPVs) for energy harvesting, optical sensors, lasers, pressure sensors, chemical- and bio-

sensors for electronic skin and point of care diagnostics, batteries, and logic. The world of 

organic and printed electronics advances at a high pace, and nearly every day progress is 

made in the area of materials, processes, devices and applications.  

Perhaps the most abundant electronic elements are field effect transistors (FETs) – 

electronics’ most fundamental building blocks. They take a central role in almost any

electronic apparatus imaginable. The need arises to develop organic FET equivalents – or 

OFETs – both generally as efficient, low-cost logic elements, and specifically to seamlessly 

integrate in organic materials-based electronic systems. For example, in the implementation 

of an active matrix OLED pixel it is required to implement a minimum of two transistors, one 

that will switch the pixel on by charging a local capacitor, and one that will drive current to 

the OLED.
4
 However, efforts to integrate organic semi-conductive materials in transistors 

yield mixed results due to the need to overcome organic semiconductor’s inherent low

mobility (this part will be covered in Chapter 2). As a result, for high performance operation – 

namely, low-power, low-voltage, and high-frequency operation - it is required to implement 

short-channel length devices, which in turn calls for expensive lithography typically not 

compatible with organic materials and not tailored to large-area electronics. 
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1.1 Vertical FETs as efficient switching elements  

In this work we tackle the challenge of harnessing low mobility semiconductors for 

soft materials-based transistors by developing a fundamentally novel architecture with a 

vertical design. This design is a major rethinking of the traditional, lateral, one - aimed at 

defeating the trade-off between process complexity and electrical performance.
5
 A literature 

survey which for the best of my knowledge includes all similar designs is detailed in 

Section 1.4.6-30
 Figure 1.1 shows 3D schematic illustration of both lateral (a) and vertical (b) 

Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (MOS)-OFETs. Both designs share the same functional layers: 

Gate, Gate dielectric, Source, Semiconductor, and Drain. But while in lateral devices the 

channel length L - perhaps the most important structural parameter - is determined by 

lithography processes, in the vertical design it is simply determined by the semiconductor 

layer thickness. Hence, L can be easily downscaled to the scale of a few tens of nm - 

counterbalancing the low mobility of organic semiconductors and doing away with complex 

lithography processes.
9, 31

  

 

 

Figure 1.1. Illustration of MOS-OFETs, the labels S, G, and D indicate on the source, gate, and drain 

electrodes, respectively. Blue and green regions indicate on the insulating layer and the semiconductor 

layer, respectively. Electrode are indicated with yellow and gray colors. (a) Lateral transistor with 

Bottom Gate and Bottom Contacts (BGBC) configuration. (b) Patterned source VOFET architecture. 

(c) VOFET cross section.   

 

As a result of the VerticalOFET’s(VOFET’s) short channel length it can drive high 

current densities, operate at low-power consumption, and at high-frequency, as shown in 

Figure 1.2.(a, and d), making it an ideal candidate, for example, to drive active matrix OLED 

pixels. A set of results produced in this work indicate that this device is also a potentially 

ideal candidate for low mobility semiconductors-based logic circuits. First, the device transfer 

characteristics (IDS-VGS) shown in Figure 1.2.(a) demonstrate On/Off current ratio exceeding 

10
4
. Our study indicates that the On/Off ratio can be further increased by judicial device 

design, removing the negative influence that short-channel length has on On/Off ratio 

(12.2.2). Second, using self-assembly methods to design both the dielectric layer and the 

source electrode allows us to implement low-voltage VOFET operation (see Figure 1.2.(b)). 

While low-power performance relies on the low resistivity of the short channel length, low 

voltage operation relies also on the ability of the gate to form the channel. This is perhaps one 

of the most central challenges specifically associated with the vertical design. Finally, based 

on the unique physics that governs the VOFET operation, an ambipolar behavior - which is 

critical for complementary circuit technology - can be realized as shown in Figure 1.2.(c).   
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The VOFET combines excellent performance (low-power, low-voltage, high 

frequency and ambipolar operation) together with simplicity of fabrication. But the 

advantages associated with this design far exceed the mere improved performance of existing 

organic lateral transistors. In a nutshell, the vertical design can be used to implement new 

functions, such as light emitting transistors or to serve as a unique platform to explore bulk 

materials properties. We will consider these possibilities in depth in Section 12.2.1.  

 

Figure 1.2. Brief overview of the vertical transistor performance. (a) Transfer characteristics ID-VGS 

demonstrate On/Off higher than 10
4
 implemented using metallic nanowires. Similar performance was 

measured using other setups and configurations.
10

  (b) Output characteristics of low-power and low-

voltage VOFET implemented using Molecular Vapor Deposition (MVD) of AlOx as gate dielectric.
25

 

(c) Ambipolar VOFET operation using n2200 as the semiconductor.
31

 (d) Fast switching measurement 

of standard VOFET.
29

          

 

1.2 VOFET physics 

TheVOFET’sdistinctverticalarchitecturenaturallygiveswaytodifferentgoverning

physical mechanisms and design constrains. For example, it dictates the need to use low-

frequency electric field transparent electrodes as the sandwiched source electrodes (see Figure 

1.1.(c)). There are a number of other features that can be also intuitively justified, which will 

be described in Chapter 6; but while demonstrating operational devices as a proof of concept 

requires a simplified operational model, our grand goal was to provide a solid, in-depth, 

understanding of the governing physical mechanisms which will allow to exploit the 

VOFET’spotentialtoitsfullest. 

To this end our research focused on developing two complementary study tools: A) 

efficient and flexible modeling tool, realized in MatLab environment, which enables us to 

study the role of different structural parameters, materials properties, and solid state physics 

models; and B) robust fabrication methods based on Block-Copolymer self-assembly that 

allows well-defined electrodes architecture with fully tractable structure. The combination of 

the above allows for detailed modeling, analysis, and optimization of these devices and as a 

result we were able to provide in this work a complete account of the physics underpinning 

the VOFET operation
21

 as well as demonstrate the results shown in Figure 1.2.  

  

1.2.1 Mechanisms of operation - the Schottky based transistor 

Briefly, our main study conclusions are that the VOFET is governed by two dominant 

and complementary mechanisms, which we addressed in depth in references 
21

 and 
14

. The 
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first mechanism, which we term as the virtual contact formation, relies on a high potential 

barrier between the source and the semiconductor – the Schottky barrier – to minimize direct 

source-drain currents at Off state (Figure 1.3.(c)). At On state, gate electric fields diminish the 

Schottky barrier; they penetrate through the openings in the source electrode, where they 

induce charge injection and formation of regions saturated with mobile charge carriers – 

which can now flow towards the drain. With that, the source electrode film (and in micro-

scale view the perforation regions) behaves as an ohmic contact, and is no longer considered a 

current limiting factor (Figure 1.3.(b)).
15

 This charge accumulation at the openings in the 

source electrode is confined by the metallic source electrode perforations“walls”– hence the 

highsignificanceoftheseregions’aspectratio,definedastheratiobetweenthewalls’height

and perforation size. In fact, this parameter is so important that even a slight change in the 

aspect ratio translates into an order of magnitude change in the device’s On/Off

performance.
21

 Yet increasing the perforation size has its downsides: First, it reduces the total 

interfaces length – thereby limiting charge injection, increasing contact resistance, and 

limiting device On currents. Second, if the perforation diameter scale is larger than that of the 

channel length, itwould limit thedevice’soperational frequencybyextending thedistance

that the charge carriers have to travel.  

To conclude, the device performance is based on the Schottky barrier formed between 

the Source electrode and the semiconductor and will benefit from ultra-thin source electrode 

structure with patterning resolution in the channel length scale, namely, sub 100 nm scale.  

  

 

Figure 1.3. Illustration of the VOFET operational mechanisms. (a) VOFET structure functional 

elements are spatially defined by the perforation regions in the Patterned Electrode (PE). (b) Formation 

of the virtual contact on top of the insulating layer inside the perforations. The current regimes are 

shown on the cross section of a single perforation. (c) Patterned Electrode-Semiconductor Schottky 

Barrier-based VOFET dominated by the virtual contact formation mechanism. (d) Patterned Electrode-

Semiconductor Ohmic contacts-based VOFET dominated by the triode like mechanism. 

 

The induced potential barrier, the second mechanism, resembles the one that governs 

classic triode operation, where the gate, source, and drain act as base, emitter, and collector, 

respectively. The origin of this mechanism is well documented in electronic history. In fact, 

the first ever switching element, the Vacuum tube triode developed and patented in 1907 by 

Lee De Forest (and Robert von Lieben in 1906) is almost its complete analog
32

 as well as the 

more recently developed solid state organic analogs first published by Yang at. Al. in 1994
33

 

(which are also referred to as space-charge-limited transistors).
33, 34

 

In short, by applying a gate voltage with an opposite sign to that of the drain bias, a 

potential barrier between the source and the drain is formed. This potential barrier is 
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illustrated in Figure 1.3.(d) with the green line which indicates the location of the potential 

surface barrier location in the semiconductor. This mechanism is dominant (and observable) 

when direct source-drain current is significant, i.e., low or no Schottky barrier between the 

source and the semiconductor. However, as the source electrode considerably shields the gate 

electric fields penetrating through the source perforations, clearly a significantly high gate 

bias (in absolute value) is required if the gate voltage is to stop charge carriers from flowing 

at Off state (details are discussed in references 
21

 and 
14

). Hence, the first mechanism, the 

virtual contact formation, is considered as the ideal one of the two for switching. Still 

understanding and being able to identify this mechanism through result analysis is important 

for optimizing device performance and materials/ contact characterization.  

  

1.2.2 VOFET analytical description – an FET or a Diode   

It is perhaps the ultimate goal of any device developer to be able to predict as 

accurately as possible its operational modes. As mentioned above, we used intensive 

numerical analysis methods to complement our experimental measurements, extract VOFET 

design and optimization guidelines, as well as develop our intuition. However, an analytical 

description extends dramatically our capacity to develop insights towards the device basic 

principles and may allow us for example to correlate experimental data and materials 

properties.  

A clear analytical description should first include solving the 2D Poisson equation: 

the non-homogenous elliptic type partial differential equation that correlates the electric 

potential surface with the charge distribution. This is a very challenging task as the boundary 

conditions’ shapesand typesarecomplexandnoappropriateassumptioncouldbemade to

reliably reduce the problem dimensionality. Instead we could solve only the Laplace equation, 

which describes the potential distribution of a device empty of charge carriers (section 6.8). 

However, this was shown by our numerical models to not be valid when the channel is 

formed. 

Instead we have limited our analytical description to a simplified model. Under this 

model the devicebehavessimilartoadiodeandthegate’sroleistochangethecharacteristics

of one of the diode electrodes, in our case the source electrode. We were able to show that 

when the gate is unbiased the current regimes take the shape of a Schottky diode being limited 

by injection from the source to the semiconductor (eq.(1.1)). On the other hand, when the gate 

is fully biased, we assume that the patterned source electrode perforations are saturated with 

charge carriers, and hence these regions act similar to an Ohmic contact. As a result in this 

situation the current regime would be similar to that found in a Space Charge Limited (SCL) 

diode (eq.(1.2)). The full details of equations (1.1) and (1.2) will appear in Chapter 2; note 

that the Fill Factor (FF) parameter, a parameter we added here to both equations, which is the 

patterned electrode Fill Factor (the ratio between the electrode metallic area and perforations 

area) is a very simplified model shown to underestimate the importance of the perforations 

aspect ratio.  
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This simplified analytical description yields a number of insights to be discussed in 

depth later in the text: 

 On/Off current ratio is a strong function of the Schottky barrier height, unlike in 

lateral OFETs where contacts are ideally ohmic;  

 On/Off ratio increases as channel length decreases, an opposite trend to the one found 

in short channel length OFETs; 

 Given a channel length, the applied drain bias is determined for maximization of 

On/Off performance. Further details appear in Chapter 7.  

 Based on data fitting to eq.(1.1) and eq.(1.2), two important parameters can be 

extracted. First, the potential barrier between the source and the semiconductor, denoted in 

eq.(1.1) as φb0. The second is the bulk materials charge carrier mobility, denoted in eq.(1.2) as 

µ - a value which many times is difficult to extract in simple, thin-film device configuration.  

 

1.2.3 Specific VOFET features – translated to better performances   

The vertical FET presents a whole new platform that is ripe for extensive research. It 

harbors many features that are different, or simply nonexistent in traditional lateral devices; if 

identified and well understood these could be harnessed to improve device performance as 

well as to offer new functionalities. Here I list a few examples which were either patented, or 

published during this work or implemented by others:  

 Feature: On and Off currents originate from different areas on the patterned electrode. 

Implication: On/Off ratio can be increased through implementation of different charge 

injection properties at the different regions. Specifically, layered source electrode 

architecture as illustrated in Figure 1.4.(a) in which the upper layer is a blocking layer can 

improve On/Off performance regardless of the short distance between the source and the 

drain.
35

  

 Feature: Different source electrode layers can be shaped differently. 

Implication: The upper layer can be design to further shield the drain electric field and 

reduce Off currents originating from the lower layer lateral facets as indicated in Figure 

1.4.(b).   

 Feature: Schottky barrier-based operation (as opposed to the ohmic contact one) is 

required for ideal lateral device operation. 

Implication: Simple implementation of ambipolar device as illustrated with the energy 

level diagram in Figure 1.4.(c) and detailed in ref
20

. As a result implementation of 
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efficient inverters is feasible pointing to huge potential towards plastic complementary 

circuit technology (Figure 1.4.(d)). 

 Feature: Vertical channel. 

Implication: Functionalization of the transistor to light emitting purposes as it shares a 

similar architecture with standard OLEDs as shown in Figure 1.4.(e). Practically it means 

that the opposite charge carriers accumulate on a blocking layer inside the semiconductor 

allowing exciton formation and radiative recombination. As shown in Figure 1.4.(f) 

vertical light emitting transistor has the potential to replace both the driving transistor and 

the OLED in an active matrix OLED pixel, simplifying design and increasing pixel 

lifetime.
17

 

 

 

Figure 1.4. Specific features exclusive to vertical architecture that can be exploited for better 

functionality. (a) Increasing the On/Off performance through identifying the different origin of the On 

and Off currents and implementation of a layered source electrode. (b) Further increasing the On/Off 

performance through increasing the drain electric field shielding. (c) Realizing ideal ambipolar devices 

for implementation of inverters, and (d) complementary circuit technology. (e) Functionalization of a 

VOFET to light emitting purposes (f) replacing the driving transistor and the OLED in active matrix 

OLED pixel architecture.  

       

1.3 Electric field transparent electrodes  

The vertical stacking design shown in Figure 1.1.(c), in which the source electrode is 

sandwiched between the gate and the semiconductor, implies that shielding is a dominant 

phenomenon in vertical designs. In fact, a high quality conductor, e.g. a metallic source 

electrode, is characterized with atomic scale Debye-length,
36

 which means that even the 

thinnest practical metal electrode a few nm in thickness, will completely shield the gate 

electric fields from penetrating across it to the semiconductor region.  

This study showed in part 1.2 that the vertical alignment of the transistor’s three

electrodes(gate,sourceanddrain)canworkatthetransistor’sbenefitbynano-structuring the 

sandwiched electrode – rendering it electrically transparent. This is shown schematically in 

Figure 1.1.(b).
10, 21

 This means that a vertical design has to comprise a new class of layers 

which can be categorized as low frequency electric fields transparent electrodes.
21

 This 

requirement resembles that of visible spectrum transparent electrodes which are vital in other 
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electronic applications that emit or absorb light and have a vertical architecture such as 

OLEDs and OPVs. However, electric field transparency is a much stringent demand and to 

the best of my knowledge one that was not specifically studied up until now. I note that in the 

following text, unlessspecificallymentionedotherwise,by“transparentelectrodes”Ireferto

electrodes transparent to low frequency electric fields, rather than to the visible spectrum.  

From an experimental point of view we focus on developing and integrating a wide 

spectrum of fabrication processes of transparent films and nano-structured films with features 

from hundreds to a few nm in scale. These may be clean room, lithography-based, compatible 

processes, as was done using the Stepper (Figure 1.5 left image), or, on the other end of the 

spectrum, single-step solution processed metallic nanowires film deposition that forms a 

percolating conducting transparent layer (Figure 1.5 right image). The main focus, however, 

is placed on methods which harness self-assembled block-copolymer (BCP) for patterning 

(Figure 1.5 middle image). BCP-based pattering has the advantage of both simplicity and 

large-area fabrication amenability, on the one hand, and on the other it lends itself to high 

features precision and nano-scale engineering of well-defined structures, allowing 

optimization and in-depth study of device operational modes.
15, 21

  

Chapter 4 is dedicated to cover all the fabrication processes and electrode types with 

which we have implemented VOFETs or which are relevant. These include: block-copolymer 

patterning and patterning transfer methods for metallic or graphene electrodes (single-step 

pattern transfer, etching, or lift-off); solution-processed metallic nano-wires; and stepper 

lithography. There are of course other methods to form patterned electrodes, such as using 

solution-processed Carbon Nano-Tubes (CNTs),
9
 and other soft lithography methods to 

pattern metallic films.
37, 38

 However, the large span of methods presented here and their 

versatility give the interested reader a good perspective of different approaches and a good 

starting point to design a process tailored to specific needs. Lastly, this chapter comes at the 

end of the thesis introduction in order to allow the readers to evaluate the appropriateness of 

the methods for a VOFET design.          

 

Figure 1.5. Electric field transparent electrode’s patterning methods. Left to right, 100  nm-scale 

Stepper lithography, 10 nm-scale block-copolymer based self-assembled patterning masks, and a few 

nm-scale solution-processed metallic nanowires percolating film.    
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1.4 VOFET research overview, relevance, and timeliness   

An IDTechEx study shows that by 2027 organic electronics market will reach roughly 

$300 billion, of which as much as 84% are estimated to be accounted for by logic and lighting 

applications. As described above, the VOFET is relevant for both purposes.  

While publications on OFETs abound, VOFET research is quite new. Solid state 

organic triodes were first published by Y. Yang in 1994
33

 but MOS-VOFET were disclosed 

only a decade after - in 2004.
5
  As shown in Figure 1.6, after the first 2004 paper only a 

handful of papers followed. Consider that the blue bars indicate the number of publications 

received from the entire research community and the red bars only from this work; we can 

conclude that the number and volume of research done worldwide so far is very limited 

comparedtotheVOFET’spracticalpotential– although it is clearly on the rise. We expect 

very soon that a number of research efforts will come to maturation that will extend further 

the versatility of this platform. Finally, to the best of my knowledge, Figure 1.6 citations 

include all the MOS-VOFET papers published so far.  

 

Figure 1.6. VFET publications since 2004. Red indicates articles published under this thesis and from 

Prof.Tessler’s lab (theOrganicMaterials andDevicesLab).The list includespublications from the

following years: 2004,
5
 2007,

6, 7
 2008,

8, 9
 2009,

10
 2010,

11-13
 2011,

14-19 2012,
20-24

 and 2013.
25-30

    

 

1.5 Thesis structure 

The thesis is arranged according to the following rationale: Part I includes the above 

introduction as well as theoretical background that is not referred to in the results section 

in Chapter 2. This includes first background to OFET and OLED physics and architectures we 

detail on in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 we detail the numerical methods we developed and used 

to theoretically explore electrostatics of organic devices while in Chapter 4 we focus on the 

practical methods to implement the transparent electrode required for the VOFET fabrication.  

In Part II - the results section - each chapter consists of a published peer-reviewed 

paper, organized in chronological order. As it will become clear, each publication except the 

first relies on and refers to previous publications and together they form a coherent line of 

development. In Chapter 5 we demonstrate a proof of concept for the block-copolymer based 

patterned electrode vertical organic FET. In Chapter 6 we validate the theories presented in 

the previous paper and add a considerable layer of theoretical data extracted from our 

numerical modeling tool. This chapter broadly discusses optimization guidelines and 
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introduces the analytical description presented in section 1.2.2. In Chapter 7 the induced 

potential barrier mechanism is first introduced to explain peculiarities in the device transfer 

characteristics.Wefurtherderiveusefulinsightsanddatafromthedevice’sanalyticalmodel.

In Chapter 8  we make use of Schottky barrier-based VOFET to introduce an ideal ambipolar 

OFET. We first use n-type polymer that was recently developed as part of a collaboration to 

investigate the device’s suitability as a platform for analyzing materials bulk mobility. In 

Chapter 9 we demonstrate experimentally and theoretically the correlation between the 

electrode perforations aspect ratio and devices performance. Through that work we introduce 

for the first time a complete account for the VOFET’s two complementary operational

mechanisms. Low-voltage operation of VOFET is demonstrated in Chapter 10 realized 

through molecular vapor deposition process of an ultra-thin AlOx gate dielectric.  In Chapter 

11 we introduce a second method to implement transparent electrodes through self-assembly 

of solution-processed metallic nanowires. This method has the potential to make VOFET 

design truly printing technology amenable.  

In Part III. we summaries and discuss further paths which currently seems most 

relevant for the VOFET platform. We supplement this work with two appendix chapters 

in Part IV. The first, Chapter 13, presents a MatLab-based data analysis tool which is based 

on some of the models developed in this research to extract meaningful data on materials 

properties and in Chapter 14 we explain how to use the numerical simulation tool presented 

in Chapter 3.  
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Chapter 2. Organic Field Effect Transistors 

2.1 Introduction  

Electronic elements date back to the late 19
th
 century with the development of vacuum 

tube technology. Thomas Edison first used a single electrode to convert electricity to heat and 

light, heralding a wave of research into vacuum tubes based electronic devices. Diodes, 

triodes, tetrodes and other devices whose names indicate the number of electrodes involved, 

introduced other functionalities such as electrical rectification, amplification, and switching. 

But the use of vacuum tube technology was limited by the practical fabrication costs, size, 

and energetic efficiency. It was only in the late 1940s and early 1950s that solid-state 

inorganic crystalline semiconductors were introduced and quickly took over due to the 

comparable simplicity of their fabrication and the ability to produce interconnected arrays of 

such elements. It was only in the late 1970s that semiconductors research started to shift its 

focus to organic materials.
3
 Organic electronics inherited many concepts from traditional 

electronics including designs and functionalities. However, there are principal differences 

between organic and crystalline inorganic semiconductors. For example, charge carrier 

mobility of organic materials is a few orders of magnitude lower in comparison. On the other 

hand, their processing is simple and can be done in room temperature. Thus, it is crucial to 

clearly define the pros and cons of each and accordingly to modify concepts towards device 

design and functionality.
39

  

In this chapter I will introduce briefly the properties of semi-conductive organic 

materials, the operational principles of organic field effect transistors, and various vertical 

designs. 
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2.2 Electronic properties of organic materials     

Organic semiconductors are carbon-based π-conjugated polymers and small molecules 

that are sp
2
 hybridized. They are termed sp

2
 hybridized as they form three hybrid orbitals 

(sigma(σ)bonds):strongcovalentbonds,whosewavefunctionislocalizedinthemolecule’s

plane and mostly in between the two atoms that share the bond. Together the three bonds 

form a planar trigonal planar molecule plane as shown in Figure 2.1.(a) which illustrates 

ethylene’selectronicstructure.Thefourthunhybridizedporbitalisperpendiculartotheplane

defined by the sp
2
 orbitals.Twoporbitalsoftheadjacentcarbonatomsformaπbondthrough

side-to-side overlapping which forms the double bond (indicated in gray in Figure 2.1.(a)). In 

the benzene ring shown in Figure 2.1.(b), all the atoms share their π orbital which  are

delocalized below and above the entire molecule plane in the two lobe clouds indicated with 

red and blue.
40

  

 

Figure 2.1. (a) Ethylene electronicstructure;and(b)allsixbenzenecarbonssharetheirπelectrons

through wave function overlap which forms the two-lobe clouds shown.  

In a similarway, π orbitals of larger conjugatedmolecules overlap to formmolecular

states, such as those found in pentacenesmallmoleculesandpolyacetylenepolymers.Theπ

bond’s degenerated energy levels produce the lower energy level which is the Highest

Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO) and the Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital 

(LUMO) levels, as schematically illustrated in Figure 2.2.
40

  

 

Figure 2.2. The benzenering’ssixcarbonπorbitaloverlappingformsmolecularorbitsdefinedasthe

HOMO level (bonding orbitals) and LUMO level (anti-bonding orbitals). 

Theelectrons’moleculardelocalizationinπ-conjugated organic materials allows macro-

scale electron transport which is characterized as the mobility, µ. The mobility in π-

conjugated systems is influenced by many parameters including intermolecular separation, 

spatial and axial displacement/disorder, etc. Specifically, due to the regular spatial and 
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energetic distribution of the charge carrier states, a phonon-assisted hopping transport is 

assumedtobedominantandisdescribedbytheMott’sVariableRangeHoppingmodel.
41, 42

 

Thus, the mobility in organic materials varies significantly according to materials type, purity, 

and processing - but as a general rule it is very low, a few orders of magnitude lower than that 

of crystalline silicon (µn≈1400[cm
2
 v

-1
 s

-1
]). For example, in our research we specifically used 

the small molecule n-type C60 fullerene (buckminsterfullerene). C60 is considered to have 

comparably very high electron mobility, though not stable in ambient conditions. Under 

different setups the mobility measured 0.5 cm
2
/Vs 

43
, 2 cm

2
/Vs 

40
, and even as high as 6 

cm
2
/Vs 

44
 - but still it is significantly lower than that of silicon. A second dominant factor that 

determines the conductivity, σ, is the availability of mobile charge carriers, denoted as n or p 

for electrons or holes, respectively. 

(2.1) n pq n q p       

However, one property which characterizes organic materials is that ideally they are 

wide band gap intrinsic semiconductors. Thus, thermal charge carriers, as shown in eq.(2.2), 

are scarce and conductivity is low.      

(2.2) 
0 exp

2

GAP

B

E
n N

k T

 
  

 

   

The discovery that conductivity could be drastically increased by doping organic 

materials entitled its pioneers H. Shirakawa, A. G. MacDiarmid, and A. J. Heeger the 2000 

Nobel Prize in Chemistry.
3
 Using halogen dopant such as chlorine, bromine, or iodine vapor, 

they demonstrated that polyacetylene conductivity increased over seven orders of magnitude 

resulting in a high conductivity material in room temperature. Organic materials doping is 

still challenging but recent advancements in this direction are very promising.
45, 46

 Note, that 

organic semiconductors can be intrinsic and at the same time n-type or p-type materials. This 

term should not be confused with that used in traditional inorganic semiconductor where 

doping type determines material type. Instead, in organic electronics material type primarily 

defines the type of mobile carriers. Predominantly organic materials were considered mainly 

p-type conductors due to large excess of electron traps which degrades electron mobility.
47

 

The fact that π-conjugated organic materials can qualify as insulators, semiconductors, and 

conductors, coupled with their typical plastic properties: low-cost, ease of processing, 

structural flexibility and chemical diversity - makes them ideal for electronics.  

   

2.3 Organic FETs – structure & operation 

Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistors (MOSFETs), are by far the most 

commonly used electronic component, as their simple structure gives way to excellent 

switching and amplifying performances. Figure 2.3.(a) shows the cross-section of a 

representative lateral silicon inorganic MOSFET. Its operation is based on having a face-to-

face arrangement of two p-n junctions; thus source–to-drain path can be described as p-n-p or 

n-p-n. As each p-n junction behaves as a rectifier, current between the source and the drain in 

both directions is minimized. By applying gate bias the semiconductor type inverts, forming a 

continuous channel that allows current to flow.   
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As mentioned above, organic semiconductors are predominantly intrinsic. Thus, to 

use them in MOSFETs will require some adaptations. OFETs were first introduced by 

Koezuka et al. in 1987
48

. And not surprisingly their architecture shares many common 

features with that of their inorganic counterparts.
49

 Figure 2.3.(b) shows the cross-section of  

four typical MOS-OFET structures, each having its operational and/or fabrication related 

advantages.
50, 51

 The initials letters in all designs: T, B, G, and C, stand for Top, Bottom, Gate, 

and Contacts (source and drain), respectively. The structural resemblance is quite apparent, 

especially if we compare the inorganic FET with the TGTC OFET. The main differences 

though are that in organic FETs the contacts are metal, the semiconductor is basically 

intrinsic, and its type (here p-type) indicates the type of charge carriers to which it has better 

mobility and better charge injection properties from the metallic electrodes. Upon applying 

gate bias, charge carriers accumulate along the semiconductor-dielectric interface, increasing 

channel conductivity (eq.(2.1)), and allowing current to flow between the source and the drain 

(see Figure 2.4.(b)). Thus, the typical OFET operates in accumulation mode instead of the 

classic inversion mode of inorganic FETs.   

 

Figure 2.3. MOS-FET architectures. (a) Traditional lateral silicon based p-n-p MOS-FET. (b) Four 

typical organic MOS-FET architectures. Note that the source and drain in OFETs are metallic.     

 

Figure 2.4. (a) 3D illustration of a BGBC n-type OFET. (b) Under application of gate bias a channel is 

formed between the semiconductor and the dielectric layer due to a capacitive effect, facilitating charge 

transport from the source to the drain.  

  It is merely arbitrary that in Figure 2.3.(b) the organic material is marked as a p-type. 

As mentioned above, organic materials tend to have better and more stable hole mobility and 

thus most of the preliminary study on OFETs focus on p-type OFETs. Implementation of n-

type transistors as a route to ambipolar devices and complementary technology is still 

considered a special achievement.
52-54

 This is why in this work we implemented n-type 

devices as a more convincing demonstration to the concept of the Vertical OFET.     
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2.4 Organic FETs characterization   

As shown in Figure 2.4.(b), upon applying positive (/negative) potential gate bias, 

VGS, a thin layer of negative (/positive) charge accumulates at the interface between the 

semiconductor and the dielectric layer. The time it takes an electron to flow from source to 

drain - the electron transient time, ttransient - assuming constant mobility, is given by eq.(2.3).
55

 

In eq.(2.3) L is the channel length, namely, the distance between the source and the drain. 

Thus, when the channel is fully formed and a small bias is applied by the drain, VDS, the 

current can be predicted analytically. Considering that the amount of charge in the channel is 

given by the product of the channel size (length and width, W) and capacitance, Cins - the 

current is given by eq.(2.4) (note that the actual charge varies along the channel and decreases 

as we approach the drain electrode). Under VDS < VGS, this region is termed the linear regime, 

as the current varies linearly with the drain bias. However, this model excludes the contact 

resistance, assuming ideal ohmic contacts where their influence becomes increasingly 

dominant as the channel length decreases. A typical way to experimentally characterize the 

region of the linear regime is by measuring output characteristics, IDS-VDS, where the linear 

regime applies, at the onset of the curves: The drain bias is low and the gate bias is 

preferentially high, as shown in Figure 2.5. Through fitting to the linear regime the mobility 

can be extracted, but this is only one way to do so.  

 The saturation regime applies when the drain bias exceeds that of the gate. In that 

situation the channel cannot supply enough charge carriers and the current is approximated to 

be constant as given in eq.(2.5) and shown in Figure 2.5.     

(2.3) 
2

transient DSt L V  

(2.4)  
2

0
2

DS
DS ins GS T DS D G T

W V
I C V V V V V V

L


 
      

 

 

(2.5)  
2
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EFF

W
I C V V V V V
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Figure 2.5. Typical output characteristics measurements, IDS-VDS, taken from ref 
56

.  

Another typical measurement is the transfer characteristics which shows how the 

drain current changes as the gate voltage varies (IDS-VGS). In Figure 2.6 the transfer curve is 

shown in two ways. The first (blue curve), is a semi-log y plot which presents the device 

On/Off current ratio and the steep switching between the two states; this is termed the sub-
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threshold swing (SS)[ΔVGS/Δlog(JDS)]. The SS value measures the gate bias change required 

to increase the current between the source and the drain by one decade. From the second 

curve (in red), the threshold voltage can be extracted by interpolating the fit of quadratic 

regime to the x axis (see eq.(2.5)).         

 

 

Figure 2.6. Typical transfer characteristics measurements, IDS-VGS, taken from ref 
56

.   

Additional critical parameter for any electronic switch is its response speed or 

operation frequency. This can be defined as the unity-gain cutoff frequency, fT, namely, the 

frequency at which output drain current and gate current become equal. Eq.(2.6) describes fT 

in the linear regime in the presence of both the channel and the parasitic capacitances, Cins and 

Cp, respectively.  

(2.6)  22

insD

ins p

c WLV

T c WL CL
f



 
  

 

2.5 Organic FETs performance 

According to eq.(2.6), operational frequency is linearly proportional to the mobility 

and inversely proportional to L
2
. According to eq.(2.4) and eq.(2.5) the current is linearly 

proportional to the mobility and the gate dielectric capacitance and inversely proportional to 

L. Thus these three parameters: semiconductor mobility, channel length, and gate dielectric 

capacitance, dominantly influence device performance. A glimpse into the challenges 

associated with practical implementation of OFETs is provided when substituting typical 

values to these three critical parameters. A typical dielectric capacitance, calculated through 

eq.(2.7), ranges between C100nm_SiO2=34nF/cm
2
  and up to the 1uF/cm

2
 scale for extremely thin 

dielectric layers.
25, 57

  

(2.7) 
0 /ins ins insC d   

The best mobility gets as high as ~1 cm
2
/Vs, but usually one to three order of 

magnitude below. And channel length of soft lithography methods, is typically at the 10 µm 

resolution and can get to 1 µm scale. Substituting the best typical results, W/L of 100 and 
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VG=1V, yields channel resistance (eq.(2.8)) (when it is open) at the 10kΩ range, and

operational frequency only at the kHz range (eq.(2.9)).      

(2.8)  
2

6

_ 100 1 10
2

DS
DS SAT GS T DS

V
I V V V  

     
 

 

(2.9)  2 4
11

2 2 10
1.6insD
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c WLV

T c WL CL
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 Different approaches have been taken in order to improve OFETs performance; these 

include improving the organic active layer mobility, the contacts resistance, the 

dielectric/active layer interface traps, increasing the gate dielectric capacitance, and 

implementing short channel length devices. Short channel length can counterbalance the low 

mobility of organic semiconductors, with power consumption improving linearly and with 

operational frequency improving proportionally to one over the square of the channel length. 

While historically, obtaining sub-micrometer scale devices was challenging, nowadays it is 

practiced routinely in high end industries and many demonstrations for ultra-short length 

OFETs can be found.
58, 59

 However, these lithography processes are extremely expensive, they 

are typically not designed to be performed with organic materials or flexible substrates, and in 

general they are optimized for highly dense electronics but not tailored to large-area 

electronics. Therefore, soft lithography methods and architectures which combine vertical 

separation of the source and the drain were developed.      

 

2.6 Vertical Organic Field Effect Transistors: history and types   

The search for ways to fabricate short channel length devices under simple and cost-

effective processes motivated researchers to look for methods and designs which are 

drastically different from traditional photolithography. In the late 1970s when lithography was 

assumed to be limited to the micro-meter scale,
60

 a design of V-shaped vertical inorganic 

MOSFET enabled to determine channel lengths by epitaxy rather than by photolithography.
61, 

62
 This concept shift that makes use of different layer dimensions to define device critical 

distances drives current multi-faceted research of vertical or vertically fabricated OFETs.  

Vertically fabricated devices employ vertical fabrication concepts, but their design 

remains a lateral one, namely, the channel is parallel to the gate electrode and the source and 

drain contacts are located on its two sides. Stuzmann et al.
63

, for example, adopted the V-

shaped transistor architecture, shown in Figure 2.7.(a), which introduced solid-state 

embossing cutting method. The channel length in this design is defined by the thickness of the 

insulating polymer between the two metal electrodes. At approximately the same time, similar 

designs were demonstrated to be implemented using simple lithography tools.
64

 Another 

approach was the use of trenched surface on which a non-homogeneous deposition or etching 

processes can result in defined separations.
65-68

 Figure 2.7.(b) demonstrates such an example 

that makes use of a gate design with negative angles of side walls, dielectric and semi-

conductive oxide conformable deposition (such as in Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD)), and 

directional deposition of a metal surface which results in a separated layer at the walls edges; 

other such methods and examples abound.
63
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The next step in vertical transistors design not only employed vertical fabrication, but 

also featured vertical operation, i.e., the channel itself (the direction in which the charge 

carriers flow) is vertically and perpendicularly oriented to the device layers. There are two 

main device families with such a design: triodes and MOSFETs.  

Organic triodes are the organic solid state version of the original vacuum tube 

triode.
33

 It was first demonstrated in 1994 and since multiple designs and terms were 

associated to this architecture which is shown in Figure 2.7.(c), among which are the space 

charge limited transistor (SCLT),
34, 69

 the permeable  base transistor,
70

 and the Static Induction 

Transistor (SIT).
71, 72

 Its operation is based on having an ohmic contact between the emitter 

and the semiconductor, and thus the current is theoretically limited by the channel alone - 

giving SCLTs their name. However, the permeable base introduces screening and a potential 

barrier, and may prevent charge carriers from arriving to the collector. These designs have 

many advantages in term of driving high current and operating at high frequency, and their 

behavior was analytically modeled for their optimization.
73

 However, it is rather challenging 

to turn them off, which requires biasing the base.  

 

Figure 2.7. Schematic illustrations of various vertical FET architectures.
63

 (a) Diagram of Stuzmann et 

al. and Z. Rav-Noy et al V-shaped transistor.
74

 (b) Stepped edge FET, dielectric and semiconductor 

were deposited in a conformal (ALD-like) process while the contacts were deposited using a directional 

process.
66

 (c) Triode, space charge limited transistor.
71

 (d) Schematic diagram of the VOFET
 
structure.

5
 

 

The second device group is that of vertical organic MOSFETs, which we term here 

simply VOFETs. VOFETs were first proposed by Liping Ma and Y. Yang
5
 in 2004. As 

shown in Figure 2.7.(d) this design combines the same layers used in lateral OFETs with a 

vertically-oriented channel as in the triode. In Figure 2.7.(d) the VOFET vertical layer 

stacking consists of gate, dielectric layer, source, active layer and drain. Thus, the channel 

length is determined exclusively by the active layer thickness, which can be easily 

downscaled in fabrication to the few tens of nanometer scale. The research published so far on 

this state-of-the-art architecture is detailed in Section 1.4; methods of its fabrication, analysis 

and operation description are detailed throughout Part II. Outlook on future potential of this 

design is detailed in our summary (Chapter 12).     
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Chapter 3. Numerical analysis methods for organic semiconductor devices 

 

Finite element analysis solvers are an essential tool for developing new devices and 

studying their properties. The work presented here provides an introduction to the application 

of finite element analysis method to electrostatics of organic materials-based devices. It 

shows how 2D and 3D self-consistent simulations can be implemented with an efficient, 

reliable, and relatively clear and intuitive algorithms.
75

 This work commences with 

mathematically implementing the physical equations, and the methods with which they could 

be stabilized. These include numerical schemes (such as the Crank-Nicolson scheme),
76

 and 

analytical approximations (such as the Scharfetter & Gummel method).
77

 We construct a 

model architecture, implement the relevant transport rules and boundary conditions, and 

visually extract and analyze results. 

We implement these methods for the study of the PE-VOFET operation, a novel 

device with different operational regimes. But the main strength of this tool lies in the 

simplicity with which it can be altered for the study of different architectures and different 

physical models. Because the solver is not a “black box” as commercial solvers are (e.g.

Atlas, Comsol, etc.), it can be altered to include more sophisticated, or organic electronics 

specific, physics. For example we demonstrate how to address unique properties of metal-

semiconductor boundaries or integrating the Generalized Einstein relation which is 

particularly relevant to degenerated, amorphous/ organic semiconductors.     

In this chapter we will go through the basic semiconductor equations, their 

discretization, and the models with which they are solved. We will explain the 2D model to 

which the simulation is implemented and demonstrate the theoretical simplicity (and 

computational costs) to translating these to 3D models. After demonstrating the manner in 

which these calculations can be done in an efficient way we will introduce extensions built on 

the basic solver: modeling a floating electrode, generalized Einstein relation, Crank-Nicolson 

stabilization scheme, and numerical image charge solver. Further details are added to Chapter 

14 which includes a guide to the MatLab modeling software and a specific modeling example.  
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3.1 The basic semiconductor equations 

The electrostatic equations presented in this part are derived from the Maxwell 

equations and are commonly used for the description of the electrical behavior of 

semiconductors due to the more practical method available for their solution.  

The Poisson equation (Eq.(3.1)) relates the potential surface shape, Ψ, in an area (2D) 

or space (3D), to the charge distribution: mobile electrons, mobile holes and doping indicated 

here as n, p and C, respectively. q, ε, and ε0 are the elementary charge unit, the vacuum 

permittivity and the relative permittivity, respectively.  

(3.1)    
0

q
div grad n p C


     

Eq.(3.2) and eq.(3.3) are the continuity equations for electrons and holes, respectively. These 

equations describe the chargecarriers’conservationlawsinadefinedspace.Thefirstpartof

the expression at the left hand side is the current vector, J, perpendicular to the space surface, 

describing the amount of charge carriers flowing in and out from the space. The second part 

describes the change in the charge concentration (accumulation, depletion); the expression at 

the right hand side of the equation describes the recombination and generation of charges 

inside the space.  

(3.2) n

n
divJ q q R

t


   


 

(3.3) p

p
divJ q q R

t


    


 

The drift-diffusion currents for electrons and holes are described in eq.(3.4) and in eq.(3.5), 

respectively.Ineachofthetwoequations’righthandsidethefirstcomponentdescribesthe

drift current: a current caused by an applied field, E, on charge carriers concentration, n and p. 

The ability of the electric field to drive the charge carriers is characterized by the mobility, µ.  

The diffusion part is given in the equation’s second component of its right hand side

expression and describes the current due to gradient of charge concentration.   

(3.4)  nn n nJ q n E q D grad n        

(3.5)  pp p pJ q p E q D grad p        

Combining eq.(3.4) with eq.(3.2) and eq.(3.5) with eq.(3.3) results in eq.(3.6) and eq.(3.7) - 

the drift-diffusion-continuity equations for electrons and holes, respectively. Together with 

the Poisson equation (eq.(3.1)) they form a set of differential equations that correlate 

materials properties and bias with charge distribution and potential surface (i.e. currents).   

(3.6)   nn n

n
div n E D grad n R

t



     


 

(3.7)   pp p

p
div p E D grad p R

t



      


 

Heat flow is described in Eq.(3.8); however, we do not consider thermal effects, and instead 

we will introduce later further equations to introduce, for example, the generalized Einstein 

relation, the mobility-electric field relation, and the explicit image force.   

(3.8)     
T

c H div k T grad T
t
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3.2 Continuous to discrete conversion of the physical equations 

Conversion of continuous equations to discrete equations is obtained through various 

schemes which are divided into two groups: explicit and implicit. The difference between the 

two is the way they are solved.  

In explicit schemes the solution is based on pre-known data. For example, in Figure 

3.1 the point in location x at time t+k is determined by the values of the three points at time t. 

Hence mathematically the method is simple and each point is solved separately. However, 

this method suffers from instability and significant computation time. For example, data 

“drift”islinearwithnumberofdatapointsalongthelongestaxis;inotherwords,alocation

that is distant by 5 points from the boundary will only start to be influenced by it after 5 

cycles. 

Implicit schemes, on the other hand, are more complex mathematically, as in the 

example shown in Figure 3.1. They rely on past, present, and future data points, which means 

that all the equations have to be solved simultaneously, but their stability is significantly 

higher and the number of iterations required to achieve a sufficiently good solution is 

significantly reduced.  

The conversion of the continuous equations to discrete equations is based on the 

simple Taylor series shown in eq.(3.9) and eq.(3.10).  

(3.9)            2 3 41 1 1
2 6 24

' " ''' ""U x h U x U x h U x h U x h U x h       

(3.10)            2 3 41 1 1
2 6 24

' " ''' ""U x h U x U x h U x h U x h U x h       

The explicit solution is now straightforward. By choosing a cutoff limit after the first 

correction of the Taylor series we can construct “operators” to convert the continuous 

arguments to discrete arguments. Under this concept eq.(3.11) is termed forward time, 

eq.(3.12) is termed forward space and eq.(3.13) is termed central space. Eq.(3.13) is obtained 

by using twice the forward space operator. 

(3.11)    
1

, , 2, ,
n n
i j i ju u

t k
u x y t O k

 
   

(3.12)    1, 1, 2

2
, ,

n n
i j i ju u

x h
u x y t O h 

   

(3.13)    1, , 1,

2

2 2, ,
n n n
i j i j i ju u u

xx h
u x y t O h  

   

Introducing these operators to the parabolic continuity equations (eq.(3.6) and 

eq.(3.7)) results in the coefficient 
2/r k h  upon which the stability of the scheme will 

depend, limiting its size to be smaller than 0.5. This means that the time constant has to 

decrease in a square proportion to the increase in spatial resolution. As a result this limitation 

usually enforces impractically high computational cost.    

More efficient numerical methods utilize implicit schemes of which the more known 

are the Crank-Nicolson, the Richardson, and the Du Fort and Frenckel schemes. Figure 3.1 

illustrates the Crank-Nicolson scheme and further details on its implementation are shown in 

Section 3.5.2. The building blocks of the Crank-Nicolson scheme construct a set of implicit 

equations around an imaginary point as shown in Figure 3.1. The first building block - the 

forward time operator (eq.(3.14)) - is similar to the one of the explicit scheme; however, the 

first (eq.(3.15)) and second (eq.(3.16)) derivatives of the central space operator are different 

in that the solution of each calculation point is based on the knowledge of other unknown 

points. This method was proved to have the advantage of being stable for any chosen k and h 
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values. Note, however, that not only stability issues might interfere with the numerical 

analysis but also truncation ones. 

(3.14)    
1

, , 2

2
, ,

n n
i j i ju uk

t k
u x y t O k

 
    

(3.15)    1 1 21
1, 1, 1, 1,2 4

, n n n nk
x i j i j i j i jh

u x t u u u u O k 

   
       

 

(3.16)    2

1 1 1 21
1, , 1, 1, , 1,2 2

, 2 2n n n n n nk
xx i j i j i j i j i j i jh

u x t u u u u u u O k  

   
         

 

 
Figure 3.1. Illustration of the Crank-Nicolson scheme for 1D space. Solution of the forward time point 

requires the knowledge of other points in the future time.  

 

3.3 The discrete Poisson equation  

Our system is primarily composed of three equations: the static Poisson equation, and 

the two time dependent drift-diffusion-continuity equations for electrons and holes. The 2D 

Poisson equation is written explicitly in eq.(3.17) where the x axis is conceptually in the 

device plane direction and the z axisisconceptuallyinthedevice’sverticaldirection. 

(3.17)  
2 2

2 2

0

q
n p C

x z

 



  
     

  
 

 We use equal and fixed grid mesh both in the x and z axes. In this way the explicit 

implementation of the Poisson equation becomes simpler as shown in eq.(3.18),whereΔh is 

the distance between two points either in the x or z directions.   

 

(3.18)

 

 

1 1
2 2

1
2

1 1
2 2

1
2

, , 1, ,2

,,

, 1 ,, , 2

,,

i j i j i j i j

i ji j

i j i ji j i j

i ji j

u uu
O h

x hx h

u uu
O h

z hz h

 

 

  



 



  
    

    
 

            

 

By introducing eq.(3.18) into eq.(3.17) twice (eq.(3.19)) and rearranging the 

components we obtain eq.(3.21), which describes the solution of the potential shape in a 

single point on the mesh. For a simulation with X mesh points, a set of X such implicit 

equations are to be solved simultaneously.  
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(3.19)  
1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2
, , , ,

0

i j i j i j i jx x z z q
n p C

h h

   



   

     
  

   
     
  
  
 

 

(3.20)  

1, , , 1, , 1 , , , 1

0

i j i j i j i j i j i j i j i j

qh h h h n p C
h h

       



       
  

        
  

 
 

 

(3.21)    2

1, 1, , 1 , 1 ,

0

4i j i j i j i j i j

q
h n p C    


             

 

3.4 Numerical implementation of the Poisson equation  

The Poisson equation solution (eq.(3.21)) describes the change in the potential values 

between adjacent points around a central point, (Xi,Zj), according to the charge carriers 

concentration in that point. Given that the potential value is unknown in all those points 

except at the boundaries, the number of equations which are to be solved is equal to the 

number of points in the device. For example, for a device width and height of 160nm and 

200nm, respectively, and an equally spaced 1nm resolution grid mesh, the number of 

equations, N, would be 3.2x10
4
.  This is later translated to a matrix A size of ~10

9
.       

The set of N equations is solved using matrices method, where the coefficients of the 

potential values from the left side of eq.(3.21) are arranged into matrix A (in eq.(3.22)). The 

potential values are given in vector Ψ, which is the vector of unknown values to be solved, 

and the right hand side of eq.(3.21) is arranged into vector b. Solving Ψ is done by the left 

product of the inverse of matrix A, A
-1

, with the vector b. this is implemented with the more 

efficientleftmatrixdivisionoperator,“\”,shownineq.(3.23).   

(3.22) A b   

(3.23)
1 \A b A b    

The way we assign values to matrix A requires rearranging our data. First, the 2D 

mesh is reshaped into a 1D (vector) data after which values are assigned according to the 

reshaped order to matrix A. It is important that after the reshaping process, each point in the 

1D shape would preserve relatively similar distance to the other points. Preserving similar 

relative distances would limit the number of populated diagonals in the A matrix and enable 

more efficient calculation methods, including the use of sparse matrices which in turn allows 

the employment of much larger matrices. The reshaping method is shown in Figure 3.2 with 

the mesh potential values populating the Ψ vector.  
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Figure 3.2. Reshaping the 2D mesh grid into the 1D Ψ vector. 

 

Due to the symmetry of the equation and the fixed relation between adjacent points, 

the matrix of coefficients includes a small number of non-zero diagonals, as illustrated in 

Figure 3.3. In this example seven non-zero diagonals are represented, each with its distinct 

role. The center diagonal always expresses the influence of a certain location upon itself. The 

two adjacent diagonals and the two diagonals N points away (N being the number of points 

along the x axis), represent the influence of the two adjacent points along the x axis and the 

two adjacent points along the z axis, respectively. The last two diagonals, which appear 

sparser in the image and distant from the center diagonal by N-1 points, represent the cyclic 

BC (we will describe the BC and the manner of their implementation throughout this chapter). 

In total, for a 2D mesh with single direction cyclic BC the matrix will feature 7 non-zero 

diagonals.  

 

 
Figure 3.3. Population of the coefficient matrix A for the Poisson equation: illustration of the top left 

corner. 

In Figure 3.3 it can be observed that one of the diagonals extends beyond the 

boundary of matrix A. This represents the potential values of the lower BCs (the upper BCs 

are not shown in this image but are located at the bottom right corner of the matrix) which are 

the electrodes BCs (gate below and drain above, see Figure 3.4). In this case the BCs are of a 

Dirichlet type, which means that the potential values are fixed and known and are removed, 
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after being weighted with the appropriate coefficients from the vector b. We still lack several 

other BCs: internal ones for the source electrode, internal ones for floating electrodes, and 

insulating ones for the dielectric semiconductor interface; the method for their 

implementation will be discussed separately. 

 
Figure 3.4. Simulation model of the vertical OFET. Gate and drain are represented as a single line 

which introduces the bottom and upper Dirichlet BCs. Internal BCs are introduced by the source 

electrode (yellow parts indicated as the patterned electrode: PE).    

 

The following example describes the simplicity with which this method can be 

implemented. Given that the size of the device is NxM (M being the height of the device), the 

size of the matrix would be Nx(M-2), as the first and the last horizontal rows represent the 

BCs and do not require solving. The way we populate the coefficient matrix is by determining 

the diagonals length and values and then assigning values into those diagonals to create a 

sparse matrix. This example includes the following steps:  

1. The central diagonal is a vector with length of Nx(M-2), similar to the size of the matrix. 

Following eq.(3.21) each element in the diagonal is assigned the value of (-4). 

2. The two diagonals distant by N points from the center location are similarly assigned the 

value 1, according to eq.(3.21). The length of these diagonals would be Nx(M-3). 

3. The two diagonals immediately adjacent to the central diagonal again are assigned the 

value of 1. However, note that each N location along these diagonals is to be set the value 

of zero, as otherwise it would represent a non-existent location (a location to the right of 

the right edge, or to the left of the left edge). The length of these diagonals would be 

Nx(M-2)-1. 

4. The last two diagonals which represent the BCs are again assigned with value 1. 

However, this is only at the first location and then every N locations. The length of these 

diagonals would be Nx(M-2)-N+1. 

5. Thebottomandupperelectrodes’BCswhicharerepresentedbytwoN-long vectors with 

the potential assigned to each are multiplied by the coefficient (value equal to 1) and 

removed from vector b. Practically, the first BC would be reduced from the first N 

locations of vector b, and the last BCs would be removed from the last N locations of 

vector b. 

6. Vector b is then populated with the charge carrier concentration given in the right hand 

side of eq. (3.21) and added to the BCs. 
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7. The final step of this example includes left-side multiplication of the inverse of matrix A 

with vector b as described in eq.(3.23). 

However, as we mentioned above there are additional BCs which complicate our 

algorithm. Having the source electrode as shown in Figure 3.4 in the internal area of the 

device, requires an efficient way to exclude these points from matrix A and introduce their 

influence directly to vector b. To that end we developed two implementation methods that 

differ in efficiency according to the size of the internal electrode. Algorithm A is better for 

small internal electrodes while algorithm B is more efficient for large internal electrodes.  

 

3.4.1 Internal Dirichlet BCs implementation: algorithm A 

The main principle in the implementation of the Internal BCs (IBCs) is in its 

similaritytothatofthe“external”DirichletBCsspecifiedabove.Inbothcasesthereisaneed

to identify and eliminate IBC points from matrix A. But the tricky part is their projection on 

vector b. While for the gate and drain BCs the projection was well defined, here it is much 

sparser - both spatially and direction-wise. In other words, every IBC point influences a 

maximum of four other points; hence, if for example Ψi,j is an IBC, we would need to include 

its influence on all its adjacent points and to exclude this point from the solution vector. 

ForalimitedsizeofIBCarraytheidealmethodutilizesa“for”loop. The following 

example and algorithm is accompanied with the source code for clarity: 

1. A and b are set up according to steps 1-6 in Section  3.4.  

2. The first two lines define the 2D potential values (without the gate and drain lines) and 

the 2D location of the IBCs introduced by the source electrode, respectively. 

3. The third and the fourth lines define where IBCs are located or not located, respectively. 

4. Line five defines the rows and columns in which BCs are located. 

5. Populating vector b using the “for” loop includes 6 “if” statements. The first four

introduce the influence on lateral points (along the x axis) considering the cyclic BCs. The 

lasttwo“if”statementspreventexceedingthematrixdimensionsinthez axis.   

6. Line 26 trims vector b so that it includes only the locations which do not serve as IBCs. 

7. Lines 27 and 28 similarly trim matrix A. 

8. After solving the set of equations again according to eq.(3.23) the potential vector is 

reconstructed using the data vectors from step 3.  

Note that in the case of the Poisson equation, matrix A and the influence of the BCs 

on vector b are static. Hence, the entire algorithm (except for step 8) is performed once, while 

step 8 alone is performed iteratively as the charge distribution is timely introduced (the 

conversion of the Poisson and the continuity solutions).  

Following is the source code for steps 2-7: 
1. VV = V(:,2:end-1); 

2. USS = sum(US,3); 

3. loc = find(USS(1:(Lx),2:(Ly-1))~=0); 

4. locations=find(USS(1:(Lx),2:(Ly-1))==0); 

5. [row,col] = find(USS(1:(Lx),2:(Ly-1))~=0); 

6. for k=1:length(loc) 

7.    if row(k)>1 

8.        b(loc(k)-1) = b(loc(k)-1)-1*VV(loc(k)); 

9.    end 

10.    if row(k)==1 

11.        b(loc(k)+Lx-1) = b(loc(k)+Lx-1)-1*VV(loc(k)); 

12.    end 

13.    if row(k)<Lx 
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14.        b(loc(k)+1) = b(loc(k)+1)-1*VV(loc(k)); 

15.    end 

16.    if row(k)==Lx 

17.        b(loc(k)-Lx+1) = b(loc(k)-Lx+1)-1*VV(loc(k)); 

18.    end 

19.    if col(k)>1 

20.        b(loc(k)-Lx) = b(loc(k)-Lx)-1*VV(loc(k)); 

21.    end 

22.    if col(k)<(Ly-2) 

23.        b(loc(k)+Lx) = b(loc(k)+Lx)-1*VV(loc(k)); 

24.    end 

25. end 

26. bb = b(locations);  

27. AAA = A(locations,:);     

28. AA = AAA(:,locations); 

 

3.4.2 Internal Dirichlet BCs implementation: algorithm B 

AlgorithmButilizesmatricesoperationsinsteadofa“for”loop.However,duetothe

size of the matrices and memory requirements associated with their size, the method is not 

usually favored. We present this method as it contributes to our intuition regarding the 

matricesstructureandoperations.Thealgorithm’sdescriptionisaccompaniedbythesource

code and visualized in Figure 3.5: 

1. Line 1 locates all the IBCs points.  

2. Lines 2 and 3 reshape the potential data mesh to a 1D vector.  

3. Scalar multiplication is performed between the columns of matrix A whose indices are 

those of an IBC with the potential vector formed in line 4 after it is resized to the length 

of the number of IBCs. If this number is large it might introduce memory limits. 

4. The resulting matrix formed in line 4 is summed along its second axis to form a vector 

equal in length to vector b from which it is reduced in line 6.  

Source code for steps 1-4: 
1. loc_US = find(sum(US(1:Lx,2:Ly-1,:),3));  

2. VV = V(:,2:end-1);  

3.  vec_V = reshape(VV,L,1)';  

4.  V_aid = A(:,loc_US).*repmat(vec_V(loc_US),L,1); 

5.  reduce_from_b = sum(V_aid,2);         

6.  b2 = b2 - reduce_from_b'; 

The rest of the method is similar to that of algorithm A. The essence of this method is 

in the fact that each row k in matrix A represents the influence that adjacent points have 

over point k. Alternatively, each column k represents the influence of point k over its 

adjacent locations. Hence, by choosing a single column k, and its scalar multiplication by the 

potentialvector,ismathematicallyidenticaltwothesix“if”statementsofalgorithmA. 

 
Figure 3.5. Illustration of the IBC matrices-based calculation method. L and NIBC are the domain size 

and the number of IBC points, respectively. The Ψ matrix is the extension of a vector of the potentials 

only in the IBC points to L length (for computational simplicity).    
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3.4.3 Floating electrode IBC  

A Floating Electrode (FE) introduces a unique situation in which a group of points 

share identical potential value; different from other situations where the electrodes behave as 

a boundary condition with fixed potential, here the potential value is unknown. Intuitively 

speaking, it means that instead of directly measuring the influence of this BC on each adjacent 

point separately, the electrode behaves as a connector between all points adjacent to it, and 

the cross-influence has to be calculated simultaneously.   

To solve this potential distribution the entire FE is mathematically regarded as a 

single point. Thus, an FE size of n points is influencing and being influenced by a maximum 

of 4n points. The practically applicable number is usually much lower as most of the FE 

points are in contact with one another. As a result the structure of the diagonals in matrix A 

“breaks”,asshowninFigure 3.6.      

 

Figure 3.6. Matrix A structure(MatLab‘spyplot’).Theredarrowpointstothelocationthatrepresents

the floating electrode. 

This algorithm implementation is as follows:  

1. Locate all FE points.  

2. Arbitrarily define a single representative point.  

3. Sum up all the rows in matrix A which represent FE locations (1) and substitute into 

the one representative point (2). This would define the influence of all the points in a 

direct contact with the FE over the electrode.  

4. Sum up all the columns in matrix A which represent FE locations (1) and add that 

figure to the one found in the representative point (2). This would define the influence 

of the FE over all the points it is in contact with.  

5. Erase from A all the IBC lines and columns as well as all those which represent the 

FE except for the one representative point (2).  

6. Erase from vector b the same locations as was done for A (5).  

The rest of the algorithm is the same as before (e.g. the one employed for Internal 

Dirichlet BC). As an example, we solved the 2D potential shape for a complex device design 

cross-section as shown in Figure 3.7.(A). The VOFET structure in this example is unique in 

that the layered structure of the source electrode is made of three layers: a bottom regular 

electrode, where the potential is externally determined; an insulating layer, where no current 

can pass; and a floating electrode on top of it. The resulting potential surface is shown in 

Figure 3.7.(B). While the gate, drain, and the lower source electrode layer are fixed in 

location, the floating electrode’s potential behaves as an averaging factor (distorting the 
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potential surface around it), but its values are largely between those of the source and the 

drain electrodes.  

 

Figure 3.7. (A) Cross-section of a device with a layered source electrode which includes: first, the 

common source, then a dielectric layer, and finally a floating electrode. (B) The potential surface for 

the floating source configuration.   

 Our initial intention to use a floating electrode to better mask the influence of the 

drain electric fields on the drain, minimizing Off current as a result, was found completely 

misguided.Asthesimulationshowsthefloatingelectrodepractically“decreases”thedistance

between the source and the drain and works to increase the applied drain bias and 

consequently the Off current. This example shows the importance of using numerical tools to 

reinforce intuition and provide design guidelines which could save significant experimental 

work.  

 

3.4.4 Fast 3D Poisson solver 

Our entire work to analyze the VOFET behavior was performed using 2D 

simulations. This is the standard approach to avoid the comparably very high computational 

costs associated with a 3D simulation. If we recall the example given in Part 3.4, adding the 

third dimension the number of equations to be solved simultaneously becomes 5.1x10
6
, which 

translates into an enormous theoretical matrix A size of 2.6x10
13

 - clearly an unrealistic size to 

besolveusing“bruteforce”methods. 

Why then 3D simulations are of interest? 3D simulations enable to reduce the number 

of structural approximations made in a cross-section device analysis and in the 

implementation of the transport equations in 2D. An example for the former is explicitly 

shown in Figure 3.8 where the striped electrode structure (a) is the immediate extension of 

our 2D model while the circles perforated electrode (b) is more relevant to our realistic block-

copolymer electrode design. The latter issue, namely, the transport equations implementation 
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in 2D, for example, prevents accurate calculation of the image potential of a point charge in 

the vicinity of nano-scale features.
78

 These become abundant as nanotechnology contributes 

ever more designs to macro-scale devices such as the use of nano-dots, -rods, -wires, and 

corrugated ultrathin films. In particular this is relevant to the VOFET design operation as its 

“active”regions- the regions from which current is extracted, or the perforations lateral facets 

- are scaled to a few nanometers.  

 

Figure 3.8. 3D simulation plot of the PE-VOFET device. (a) Electrode striped pattern, a “closer”

extension of the previous 2D simulation. (b) The more realistic structure of the PE when produced 

using the block-copolymer lithography. 

There are two reasons why 2D simulation fails to accurately predict the image force 

in the vicinity of nano-features: First, the use of the analytical description of the image 

potential, as shown in eq.(3.24) is inaccurate, as it assumes the force applied on a charge in 

the vicinity of an infinite flat surface.  

(3.24)  
2

2

016 r

q
E x

x 
   

However, the actual force deviates from this ideal model as nano features cannot 

satisfy, spatially, the surface charge distribution that the image charges technique theoretically 

reproduces. The scale of this influence can be approximated when comparing the force 

exerted on a point charge in the vicinity of a flat infinite surface to the force exerted in the 

vicinity of a sphere - a solution also given analytically by Tikhonov.
79

 In eq.(3.25), such an 

example is given where R and r1 are the sphere radius and the distance of the point charge 

from the sphere, respectively.    

(3.25) 
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Thus the usual practice of superimposing the potential surface obtained by integrating 

the image charge analytical equation would be found inaccurate in simulations of devices 

with nano-scale features. Second, the low dimensionality of the 2D Poisson solver means that 

a single charge is considered as a line of charges that is infinite in the direction perpendicular 

to the 2D plane. Hence, the 2D Poisson solver cannot calculate explicitly the potential 

surface; for that, a 3D Poisson solver is required.   

To avoid the abovementioned limitations we solve only once the 3D Poisson problem 

for a given architecture and superimpose the solution on the 2D simulation. In this way we 

can both introduce the accurate influence of the image potential force and keep the numerical 
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analysis relatively “inexpensive” in terms of computational costs. The conversion of the 

continuous 3D Poisson equation (eq.(3.26)) to its discrete form is done in a similar fashion 

using center space operators, and results in the form shown in eq. (3.27).    

 

(3.26)  
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Similar to the 2D solution of the Poisson equation, the 3D one is defined as an elliptic 

equation and is solved implicitly within a single step by left multiplication of the inverse of 

matrix A with vector b. The difference lies in the implementation of matrix A. For example, 

the data have to be rearranged from a 3D shape to a 1D vector as shown in eq.(3.28) and as 

illustrated in Figure 3.9.  

 

(3.28)       , , 1 1i j k n i j N k N M          

 

 

Figure 3.9. Reshaping order of the 3D mesh to a 1D vector.  

Each point now has 6 adjacent points which translate to six diagonals in matrix A. As 

a general rule each dimension adds 2 diagonals on top of the central one and each cyclic BC 

dimension similarly adds 2 diagonals. Figure 3.10 shows the schematic illustration of the 3D 

matrix A diagonals population for the general case of cyclic BCs in three dimensions, a total 

of 13 diagonals.   
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Figure 3.10. Illustration of matrix A with 13 non-zero diagonals, 1 for the principal point, 6 for the 6 

adjacent locations in 3D mesh, and 6 more for the three cyclic BCs in the x, y, and z axes.  

 

3.5 The discrete drift-diffusion-continuity equations  

The 2D static continuous drift-diffusion-continuity equations in eq.(3.29) and 

eq.(3.30) for electrons and holes, respectively, are converted to their discrete form in eq.(3.31) 

and eq.(3.32).  
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Solving the temporally drift-diffusion-continuity equations or even their static form, 

is much more challenging as the electric field (the derivative of the potential surface) and the 

charge concentration are exponentially dependent. To improve stability we can use either or 

both numerical and analytical tools such as the Crank-Nicolson scheme (Section 3.5.4) and 

the Scharfetter & Gumel approximation (Section 3.5.1).
77

  

 

3.5.1 Scharfetter & Gumel approximation
77

 

The Scharfetter and Gumel method uses a number of approximations to introduce a 

stable analytical expression. The analytical solution is relevant within the range x ∈ [xi,xi+1] 

and z=zj with the charge concentration boundary conditions given by [n0=ni, nend=ni+1]. 

Further, the solution assumes constant current density in this range as well as constant electric 
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field, mobility, and diffusion coefficients. As the simulation utilizes fixed mesh intervals, 

both xi+1-xi and zj+1-zj areequaltoΔh. 

The 2D drift-diffusion equation describing the current for electrons in the x axis is presented 

explicitly in eq.(3.33):  
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J x z q n x z x z E x z q D x z
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Considering the above assumptions, only n varies, and the rest of the parameters are 

approximated as constants. As the BCs are constant this function is also time independent. 

The values of the mobility and the diffusion coefficients, being independent functions, are 

approximated as a simple mean of their values in the boundaries as noted in eq.(3.34) and in 

eq.(3.35). The electric field is considered to be linear and is evaluated through the potential 

values on the interval boundaries, as shown in eq.(3.36). 
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Solving eq. (3.33) in equilibrium, or zero net current, in the interval [xi, xi+1] with fixed 

parameters, except that of the charge concentration as given in eq.(3.37), would take the 

familiar form of thermal equilibrium (eq.(3.39)). 
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In the Scharfetter and Gummel approximation the same differential equation is solved 

for the non-homogeneous case where the current is non-zero. In that case eq.(3.33) takes the 

form of eq.(3.40) whose solution is given in eq.(3.41). This form can be represented with 

Bernoulli functions as shown in eq. (3.42).  
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The Bernoulli function, B(
x
ti) in eq. (3.42) is defined as B(

x
ti)=

x
t/(e

t
-1) where t 

depends on the coordinate directions, (x direction - eq.(3.43) and z direction - eq.(3.44)). An 

almost similar solution is obtained for holes.   
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(3.44)
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The continuity equation for electrons (eq.(3.31)) around (xi, zj) is then governed by 

four components which determine the current that flows in and out of this specific location in 

the two dimensions (eq.(3.45)).     
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Introducing eq.(3.45) into eq.(3.31) results in a set of charge concentration 

coefficients as shown in eq.(3.46). These arguments can now be placed in a similar method to 

the one used to implicitly solve the Poisson equation in Section  3.4. Note, that now the 

potential and the charge concentration are mediated by the Bernoulli functions which avoid 

the instability associated with their exponential dependency.  

(3.46)
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The drift-diffusion-continuity solution given by the Scharfetter and Gumel method is 

equivalently applied for holes. 

 

3.5.2 Numerical implementation of the continuity equation  

Using eq.(3.46) the coefficients to the charge concentration are introduced to matrix A 

and the BCs are introduced to vector b in a manner equivalent to that pursued above for the 

Poisson equation. The method of solving these two sets of equations is almost identical and 

differs only in the fact that matrix A’s coefficients vary every iteration as the Bernoulli

functions depend on the potentials. It involves the implementation of more complex elements 

into the diagonals, and does not lend itself to separating the matrix construction and solution 

as is done with the Poisson equation.  
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3.5.3 Algorithm stability 

The iterative solution of the Poisson/ Continuity equations may still become non-

converging when high voltages are applied or high charge concentration takes place. An 

example for such a situation is shown in Figure 3.11 where the bias voltages are VG=5V and 

VD=2V. In the first image, Figure 3.11.(A), the potential distribution is solved with the initial 

conditions of a device empty of charge carriers, and hence the potential is overestimated. The 

second image, Figure 3.11.(B), shows the charge distribution after the Continuity calculation 

step which was based on the potential surface given by the first Poisson iteration. As the first 

Poisson iteration was overestimated, the charge concentrations are also overestimated. The 

third image, Figure 3.11.(C), is again of the potential surface, this time taking into account the 

previous overestimated charge distribution. Note that in the middle of the perforation area, a 

non-physical hill shape is formed due to the overestimated shielding charge concentration in 

this area. Figure 3.11.(D) again shows the charge distribution of the second iteration with the 

nonphysical divided shape.  The four images represent a swing of the iteration around the 

steady result. Thus, charge concentrations are large due to high biases or too low barriers, no 

convergence is obtained and the algorithm will continue swinging for another cycle and so 

forth.   

 

 

 
Figure 3.11. Non-converging simulation. A and C are the potential surfaces and B and D are the charge 

distributions. As the correction in each step is large in both solutions the overshoot remains large.    

An intuitive method to prevent this swing is by using the damping method. The 

method introduces a factor, as shown in eq.(3.47), which lessens the effect of overestimation 

through considering only a fraction, r, of the new results. In eq.(3.47) nnew, n, and ncalc are the 

new, the previous, and the calculated charge distribution, respectivaly. Mathematically it is 

also similar to the introduction of time domain. When the damping factor method is utilized 

the results may converge as shown in Figure 3.12.  

 

(3.47)   1new calcn n r n r      
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Figure 3.12. Potential surface (A) and charge distribution (B) results for Vg=4.5V and Vd=2V when 

using the damping technique.     

 

As r is larger, the solution is achieved faster as it requires less iterations to converge 

but at the same time the probability of the simulation to become unstable increases. The 

drawback of using a small damping factor is the associated computational time; the smaller 

the damping factor is, the larger the number of iterations required to obtaining convergence. 

 To obtain a reliable and efficient algorithm we implement an adaptive convergence 

recognition algorithm schematically shown in Figure 3.13. Convergence recognition is based 

on identifying the absolute value of the error in each iteration, namely, the change in the total 

charge concentration in the device between two iterations. As the error value is highly 

sensitive to many factors in the simulation (voltages, barriers, domains size, etc.) we use a 

relative error value, as shown in eq.(3.48). In addition, the absolute change in charge 

concentration is linearly dependent on the damping factor size, hence it is factored out in the 

error calculation.  

(3.48)   
 new

new

new

n n
sum n n sum

r n

 
   

 

 

The algorithm works as follows: An initially high damping factor is determined to 

allow fast convergence. The convergence function follows the change in the error, to 

determine whether it is monotonically decreasing or not. If it is not, the damping factor value 

is reduces by half. If the error value monotonically decreases, the damping factor would be 

left high. An example of such situation is shown in Figure 3.14 where the value of the 

damping factor is reduced once to allow convergence. To determine monotonic behavior of 

the error, the algorithm addresses the error vector every 10 cycles and instability is 

determined after few such vectors have been determined not to be monotonically decreasing.  
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Figure 3.13. Illustration of the adaptive damping factor algorithm 

 
Figure 3.14. A typical convergence log-plot (error vs. cycles). The first part displays a non-stable 

regime while the second part converges after applying a smaller damping factor. 

 

3.5.4  The Crank-Nicolson scheme 

Another approach to improve stability is to use a different numerical scheme than that 

of the explicit one.  

An explicit scheme is one in which the next step is determined only by previous 

knowledge. For example, when solving the continuous problem with the explicit operators, 

the time parameter appears in the explicit forward time operator, which replaces the time 

derivative component of the continuous equation. As we focused on the steady state solution, 

this parameter completely vanished (eq.(3.49)). 

Implicit schemes on the other hand, use previous (known) and future (unknown) data 

to improve solution stability. The Crank-Nicolson scheme implicitly solves the continuity 

problem around an imaginary point located in the time (t+0.5Δt) domain as demonstrated in 

Figure 3.1, and the current arguments are introduced to the continuity equation as shown in 

eq.(3.50).  
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The current elements are defined similarly using the Scharfetter & Gumell 

approximation (eq.(3.45)) and the Crank-Nicolson scheme is obtained by their introduction to 

eq.(3.50). As eq.(3.51) demonstrates, on both sides of the equations there are coefficients of 

forward time charge concentration; these are denoted with the symbol n
t+1

.   
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Eq.(3.51) can be rearranged to regroup the forward time and the local time 

coefficients. In this manner these sets of equations are solved with the construction of two 

matrices, one for the forward time coefficients, rearranged on the left hand side of the 

equation, and one for the local time coefficients, rearranged on the right hand side of the 

equation as shown in eq.(3.52). After rearranging eq.(3.52), the inverse of the left matrix is 

similarly multiplied to the left of the right matrix which in turn are multiplied by the known 

charge concentration vector, resulting in the future time charge concentration vector, as 

shown in eq.(3.53).   

 

(3.52)
1n n

Left rightA u A u b    

(3.53)
1 1 1n n

Left right Leftu A A u A b     

 

Note that in the bottom line, the implementation of both algorithms, namely the 

explicit and the implicit ones, is very similar, as shown in Figure 3.15. After rearranging the 

Crank-Nicolson scheme we can indicate that the matrices are almost identical except for two 

changes: First, the coefficient varies with thevalueofthetimeincrement,Δt(seeeq.(3.54)). 

Second, the central diagonal of the matrices is different in sign and with the added constant 1, 

which is omitted from the explicit steady state solution.   

(3.54)  
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Figure 3.15. Comparison of the (a) steady state explicit scheme and (b) the implicit Crank-Nicolson 

scheme. 

 

3.6 Boundary conditions  

Although BCs were already discussed in this chapter, here we summarize their types, 

and spatially place them in the device model. We first separate the BCs to physical BCs, 

which reproduce real boundaries in the device, and non-physical BCs, which are implemented 

in order to facilitate the implementation of the numerical analysis by limiting the calculation 

area.  

The VOFET cross-section mesh is shown in Figure 3.16 wherethelayers’orderfrom

bottom to top include: the gate electrode (purple), the gate dielectric (gray), the source 

electrode (with a number of colors, indicating it can be constructed of a number of layers), the 

active layer (light green) and the drain electrode (brown). The grid represents the fixed mesh 

distances both for the x and z axes.  

   

 

 
Figure 3.16. Schematic illustration of the VOFET mesh cross-section. Drift-Diffusion-Continuity 

(DDC) is solved only on the semi-conductor region while the Poisson is solved across the entire device.  

First we need to identify the regions in which our algorithm takes place. The Poisson 

equation, for example, is solved over the entire device, with the electrodes as the Dirichlet 

BCs for the potential and the lateral edges as the cyclic BCs. The Continuity equation, on the 

other hand, is solved only in the area defined as the active layer, namely, the light green area 

in Figure 3.16. Similar to the Poisson equation it has non-physical cyclic BCs at its lateral 

edges but on top of that it has two physical BCs:  
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a. Thermal equilibrium – placed between the Semiconductor (SC) and the electrodes. 

This Dirichlet type BC determines the charge concentration at the interfaces between 

the metal electrodes and the SC according to thermal equilibrium as charge is 

assumed to flow between these interfaces order of magnitudes faster than current 

flows in the SC. Practically, this means that the charge concentration in these 

interfaces is determined through eq.(3.55) where N0 is the density of states in the SC, 

kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and φb is the potential barrier 

between the metal and the SC as defined in eq.(3.56).  
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In eq.(3.56), φb0 isequaltothedifferencebetweenthemetal’sworkfunction,and

thesemiconductor’sLUMO/HOMOlevels forelectrons/holes.Thesecond factor in

this equation is influenced by the perpendicular applied electric field, E┴. In the 

current simulation version we implement eq.(3.56).(a), in which the potential 

difference is determined by the product of E┴ andΔx, which is the distance between 

the metal surface and the first site at the active layer (taken to be the intermolecular 

spacing of ~1nm, the mesh increment in the simulation). Eq.(3.56).(b) expresses the 

current notion of metal-semiconductor interface in which image force model 

introduces significant barrier lowering.
80-82

 However, as previously explained, 

introducing the image potential using this equation may be inaccurate for our device, 

having features in the nano-scale.
83

  

b. Insulating BCs – located between the SC and the dielectric layer and indicated in 

Figure 3.16 with the blue line. These BCs are defined by 
z
Jn,I,j-0.5=0 in eq.(3.45) which 

means that no current flows in the z direction below the first SC layer. To force zero 

current, the appropriate terms from eq.(3.45) are eliminated and in turn also the 

appropriate terms from eq.(3.46) are eliminated. As a result the equation solved in the 

first line of the SC takes the form of eq.(3.57). 
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3.7 Generalized Einstein Relation  

The main strength of having an open source simulation is the ability to vary basic 

physical ground rules in relative ease. In this part we demonstrate the introduction of the 

General Einstein Relation to widen our intuitions on different phenomena relevant to organic 

semiconductors in vertical devices.  

In materials whose Density Of States (DOS) is Gaussian distributed, the classic 

Einstein relation, namely, the relation between the diffusion and the mobility coefficients, 

does not hold and instead varies depending on the charge concentration and the width of the 

DOS (eq.(3.58)).
84, 85
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This ratio depends on the charge concentration and on the derivative of the charge 

concentration according to the chemical potential, eq.(3.59). The charge concentration is 

determined by integrating over energy the product of the DOS (eq.(3.60)) and the Fermi-

Dirac distribution, eq.(3.61). The generalized Einstein relation (eq.(3.62)) is then given by 

substituting eq.(3.61) and eq.(3.60) into eq.(3.59).
41, 84
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Numerically the infinite integrations are replaced with finite sums. A relation between 

the displacement of the Fermi level or the charge distribution and the Generalized Einstein 

Relation can be obtained as a function of the DOS width. The case where the Gaussian width 

DOS varies between 1kT and 20kT is shown in Figure 3.17. The left image shows the inverse 

dependence of the Einstein relation with the Fermi level displacement, and the left image 

shows the same dependence with the charge distribution. For the implementation of this 

situation in the numerical simulation it is easier to use a fit obtained for these curves. The fit 

given in eq.(3.63) approximates the inverse value of the Einstein relation with the relative 

charge density, p .
41

 However, the seven parameters are producing a fit which is relevant for 

a single Gaussian width, which limits the simulation to a finite number of options, between 

2kT and 6kT. The fit for a typical 2kT material is shown in Figure 3.18, which shows that in 

this charge distribution range the fit and the numerical calculations agree. Note that for lower 

charge concentrations the fit deviates to higher values which are not physical, hence in this 

region the values are set to 1kT/q.   
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Figure 3.17. Inverse Einstein relation vs. chemical potential (left image) and charge density (right 

image) as function of the Gaussian width (indicated in the left image and normalized by kT/q). 

 
Figure 3.18. Inverse Einstein relation comparison between the numerical calculation (blue) and the 

analytical fit (green).   

Figure 3.17 shows how important incorporating the Generalized Einstein Relation 

might be. The value of the diffusion coefficient increases dramatically compared to the 

mobility in regions where the charge concentration is high. In our case, this region is the 

perforationarea,wherethechargeis“confined”bytheinfluenceofthegateandthesource

electrodes walls. In this region the ratio between the diffusion and the mobility coefficients 

has a significant influence on the resulting amount of current that the perforation supplies to 

the vertical channel. We assumed that the larger the Gaussian width, the larger the On current 

(given a constant mobility).  

The Generalized Einstein Relation was incorporated into our numerical analysis 

through introducing eq.(3.63) into the drift-diffusion model solved by the Scharfetter & 

Gummel method. This is shown in eq.(3.64) where the diffusion coefficient is replaced with 

the mobility coefficient and the Einstein relation expression, which depends on the charge 

concentration. However, if we assume that the charge concentration varies slowly enough 

within the interval of the two calculation points, we can address this problem as if the value 

of the Einstein relation is constant, given by the analytical fit. The only implementation 

difference would be in the values assigned to the matrices coefficients. As shown below the 

only difference is in the arguments of the Bernoulli functions, eq.(3.69), where the value of 

the inverse of the local Einstein relation is given by eq.(3.63).  
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Accordingly, the currents are described by the mobility coefficient and the correction 

is given by the Einstein relation. Eq.(3.70) and eq.(3.71) describe the currents on the four 

boundaries of each mesh point and the four Bernoulli arguments.  

(3.70)
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The incorporation of the Einstein relation in the simulation follows eq.(3.72). Figure 

3.20 compares the charge distribution and the inverse value of the Einstein relation for 

devices with the Gaussian width varying between 0kT to 6kT. The influence of the increased 

relative diffusion is evident from the width of the vertical channel. For low Gaussian width 

the channel remains relatively narrow while in the case of materials with large Gaussian width 

the channel expands up to the domain boundaries. However, the transfer characteristics plot 
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shown in Figure 3.19 indicates that the influence of the varying ratio between the diffusion 

coefficient and the mobility coefficient has a limited influence on the resulting device 

characteristics. In Figure 3.19 the source electrode thickness was 9nm and the expectation 

was that the higher diffusion coefficient will enable significantly more charge carriers to 

escape the perforation area.  
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Figure 3.19. Transfer characteristics plot: current density as function of gate voltage for device with 

varying Gaussian width; 0kT-blue, 2kT-green, 4kT-red and 6kT-pale-blue.   
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Figure 3.20. Charge distribution (left column) and the value of the inverse Einstein relation (right 

column), for devices with varying Gaussian width. VG=3V, VD=3V, hD=20=20nm, hS=9nm. 

3.8 Summary 

 

This chapter goes through the theoretical background of building a numerical analysis 

tool based on the fundamental transport equations. Being an open source platform, it allows a 

completely free hand in controlling device architecture, defining physical ground rules, and 

performing data analysis. As will be shown later, mainly in Chapter 6 and in Chapter 8, it 

allows us a thorough investigation of the VOFET behavior and on top of extraction of design 

guidelines, it enabled us to introduce analytical models and understand fundamental 

mechanisms. In Chapter 14 I explain the practical structure of the simulation, and how it can 

be handled, altered, and put to use.   
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Chapter 4. Electric field transparent electrodes - block-copolymers self-

assembly 

To benefit from the advantages of the MOS-VOFET vertical stacking architecture, 

the sandwiched source electrode has to be transparent to the perpendicularly oriented gate 

electric fields. As theoretically explained in Chapter 1 and explicitly shown by our numerical 

modeling tools also in Chapter 3, transparency through high quality conductors such as metals 

is obtained by nano-structuring the conductive layer. This study provided a set of guidelines 

to the electrode structure, mainly discussed in Chapter 3 and in Chapter 9.  

There are a number of important constraints to the electrode structure and 

functionality. First, the film resistance should be as small as possible, as high resistivity limits 

device efficiency and operational frequency. Second, the aspect ratio of the perforations 

should be as small as possible. The aspect ratio is defined as the ratio between the electrode 

height and perforation diameter; the lower its value, the lower the shielding phenomenon of 

the virtual contact. The above two constraints drive design rules toward implementation of 

low resolution thick electrodes. Yet increasing the perforation size has its downsides: First, it 

reduces the total interfaces length – thereby limiting charge injection, increasing contact 

resistance, and limiting device On currents; second, if the scale of the perforation diameter is 

larger than that of the channel length, it will limit the device’s operational frequency by

extending the distance that the charge carriers have to travel. As a result, device performance 

will benefit from patterning resolution of the source electrode in the channel length scale, 

namely, sub 100 nm scale, but then it is imperative to implement ultrathin conductive layer. 

On top of that, as device operation is based on the formation of a Schottky barrier between the 

source and the semiconductor, it is required to match the electrode material and the 

semiconductor HOMO/LUMO levels. 

 

4.1 Electrode types 

In this study we employed a number of electrode types in order to better explore the 

physics governing the VOFET, as well as to optimize device performances and fabrication 

procedures. Electrode types include: 

 Block-copolymer patterned thin metallic electrode. 

Developingthismethodhasbeenthecentralfocusofourresearch’sexperimentalefforts.

This method combines accurate design capabilities with access to high resolution 

patterning through robust self-assembly processes.  

 Block copolymer patterned single and multi-layer graphene electrode.  

This method shares many similarities with the one above. It differs in practical 

implementation of pattern transfer as will be detailed below.   

 Stepper lithography patterned thin metallic electrode.  

A clean room-compatible method allowing patterning resolution of a few hundreds of nm 

to µm scale. Its main advantage lies in its high process robustness.   

 Self-assembled metallic nanowire films.  

A single step, solution processed metallic nanowire self-assembly, which forms a 

percolating conductive nanowires mesh. This method has the potential to allow 
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realization of transparent electrodes through large area-amenable and simple printing 

techniques.   

 

4.2 Block-copolymer based electrode patterning 

Block copolymers are a class of macro-molecules composed of two or more distinct 

polymer blocks where each block is made of a linear series of identical monomers (the 

polymer’s repeating subunits).
86

 The chemical incompatibility between the different blocks, 

as in the case of water and oil, drives a segregation process. However, due to the covalent 

bonds which hold the different blocks together, the material does not macro-phase separate 

and, instead, micro scale separates to form periodic structures that scale with the chain length 

dimensions, namely, 5-200nm. The different structure and composition of the block 

copolymer molecules can produce an astonishingly complex and diverse nano-structures. 

Figure 4.1.(a) shows a few examples of block-copolymer structures which vary in the number 

of blocks, the number of block types, and blocks-bond geometry (e.g., linear, star, branched, 

etc).
87

 Clearly as the molecular structure becomes more diverse also the diversity of structures 

that it can produce increases. While a simple linear diblock copolymer may produce as much 

as 4 different morphologies, the linear triblock copolymer can produce as much as 12 

different morphologies as shown in Figure 4.1.(b).
86

 

 

Figure 4.1. Block copolymer molecular and assembly structures. (a) Molecular structure of block 

copolymer may differ in the size, number and type of blocks as well as in their arrangement. (b) 12 

different morphologies obtained through segregation of a linear triblock copolymer. The image was 

adapted from ref
86

 and ref.
87
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4.2.1 Block copolymer self-assembly  

4.2.1.1 Bulk thermodynamics   

Block copolymers belong to a broad category of condensed matter (also referred to as 

soft materials) that are characterized by a fluid-like disorder in the molecular scale and high 

degree of order in the higher length scales. The block copolymer melt phase separation and 

mixing are driven by opposing forces that are represented by the thermodynamic potential 

equation of the Gibbs free energy (eq.(4.1)).  

(4.1) G H T S      

In eq.(4.1) ΔS represents the entropy, a measure of disorder or of progressing towards 

equilibrium. Thus entropy drives the system towards mixing. But unlike the case of binary 

mixture of low molecular weight fluids, the entropy of mixing per unit volume of dissimilar 

polymers is small. It varies inversely with molecular weight as represented in eq.(4.2) and 

eq.(4.3). For example, even very chemically similar polymer blocks like polystyrene and 

deuterated-polystyrene are immiscible at sufficient molecular weight. Increasing the 

temperature (T), on the other hand, drives the system again towards mixing.  

(4.2)    / 1/ ln 1/ lnA A A AS RT N f N f    

(4.3)  /A A B Af N N N   

Phase separation is driven by chemical incompatibility between the different blocks. 

This penalty term is described in terms of the Flory-Hugginsinteractionparameter(χAB). The 

Flory-Huggins interaction parameter is defined in terms of the difference between the mixed 

interactionenergies(εAB)andthesumofthepurecomponentenergies(εAA,εBB) (eq.(4.4)).
88

 

This is then related to the enthalpy ofmixing (ΔH, eq.(4.5)).
89

 Again, χAB varies inversely 

with temperature, and drives the system towards mixing. The value of the Gibbs free energy 

shown in eq.(4.6) nowdependsonlyontheblocks’size,theratiobetweentheblockssize,and

the energy penalty of having a dissimilar block in contact with one another.   

(4.4)  2 /AB AA BB AB kT       

(4.5) AB A BH kT f f    

(4.6)    / 1/ ln 1/ lnAB A B A A B BG RT f f N f N f     

 

4.2.1.2 Phase diagram 

We can conclude from the few parameters that determine the value of the Gibbs free 

energy that although the different phases shown in Figure 4.1 seem very complex, only few 

parameters determine the structure of the block copolymer: the blocks size ratio (fA), the 

polymerization degree (N),andtheblocks’chemicalincompatibility(χAB). To simplify things, 

the phase diagram of the simplest block copolymer structure, the linear diblock-copolymer, is 

shown in Figure 4.2.(b). In this case the block self-assembles into only four different 
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morphologies: spherical (S), cylindrical (C), gyroid (G), and lamellar (L). The two axes of the 

phase diagram represent the three phase-determining parameters discussed above. As we 

move along the y axis,theproductofχAB and N shifts the melt from a disordered phase to an 

orderedone,aseither thepolymers’sizeortheirchemical incompatibility increases.Aswe

move along the x axis, the size ratio between the blocks varies and accordingly the resulting 

equilibrium morphology changes. Note that the theoretical Figure 4.2.(b) and experimental 

Figure 4.2.(c) phase diagrams are not similar, pointing to the over-simplified descriptions of 

the mechanisms which govern the self-assembly; however, both share the same trends.  

Two important parameters for choosing or designing a block-copolymer for specific 

morphology are the morphology periodicity, and the block copolymer Order Disorder 

Transition (ODT). The ODT is indicated in the phase diagram as the lower line which 

separates the disordered region from all the other regions. The latter is obtained by describing 

the balance between the Gibbs energy of mixing - the sum of interface area of the different 

blocks - and a phase-separation described in Hookean term. This balance between the 

repulsing enthalpic and attractive entropic forces, determines both the periodicity, shown in 

eq.(4.7) and the ODT, which places the constraint χABN>10.4  for the case of fA=0.5.  

(4.7)  
1/6 2/31.03 ABL a N  

 

Figure 4.2. Phase diagram of linear diblock copolymer (poly(isoprene-styrene). (a) Theory-predicted 

four equilibrium morphologies: spherical (S), cylindrical (C), gyroid (G), and lamellar (L). (b) 

Theoretical and (c) experimental phase diagram. Image was taken from ref
86

.  

 

4.2.1.3 Thin films thermodynamics   

So far we have considered the case in which the block copolymer phase separated in 

bulk, under no boundary conditions. However, in many cases it is required to be deposited as 

a thin film. Thin film dynamics is different as two further constraints are introduced: A) the 

film thickness, t, if similar to the periodicity length, L, imposes structural deformation to the 

polymer’s chain. In fact if it is thinner than0.3L the phase orientation will transform from 

parallel domains to perpendicular ones - a fact that we exploit later. B) Substrate interactions 

energy, S, with the upper and lower interfaces.
90

 Clearly these interactions may alter 

dramatically the thin morphology. The film’s boundary conditions for example separate to

symmetric and asymmetric boundaries. While the former are relevant mainly for sandwiched 
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systems, for the majority of our experimental work the asymmetric system is a better fit, 

having the gate (oxide) as the lower boundary and air, or nitrogen, as the upper one.    

4.2.1.4 Long range order 

The molecular phase separation of block-copolymer melt usually leads to an isotropic 

multi-domain structure of only short range order. However, long range order which includes 

the ability to control phases’ orientation and minimize periodicity defects, is not attained

through the intrinsic forces that drive the molecular self-assembly. Indeed, for our study long 

range order is unimportant as we require only determining features size and distribution. 

However, for many other purposes in nanotechnology long range order is critical.
91

 As will be 

discussed later in Section 4.2.1.5.3, one aspect of orientation control is quite important to our 

process: enabling a perpendicular phase separation orientation in thick layers, allowing 

formation of high aspect ratio soft lithography masks.
92, 93

 Further, the wealth of theoretical 

study and techniques developed for that aim are important for developing intuitions and 

processes.   

To extend micro-domains short length order it is required to complement the intrinsic 

molecular forces with external forces.
94

 These include applying shear forces,
95

 temperature 

gradients,
96

 selective solvent evaporation,
97, 98

 directional solidification,
92

 graphoepitaxy
91, 99, 

100
 and electric fields.

101, 102
 As shown in Figure 4.3 this approach may allow to obtain high 

aspect ratio block-copolymer soft lithography masks, and is supported by comprehensive 

theoretical,
101

 numerical
103

 and experimental
104

 studies. 

 

Figure 4.3. Illustration of block copolymer phases reorientation through applying external electric 

field. (a) Thick symmetric sandwiched block copolymer films phase-separate to parallel-oriented 

cylindrical phase. (b) Applying electric field along the vertical axis reorients the parallel phases so that 

they are perpendicular to the film plane.
101

 Image taken from ref
103

. 

 

4.2.1.5 Experimental block copolymer patterning     

We employed block copolymer in our work in order to obtain a surface pattern with 

features in the tens of nm scale. To that end we started by using polymers with different 

chemical compositions and polymerization degrees as shown in Table 4.1. Except for 

candidate #5 which had a symmetric composition and an expected lamellar phase separation, 

all of the polymers had fA≈0.2to04;thereforetheywereexpectedtoattaincylindricalphase

separation. After numerous experiments we chose to concentrate on Poly(styrene-b-t-butyl 
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acrylate) (PS-PMMA) as it is well studied and commercially available in high purity. PS-

PMMA features χRoom_T≈0.042,whichmeansthateventheshortestpolymersareplaceddeep

in the strong segregation region (χRoom_TN>45).   

 

# Acronym Name Size Phase 

1 PS-PtBA Poly(styrene-b-t-butyl acrylate) 237k-b-634k Large, PS cylinder 

2 PS-PtBA Poly(styrene-b-t-butyl acrylate) 32.2k-b-76.1k Small, PS cylinder 

3 PS-PMMA Poly(styrene-b-methyl methacrylate) 20k-b-80k Small, PS cylinder 

4 PS-PMMA Poly(styrene-b-methyl methacrylate) 307k-b-634k Large, PS cylinder 

5 PS-PMMA Poly(styrene-b-methyl methacrylate) 235k-b-263k Lamellar 

6 PS-PMMA Poly(styrene-b-methyl methacrylate) 800k-b-360k Large, PMMA cylinder 

7 PS-PMMA Poly(styrene-b-methyl methacrylate) 1100k-b-650k Large, PMMA cylinder 

8 PS-PMMA Poly(styrene-b-methyl methacrylate) 1,100k-b-740k Large, PMMA cylinder 

Table 4.1. List of block copolymer used for surface patterning. The highlighted rows are of the 

materials which gave the best results in this study.  

 

After dissolving the polymers in a solution (toluene) and spin coating on top of SiO2 

substrate to a precise thickness, a block copolymer film is obtained in which the polymer 

chains are mixed and intertwined. Therefore, even though thermodynamic calculations show 

the materials are “supposed to be” in the strong segregation limit, the barrier to phase-

separation are high. To overcome these barriers it is required that the polymer temperature 

would be higher than its glass transition temperature, TG.  

 

4.2.1.5.1 Thermal annealing  

In thermal annealing process the film temperature is raised above TG but below the 

polymer’sdegradationtemperature.ForPS-PMMAblockcopolymerthesevaluesare≈110
O
C 

and ≈210
O
C, respectively. To prevent oxygen-related degradation, the entire process is 

performed in a vacuum oven placed inside an inert glove box (nitrogen). In our process the 

polymer’s temperature was raised to 170
O
C for 12 hours and was allowed to slowly cool 

down to room temperature (~6 additional hours). After temperature is raised the polymer 

chains are free to move to rearrange and assume mesostable morphology, namely, the 

cylindrical phase separation. Figure 4.4 shows AFM images based on which the phase 

separation of the film was analyzed. In Figure 4.4.(a, b) a topographic map of our large PS-

PMMA candidate (#4 in Table 4.1) is shown to phase-separate into a parallel cylindrical 

phase with periodicity of about 130nm. It also shows that the PS cylinders extend vertically 

by a few nm compared to the PMMA matrix. In Figure 4.4.(c) phase analysis shows the phase 

separation of PS-PtBA (#1 in Table 4.1). Though phase separation can be clearly determined 

it is harder to analyze quantitatively, as the structure is less periodic.     
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Figure 4.4. AFM image analysis. (a) Topographic map of PS-PMMA 895k after thermal annealing; 

bright regions are the PS cylinders and dark regions are of the PMMA matrix. (b) Cross-section of the 

thermally annealed PS-PMMA 895k showing periodicity of about 130nm. (c) Phase map of PS-PtBA 

871k. 

 

4.2.1.5.2 Solvent annealing  

   Instead of raising the film’s temperature as in the thermal annealing process, in

solvent annealing the TG is reduced by introducing a third, small, molecule agent. As the 

small molecules adsorb into the polymer film, the latter swells and the polymer chains’

movement becomes easier, practically lowering barriers to rearrangement and assuming 

mesostable morphology.
105

  

However, introducing a third solvent, one which is chemically compatible with the 

two polymer blocks, may result in over-swelling and deterioration of the film. To prevent this 

from happening a fixed vapor pressure of the solvent (in our experiment we used chloroform) 

has to be maintained during the entire process. To that end we prepared a Solvent Annealing 

(SA) setup shown in Figure 4.5 that operates as follows: A desiccator serving as the annealing 

chamber is fed by two flow-meter controlled nitrogen lines. One line provides pure nitrogen 

while the other conducts nitrogen through the chloroform tank, following which the nitrogen 

is saturated with the chloroform. By separately adjusting the flow in each line the chloroform 

vapor pressure at the desiccator can be accurately determined.  

SA process has two main advantages over TA process. First, more variables are 

introduced; hence better control is achieved over the layer structure. Second, the absence of 

degradation effects to the layer permits continuous trial and error cycles on the route to 

achieve the desirable phase structure.   

 

Figure 4.5. Schematics of the solvent annealing setup  
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4.2.1.5.3 Pattern reorientation  

As shown in Figure 4.4.(a) a parallel cylinder pattern was obtained through both 

annealing processes. This situation was expected as the block-copolymer film is 

“sandwiched” between the bottom SiO2 and the upper air layer - clearly an asymmetric 

system. As a result, the polymer block with the lower energetic penalty, S, to the bottom 

boundary will tend to be closer to it, while the other block will be closer to the other interface. 

Further, in the parallel configuration the cylinder can be made very long - many micrometers 

in length - minimizing the interfaces area between the two blocks. However, for our purpose a 

vertical configuration has a two-fold advantage: A) When translated to a conductive pattern it 

will not have long discontinuities. For example, in Figure 4.4.(a) both the bright and the dark 

regions are almost completely separated from one another. With the vertical configuration the 

matrix phase will always allow good continuity. B) For the purpose of soft lithography mask 

preparation, a method that will be described later in Section 4.2.2, a vertical configuration 

allows a higher aspect ratio mask that is not limited by the radius of the cylinders.  

At the same time, there are multiple methods to reorient the parallel phase separation 

into a vertical one. Examples include: applying external electric fields,
94

 functionalizing the 

bottom interface with block-copolymers “brush” layer,
106

 graphoepitaxy,
107

 double phase 

separation methods,
93

 and perhaps the simplest method – reducing the film thickness. When 

the film thickness is thinner than 0.3L (L being the polymer periodicity), the phase reorients 

into a vertical configuration due to energetic considerations which include minimizing 

interfaces area and polymer chain distortion (the polymer being longer than the film 

thickness).
90, 108

 As shown in Figure 4.6.(a, and b) we initially prepared and annealed two PS-

PMMA block copolymers: a short and a long one exhibiting periodicity of 70nm and 160nm, 

respectively. Thus, by reducing the film thickness to about 50nm the cylinders reoriented into 

the vertical direction as shown in Figure 4.6.(c).  

Figure 4.7 shows that determining polymer type, film thickness and its boundaries, as 

well as the annealing process - allows accurate patterning over large-area surfaces. In Figure 

4.7.(a) we show a pattern of PS cylinder in PMMA matrix while in Figure 4.7.(b) we show 

exactly the opposite pattern having PMMA cylinders in a PS matrix.  

  

 

Figure 4.6. Topographic AFM image of PS-PMMA thin film patterns. (a) Short PS-PMMA 100k (#3 

in Table 4.1) with 70nm periodicity. (b) Long PS-PMMA 941k (#4 in Table 4.1) with 160nm 

periodicity. (c) Thin film (t=50nm) of the long PS-PMMA 941k reoriented to the vertical 

configuration. 
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Figure 4.7. Topographic AFM image of PS-PMMA thin film patterns. (a) Long PS-PMMA 941k (#4 

in Table 4.1). (b) Inverted PS-PMMA (#8 in Table 4.1)formingapatternof“sunk”PMMAcylinders

in elevated PS matrix. 

 

4.2.2 Block copolymer pattern transfer to conducting films 

To obtain a transparent electrode - structured electrodes with perforations - we need 

to transfer the block copolymers pattern to a conductive film. This pattern transfer can be 

done in many ways, of which we attempted to develop three methods: A) single step methods 

based on the block copolymer pattern as a diffusion mask, and B+C) use of the block 

copolymer pattern as soft lithography mask for patterning either through lift-off or etching 

processes.  

 

4.2.2.1 Single step pattern transfer to metal layers 

The first technique adopted continued previous work in our lab and was based on a 

novel technique using diblock-copolymer thin films for metallic nano-patterning
109, 110

. This 

technique is a one-step bottom-up production of the source layer. It relies on the different 

affinity that the evaporated metal atoms have for the two different copolymer phases and on 

their capacity to diffuse on the polymer surface. In our research a broader perspective to the 

one which Lopez W. A. et al.
111

 offered was pursued, in that the patterning on the PS-PMMA 

polymer is limited in phase size and in terms of metal choice. Using lower TG block-

copolymer such as PS-PtBA, enables a larger variety of metal patterning in larger scales. The 

chemical structure of the three monomer types is shown in Figure 4.8.  

 

Figure 4.8. Chemical structure of three monomer types.  
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Figure 4.9 shows the patterns resulting from this technique in our early study. Au is 

evaporated over pre-patterned surface which then undergoes annealing process. As shown in 

Figure 4.9.(c), following annealing the Au crystals merge into a larger crystal but do not form 

a continuous film. In Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 the same experiment demonstrates the same 

discontinuity and non-preferential affinity for Au and Ag on PS-PtBA surfaces, respectively.  

 

Figure 4.9. (a) AFM topographic image of PS-PMMA 941k after annealing. (b) SEM image of 6nm 

Au over the PS-PMMA patterned surface. (c) Same as b after annealing in 180
O
C for 6 hours. 

 

 

Figure 4.10. SEM image of (a) 2nm Au and (b) 15 nm Au over PS-PnBA patterned surface. 

 

Figure 4.11. SEM image of 15nm Ag film over PS-PnBA polymer.   

We can conclude that this technique suffers inherent drawbacks as the self-affinity of 

the metal atoms is larger than their affinity to the polymer phases. This results in a layer of 
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small crystals and low conductivity. As a result a fairly patterned grid is hardly possible to be 

obtained through this technique, and control over its design will be later on close to 

impossible. Finally, Figure 4.12 shows a conductance test that has been made while 

evaporating various metals on PS-PtBA patterned surface film, in order to optimize layer 

thickness vs. layer conduction. Figure 4.12 supports our previous conclusions and 

measurements regarding the tendency of metals to aggregate over the polymer surface, 

resulting in very low film conductance which limits our ability to employ this technique in 

order to produce reliable and reproducible transparent electrodes.    

 

Figure 4.12. Resistance vs. layer thickness of metals thermally evaporated over PS-PnBA patterned 

surface.  

 

4.2.2.2 Block-copolymer as soft lithography mask 

The second (new) method, or array of methods, we developed here relies on the 

fabrication of a nano-lithography mask using self-assembled block copolymer
112

 having 

phases with different chemical characteristics; this difference lends itself for the degradation 

of one phase while the other remains. 
113

 This is followed by metal evaporation and lift-off 

process or alternatively etchings of an underlying metal film - completing the patterned layer 

fabrication. When phase-separated, PS-PMMA block copolymer is a promising candidate for 

the fabrication of a nano-lithography mask, as the chemical behavior of the two phases differs 

strongly under various conditions. While under UV-c exposure the PMMA monomers break 

from each other, the PS is undergoing a cross-linking process - rendering the PMMA phases 

soluble, and the PS phases stable. We used the same procedure and spin-coated a solution of 

PS-PMMA (307k-b-634k Da) block copolymer (purchased from Polymer Source) in toluene, 

over a sample of heavily doped n-type silicon wafer with 100nm dry thermal oxide layer 

which serves as the bottom gate and dielectric layer, respectively (purchased from SQI).  

Using Acetic acid in which only the PMMA phase is soluble results in the PS pattern 

over the SiO2 layer. Because the PS layer also undergoes slow degradation under UV-c 

exposure, the time of exposure dictates the size of the PS cylinders: with exposure, the 

diameter and height of the cylinders becomes smaller (Figure 4.13). The height of the 

cylinders is at most 50nm in the above procedure (see Figure 4.14).  
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Figure 4.13. AFM topographic images of PS after PMMA removal process with varying UV-c 

exposure time.  

 

Figure 4.14. AFM topographic analysis of (a) PS-PMMA surface after PMMA removal; (b) cross-

section, and (c) statistical peak-to-peak measurement which indicates the height of the PS mask. 

 

Metal deposition using the VST Ltd. or Temescal Electron Gun evaporator with long 

distance between the source and the target (around 40cm), enables the deposition of various 

metal layers in between the PS cylinders with low covering of the PS cylinders side walls. 

Lift-off process follows when the PS is dissolved along with the metal covering it. The lift-off 

process is done either by immersing the substrate in hot toluene solution or through 

mechanical exfoliation using adhesive tape. Figure 4.15 shows the resulting grid-like shaped 

metallic layer. However, duetotherelativelythinmask(≈50nm)thelift-off process is very 

challenging. As shown in Figure 4.16 only some of the PS regions are removed and 

consequently some of the regions are not uncovered.  
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Figure 4.15. AFM topographic analysis of (a) 10nm (7/3 – Au/Ti) over SiO2 after lift-off process (PS 

removal), (b) cross-section, and (c) statistical peak-to-peak measurement which indicates the film 

thickness.  

 

 

Figure 4.16. SEM images of partial lift-off process of Au/Ti film over PS mask. (a) Lateral and (b) 

vertical oriented PS cylinder masks. Thanks to Mr. Igal Dekman for image (b).   

 

The advantages of this method over the one presented in Section 4.2.2.1 are 

numerous. First, the metal film lies directly over the SiO2 substrate (which is also the gate 

dielectric) to which adhesion is strong- resulting in ultra-thin conducting layers. Second, the 

resulting pattern is independent of metal type - thus increasing our degree of freedom to 

choose materials compatible to our purpose. Finally, pattern is accurately determined by the 

block copolymer pattern only - it is thus is robust and tractable, allowing us to determine the 

electrodefeatures’(perforations’)aspectratioandmaterialscomposition. 
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4.2.2.3 Graphene electrode – block copolymer etching  

A third pattern transfer method is also based on the block copolymer film as a soft 

lithography mask, except that instead of transferring the pattern through a lift-off process, it is 

transferred through etching of the underlining conductive film. The method involves two 

challenges compared to the previous method: A) the underlying film (which is now the 

conductive film) has tochemicallyfacilitatetheblockcopolymer’sproperphaseseparation.

A substrate with non-suitable surface energy, e.g., one that is too hydrophilic (as in Figure 

4.17) or too hydrophobic, may result in a deteriorated film or non-optimized phase separation. 

B) The pattern transferred through etching process is the exact opposite to the pattern 

transferred by the lift-off process. Namely, in order to obtain a continuous conductive film, 

the block copolymer pattern has to be reversed. BCP #8 in Table 4.1 is designed to form the 

inverse pattern, namely, PMMA cylinders in PS matrix as shown in Figure 4.7.(b).   

To pattern the conductive graphene film, the block copolymer is deposited on top and 

patterned by the SA process. Selective ozone etching allows a preferential removal of the 

PMMA, resulting in clean cylindrical holes in the PS matrix, as shown in Figure 4.18.(a and 

b). After the PMMA is cleared the graphene is etched by a quick plasma oxygen treatment, 

following which the PS is removed - leaving a patterned graphene film on top of the dielectric 

layer (Figure 4.18.(c and d).  

The strength of this technique may be emphasized by comparing it to an alternative 

technique - e-beam lithography - capable of the same patterning resolution. Obtaining similar 

results over a few parts of a single pixel 12mm x 12mm in size, using e-beam lithography, is 

estimated to require over 80 hours - clearly an unreasonable alternative even for non-

industrial purposes.    

 

Figure 4.17. Dewetting of PS-PMMA film from a super hydrophilic MVD as deposited AlOx substrate.  
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Figure 4.18. (a) Inverted PS-PMMA polymer pattern after SA (#8 in Table 4.1) after the PMMA 

cylinders are etched. (b) Cross-section shows PS mask thickness of 20nm. (c) Single graphene layer 

etched through the PS mask. (d) Cross-section of the etched graphene with 2nm deep holes. Thanks to 

Dr. Eitan Hajaj for the collaboration on this project.  

 

4.3 Stepper lithography  

Among the processes that we have utilized in this work the stepper process represents 

the one which is the most clean room-compatible. It allows a fair patterning resolution even to 

the untrained user - ~500nm and above - and at the same time the patterning is fast and hence 

large-area compatible. As with the block-copolymer methods, both lift-off and etching 

processes are possible, but with a clear preference to the etching process. In the lift-off 

process, when the metal film is evaporated over the patterned photoresist, unless prepared 

with negative walls angle spike-shaped edges are formed. These spikes are clearly shown in 

Figure 4.19.(a and b). As a result the conductive film features a risk for a series of pin-holes, 

preventing implementation of this vertical device (as the pin-holes form between the source 

and the drain). The etching process, on the other hand, starts on top of already-deposited 

metal smooth film. After the photoresist is exposed and developed, the bottom electrode is 

removed by Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) process followed by sequential cleaning routing 

which includes NMP and PRS5 solutions and ozone treatment. The resulting electrode 

structure demonstrates completely smooth morphology compatible with thin film vertical 

design technology (Figure 4.19.(c)).  
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Figure 4.19. AFM topographic measurement of stepper patterned surfaces. (a) Metallic pattern 

obtained through lift-off process. (b) This process results in high peaks in the electrode edges as shown 

in cross section. (c) Metallic pattern obtained though etching process.    

 

4.4  Self-assembled metallic nanowires 

Formation of a single step, solution-processed, in situ, self-assembled metallic 

nanowires film perhaps represents the other extreme to the stepper method, on the fabrication 

scale. It offers a truly printing-compatible technique to produce transparent electrodes, and 

focuses a great deal of research and development interest.
114-118

 On the other hand, fine 

control over the process is very delicate and sensitive to experimental setups. This work 

builds on previous work done at the lab of Prof. Gil Markovich of Tel-Aviv University, and 

aims to enhance its use to vertical transistor. Chapter 10 specifically focuses on the film 

formation and characterization – aspects which are absent  from the block-copolymer related 

published papers. Further details are provided in Chapter 10.   

  

4.5 Summary 

The array of methods presented here are representative of a wide spectrum of 

techniques; from more traditional, lithography-based ones, through soft-lithography, block 

copolymer self-assembly processes, to no lithography, to all solution-processed and in situ 

self-assembled metallic nanowires film. As will be evident in the following Chapter, the 

method we have adopted makes use of the block copolymer patterning methods. The reason is 

that itcombinesthestrengthofbothworlds; theaccuracyandprocess“purity”affordedby

clean rooms, on one side, and on the other, the simplicity and high resolution associated with 

self-assembly processes.  

In the following chapters focus will be placed on the transparent electrode’s

characteristics, its role as an integral part of the VOFET, and its electrical/ optical 

characteristics.  
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Part II.  Results and discussion  
 

Chapter 5 to Chapter 11 present our published (and submitted) results arranged in 

chronological order. Chapter 5 provides a proof of concept for the Patterned Electrode 

VOFET supported by modeling and block copolymer fabrication techniques. In Chapter 6 we 

provide a thorough theoretical study of the VOFET behavior using our lab-developed solid-

state numerical modeling tool. This simulation brought up a wealth of new questions and 

issues regarding the influence of structural parameters on the VOFET behavior. In Chapter 7 

we identify a complementary mechanism to the Schottky-based one, which becomes 

dominant when the source-semiconductor potential barrier is low. In Chapter 8 we 

demonstrate that the unique Schottky-based operation of the VOFET can be translated to an 

efficient ambipolar behavior. This has been an important milestone in expanding the 

VOFET’s amenability to complementary circuit technology applications. Chapter 9 further 

expands on the work presented in Chapter 7, providing further experimental and theoretical 

support for the two complementary switching mechanisms that govern the MOS-VOFET 

operation. In Chapter 10 we provide a low-temperature, self-assembly method to construct 

nanometer scale, thick, high dielectric AlOx capacitors whose high reliability enables their use 

for large-area FETs such as the VOFET. Finally, in Chapter 11 we demonstrate the 

integration of a novel solution process method to construct in situ an electric field transparent 

metallic nano-wires film that paves a new path to all-printable VOFET circuits. 
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Chapter 5. Patterned Electrode Vertical Field Effect Transistor Fabricated 

Using Block co-Polymer Nano-Templates 

 

5.1 Abstract 

We report the design and implementation of a Vertical Organic Field Effect Transistor which 

is compatible with standard device fabrication technology and is well described by a self-

consistent device model. The active semiconductor is a film of C60 molecules, and the device 

operation is based on the architecture of the nano-patterned source electrode. The relatively 

high resolution fabrication process and maintaining the low-cost and simplicity associated 

with organic electronics, necessitates unconventional fabrication techniques such as soft 

lithography. Block copolymer self-assembled nano-templates enable the production of 

conductive, grid-like, metal electrode. The devices reported here exhibit On/Off ratio of 10
4
.  
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5.2 Main text 

 

Vertical
61

 transistors
61, 62, 119

 have been gaining interest in the field of organic electronics 
5, 6, 63, 

120-122
. While the main current research driving-force in the field of inorganic transistors is 

miniaturization, the research focal-point in organic electronics is the substantial enhancement 

of the electronic currents despite the inherent low carrier mobility in organic semiconductors. 

A promising means to dramatically increase the currents in the organic transistor is by 

considerably reducing the channel length. This could be achieved by fabricating a vertical 

transistor where the channel length is determined by the film thickness, i.e. commonly on the 

100nm scale. However, most of the organic vertical transistors reported so far do not show the 

device performance required for a standard transistor such as high on/off ratio and low 

leakage current. Moreover, vertical transistor structures reported so far include fabrication 

processes and/or materials that may limit their integration to the field of organic electronics. 

For example, the well performing vertical transistor 
5
 showing a high on/off ratio, includes a  

super-capacitor with mobile ions as the gate oxide,   which may hinder its application in other 

technologies.  

Diverse designs for vertical devices are described in the literature, among them the vertical 

channel FET; 
6
 the triode architecture where the vertical space charge limited current is 

modulated by the grid potential; 
123

 and the VOFET 
5
. Here, we present a different VOFET 

device operation concept based on a grid-like source electrode. The device performance is 

studied both numerically, using a two dimensional numerical analysis, and experimentally by 

developing a fabrication method to support the device concept. Finally, the transistor 

characteristics providing the proof of concept and exhibiting 10
4
 On/Off ratio are presented.  

A schematic illustration and cross-section of the vertical FET structure with a grid-patterned 

source electrode are shown in Figure 5.1.(a) and (b), respectively. The structure is, from 

bottom up: gate electrode, gate insulator, source electrode in the form of a grid, 

semiconductor layer, and a top drain electrode. Figure 5.1.(b) shows a side view through a 

virtual vertical cut across the structure. The operation of such a device relies on the field 

induced by the gate through the gap regions in the source electrode, as indicated by the arrows 

in Figure 5.1.(a). 

 

Figure 5.1. (a) schematic illustration, and (b) side view, of a grid-patterned source-electrode vertical 

FET. 
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To gain some intuitive understanding of how such a structure would work, we performed a 

2D device simulation of the structure shown in Figure 5.1.(b) using the same simulation code 

we have previously used, 
51, 124

 where we added image force barrier lowering due to electric 

field at the metal interface. The total density of states was assumed to be 10
21

cm
-3

 and the 

barriers at the drain and source interfaces were chosen as 0.46eV and 0.7eV, respectively. The 

thickness of the gate insulator and semiconductor where taken to be 30nm and 40nm thick, 

respectively. Figure 5.2.(a) shows the charge density calculated for a gate bias of VGS=0 and a 

drain bias of VDS=2V. The source grid is depicted by the black bars on the figure.  We note 

that besides the equilibrium charge density at the drain electrode interface, the semiconductor 

is practically empty of charges. Namely, the barrier for injection at the source prevents current 

being drawn by the drain itself. This feature is similar to a previously reported VOFET 
5
. 

 

Figure 5.2. Calculated charge density distribution inside the active-layer for two gate bias conditions 

and injection barriers at the source of 0.7eV and VDS=2V. (a) For VGS=0  (b) For VGS=1V (c) For 

VGS=6V     

When a gate bias of VGS=1V is applied (Figure 5.2.b) a vertical channel starts to form above 

the gaps in the source electrode. Finally, when the gate bias is raised to 6V (Figure 5.2.c) we 

note that a virtual contact is fully established at the gap-insulator interface with a charge 

density exceeding 10
18

cm
-3

. One way to understand how such a virtual contact can be formed 

is to ignore the drain electrode and consider only the other parts of the structure. As the source 

grid is held at zero potential we can consider the situation to be similar to the one found in 

bottom contact horizontal FET where VS=VD=0V. In such a standard horizontal FET 
51, 124

 the 

gate bias induces a channel along the insulator interface in between the source and drain 

electrodes and it is known that the gate bias can overcome contact barriers. Namely, the 

virtual contact is formed as the gate pulls electrons into the gaps. The applied drain-source 

bias would then pull them toward the drain and create the transistor current. 

To test the above conceptual structure design and operation we fabricated such vertical FETs. 

The most challenging step was to form a source electrode having gaps with a size close to the 

other device dimensions which in our case implies ~100nm or below.  The fabrication steps 

are described as follows. Solution of polystyrene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-

PMMA) (Mn 941 kDa, 33 wt% PS) block copolymer (BCP)  (purchased from Polymer 

Source, Inc.) in toluene was spin coated over a sample of highly doped n-type silicon wafer 

with 100nm dry thermal oxide layer, which serves as the bottom gate and dielectric layer, 

respectively (purchased at SQI). After completely drying out the solvent, the sample was 

inserted into a solvent annealing setup described elsewhere 
105

, the annealing was performed 
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under nitrogen gas saturated with chloroform. Annealing of a BCP with PS block volume 

fraction of 0.3 under the given boundary conditions exists in our supported film system and 

the chosen film thickness results with a morphology of mostly vertically oriented PS cylinders 
113,125

 (Figure 5.3.(a)).  Once the self-assembled BCP template has been obtained it is 

transformed into a high-resolution lithographic mask. Exposure to UV light degrades the 

PMMA phase allowing its removal, leaving behind PS cylinders having an average height of 

45nm over the SiO2 surface
112

 (Figure 5.3.(b)). Next, Au layer (~10nm) was evaporated over 

the sample using VST Ltd. electron gun evaporator through a shadow mask to obtain the 

macro size shape of the source electrode. Lift-off process which includes the removal of the 

PS cylinders along with the metal accumulated over the PS domains is done in toluene 

solution; the result is shown in Figure 5.3.(c). 

 

Figure 5.3. AFM surface analysis. Top image, microphase separated PS-PMMA structure, featuring 

protruding PS cylinders from a PMMA matrix. Middle image, PS pattern over SiO2 left after PMMA 

removal; depth analysis indicates cylinders in the height of 40-50nm. Bottom image, the patterned 

metal grid; depth analysis confirms the metal layer deposition thickness and complete lift-off, in this 

case around 10nm. 

C60 fullerene 99.95% ultra-pure (purchased from SES research, Inc.) was thermally 

evaporated over the sample under vacuum conditions lower than 10
-6

 mbar to create the active 

layer (250nm). Finally Al layer (100nm) was thermally evaporated over the active layer to 

form the drain contacts. Active layer deposition, top contact deposition and electrical analysis 

were performed in a nitrogen inert atmosphere glovebox. Surface analysis performed using 

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) system in tapping mode (Veeco DI-3000) and electrical 

analysis was done in the dark using SPA (Agilent 4155B). Contacts material work function 

are estimated to be at around 5.1eV and 4.28eV for Au and Al respectively 
126

. The fullerene 

LUMO and HOMO are located at 4.5eV and 6.2eV  below the vacuum level, respectively 
127

. 

Disregarding other contacts phenomena, the above values results with a barrier of 
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approximately 0.7eV for electron injection at the source and approximately 2eV for hole 

injection at the drain, which render the amount of holes in the device negligible. As the gate 

modulates only the interface between the source and the active layer it is vital that the drain 

charge injection will be negligibly small as it would be part of the device off current.  

Figure 5.4 shows the transfer characteristics of a patterned source vertical FET. As expected, 

the gate induces a large change in the source-drain current and the obtained On/Off ratio is 

over 10
4
 for 30V gate bias and 15V drain bias.  The current output for this device is in the 

range of 0.1 mA/cm
2
, which is not very high, but we consider it to be reasonable enough to 

demonstrate the proof-of-concept of our design.  
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Figure 5.4. Transfer characteristics of the patterned source electrode VOFET. The device shows on/off 

ratio of 10
4
. 

In conclusion, we have described a tractable design of a vertical FET structure, the operation 

of which was explained with the aid of 2D numerical simulations. To realize such a structure 

we have used a highly flexible engineering approach for the fabrication of macro size low-

cost and effective device using nano-scale self-assembly fabrication techniques. Diverse 

parameters in the patterned source architecture influencing the device operation can be also 

engineered and implemented easily. Among them is the ratio between the total gap area to the 

transistor plain area, gap size and gap depth, which can be controlled through judicious choice 

of BCP, BCP film thickness, and other processing parameters. Future work using numerical 

analysis and analytical investigation will allow optimal device design and fabrication. While 

we demonstrated the transistor operation using a channel material consist of small organic 

molecules, it can also be realized using inorganic semiconductors, where a-Si may be the 

most attractive option. 
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Chapter 6. Patterned Electrode Vertical Field Effect Transistor: Theory and 

experiment 

 

6.1 Abstract  

We present a theoretical and experimental investigation of the recently reported new 

architecture of a Patterned Electrode Vertical Field Effect Transistor (PE-VFET). The 

investigation focuses on the role of the embedded Source Electrode (SE) architecture in the 

device behavior. Current-voltage characteristics was unraveled through the use of a self-

consistent numerical simulation resulting in guidelines for the PE-VFET architecture 

regarding the On/Off current ratio, output current density, and apparent threshold voltage. 

Current modulation characteristics are obtained through the formation of virtual contacts at 

the PE nano-features (i.e. perforations) under gate bias, which lead to the formation of vertical 

channels under drain bias. As the vertical channel is formed the device characteristics change 

from contact-limited to space-charge-limited. The analytical model strength is shown with the 

parameter extraction procedure applied to a measured PE-VFET device fabricated using block 

copolymer lithography and with the appropriate simulation results. 
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6.2 Introduction 

Organic Field Effect Transistors (OFETs) attract considerable interest, being flexible, 

low cost and amenable to large area fabrication techniques. They are expected to integrate 

into the growing variety of organic electrical products such as flexible displays, sensors and 

disposable devices with moderate computing demands (e.g. radio frequency identification 

(RFID) tags). However, the inherent low mobility of the non-crystalline active material, 3 to 6 

orders of magnitudes lower than that of crystalline materials, results in low performance in 

terms of current output, On/Off ratio and modulation frequency, which hinder the practical 

realization of these devices.  

Vertical Field Effect Transistor (VFET) architecture with the drain and source 

electrodes vertically stacked enables the reduction of channel length without substantial 

increase in cost or complexity of fabrication, and may compensate for the low mobility. These 

Thin Film Transistors (TFTs) can be categorized into two groups. The first group can be 

referred to as semi-vertical devices, characterized with vertical fabrication but lateral 

structuralconfiguration,i.e.,thechannellengthisdeterminedbythelayers’thicknessbutthe

gate is still spatially located between the source and the drain electrodes
63, 64, 121, 128-130

. The 

drain and source electrodes are either in the same layer
129, 130

 where the space is defined by 

surface topography, or in separate layers in which case the thickness of either the dielectric 

layer
63, 64, 128

 or the active layer
121

 definesthechannellength.Thesecondgroupisof“pure”

VFETs where the gate, source and drain electrodes are stacked vertically. The current-voltage 

characteristics of these devices cannot be described simply by the lateral devices physical 

picture, i.e., the gradual channel approximation
53

, where channel length, width, and dielectric 

capacitance constitute most of the device structural parameters. The key element in the VFET 

architecture is the source electrode structure, sandwiched between the gate and gate dielectric 

layers, on one side, and the active layer and drain electrode, on the other.  

In 2004 Yang and coworkers have demonstrated a high performance device realized 

with an ultra-thin Al electrode, stacked upon a high roughness dielectric layer, serving as the 

source electrode
5
. The effect is explained in ref [

5
] as follows: charge accumulation on the 

source/active-layer interface determined by the Debye shielding length sets the charge 

injection performance. In addition to having non-uniform thickness and partially oxidized 

composition, the short Debye shielding length requires the gate dielectric to be a super high 

capacitor, above 1µF/cm
2
, limiting the device frequency performance. This approach was 

recently combined with the enhanced Electric Double Layer (EDL) gate dielectric
131

. Porous 

SiO2 fabricated by Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) under certain 

conditions results in capacitance greater than 1µF/cm
2
 

132
. For the sake of comparison, 

thermally grown 150nm SiO2 layer has a capacitance of 20nF/cm
2
. Such structures can 

outperform lateral organic TFTs in terms of low voltage and high current density but are also 

inherently limited to low frequency as the EDL dielectric is an ion-based capacitor
133

. A 

different approach for pure VFETs does not consider the source Debye shielding length but 

instead the source spatial structure which includes perforations, resulting in a planar metal 

grid structure (patterned electrode)
134, 135

. The patterned electrode geometrical structure 

lessens the source electrode screening effect, hence super capacitance is not required and the 

theoretical frequency limit is dramatically reduced. The patterned electrode can take forms 

other than a metallic grid. Porous electrode spin coated from a dilute solution of Single Wall 
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Carbon Nano Tubes (SWCNT)
9, 13, 136

 results in a conductive network that serves as a 

conductive porous layer. Lately we have presented a facile fabrication method which results 

in a metallic Patterned Electrode VOFET (PE-VOFET) with perforations determined in size 

and shape
134

, yielding a complex electrode structure. PE-VOFET is realized through 

patterning of the source electrode, using Polystyrene poly(methyl-methacrylate) (PS-PMMA) 

Block-Copolymer (BCP) self-assembled layer
112

. The source patterning process, obtained by 

transferring the BCP pattern to the metal electrode, offers accurate control of the source 

composition, architecture and dimensions. The freedom to select any conductive source 

materials allows the fabrication of either n-type or p-type transistors with various active layer 

materials. In addition, fabrication of architecture with different structural dimensions opens 

the route for comprehensive investigation of the device operation and its optimization.  

The current work aims to present a comprehensive view of the PE-VFET 

performance, based on numerical analysis. Experimental measurements are presented to 

support the simulation results. In part II we describe the device architecture and the structure 

we use for the simulation analysis. The physical model and the method of its implementation 

are specified in part III. Based on the numerical analysis, Part IV sheds light on the physical 

processes affecting the device operation and presents analytical description for the device 

operation at On and Off states which are supported by experimental data. Part V attempts to 

clarify the influence of the different structural parameters on device performance and provides 

structural optimization guidelines.  

 

6.3 Device Description 

Similar to a lateral FET, the vertical type also includes a dielectric layer sandwiched 

between the gate electrode and the active layer. However, in the VFET the active layer is 

sandwiched also between the source and the drain electrodes. The device structure comprises 

of five layers stacked one upon the other: The bottom gate which could be highly doped 

silicon wafer, the dielectric layer (as thermally grown oxide layer), the SE with the grid 

shaped metallic structure, the semi conductive (active) layer, and the drain as the top 

electrode. The device ideal structure presented in Figure 6.1.(A) shows a SE layer having a 

periodic structure with identical circular shaped perforations. This structure is somewhat 

justified by the fabrication method based on BCP self-assembly
90

 which determines the 

perforations size and shape.  

In this paper we will use the following definitions for the structural parameters. The 

distance between the source and drain electrodes determined by the active layer thickness 

defines the channel length, L.  The vertical FET area, A, is determined by the overlap between 

the gate, source, and drain electrodes. D is defined as the perforation diameter, and the Fill 

Factor value, FF, is defined as the ratio between the sum of the perforations area to A. hd and 

hs, are the dielectric thickness and the SE thickness, respectively. Finally, the contacts 

potential, φb0, is defined as the difference between the electrodes work functions and the 

active layer LUMO/HOMO levels. Figure 6.1.(B) presents a 2D cross section utilized by the 

numerical simulation. The cross section provides a side view of the device single active cell 

as indicated on Figure 6.1.(A). The active cell is spatially comprised of a single perforation 

surrounded by the metallic source layer and extends vertically to include all the layers.  
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Figure 6.1. Description of device architecture. A) Illustration of vertical 3D device ideal structure with 

a cylindrical active cell. B) Simulation 2D cross section of the device active cell with the layers 

notations. 

 

 

6.4 Model Description 

6.4.1 Physical picture 

Having the explicit description of the device geometrical structure we now provide 

the physical picture within which we describe the device operation. The model takes into 

account drift and diffusion of charge carriers and the effect of space charge on the electric 

field in the device. Unique properties of organic semiconductors are not accounted for in the 

present model; amongst these are the generalized Einstein relation
85

 and the field dependent 

mobility
137

. The basic equations used for the simulation are described below. Eq. (6.1) is the 

2D Poisson equation relating the potential shape to the device geometrical structure, through 

the boundary conditions, and to the charge density distribution: 
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where q, ε and ε0 are the elementary charge, the vacuum permittivity and the relative 

permittivity, respectively. n and p are the electron and hole density values. For the sake of 

convenience the spatial notations are dropped in the following sets of equations. Charge 

conservation is applied through the current continuity equations [Eq. (6.2)] for electrons and 

holes: 
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where Jn, Jp and R are the electrons current density, the holes current density and the 

recombination rate, respectively. Eq. (6.3) are the drift diffusion equations for electrons and 

holes describing the relation between the current density and both the charge distribution and 

the potential shape: 
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where µn, µp, Dn and Dp are the mobility and diffusion coefficients for electrons and holes, 

respectively. The ratio between the diffusion and mobility is taken to be given by the classical 

Einstein relation Di/µi=kBT/q, where kB and T are the Boltzmann constant and the temperature, 

respectively. Using eq. (6.3) andassumingsteadystateconditions(∂n/∂t=0and∂p/∂t=0)and

zero generation/recombination, eq. (6.2) are reduced to 
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6.4.2 Boundary conditions 

Obtaining a unique solution using the set of differential eq. (6.1) and eq. (6.4) 

requires the carriers density and the potential value to be specified at the boundaries. For the 

device structure used, the potential shape is solved for the entire device but the carriers 

density distributions are solved solely in the active layer, introducing boundary conditions 

spatially located interior to the device. These boundary conditions are located at the interfaces 

between the active layer and the source/drain electrodes and the dielectric layer, at the bottom 

of the perforation. The boundary conditions at the electrodes determine the potential value on 

their surface through the applied bias (VG, VD and VS=0) and the contact potential, φb0, 

between each electrode and the active layer. We considered the electrodes to have infinitely 

short Debye length and hence fixed work function value regardless of the applied electric 

field. The electrons/holes charge density in the interface is assumed to be in equilibrium with 

the electrodes
138

, 

 

(6.5) 
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where N0 is the Density Of States (DOS) in the active layer. φb is the energetic potential 

barrier determined by,   
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(6.6) 
0 0b b b xE         

 

where E┴ is the electric field perpendicular to the interface and Δx is the distance between the 

metal surface to the first site at the active layer (taken to be the intermolecular spacing of 

~1nm, the mesh increment in the simulation). We note that the image potential influence here, 

obtained through the solution of the 2D Poisson equation in the vicinity of the electrodes BCs, 

is only partially considered. The solution, being based on charge densities substantially 

lessens the image potential magnitude, rendering the phenomena insignificant. Furthermore, 

the commonly used formula for the image potential
80, 138, 139

, was developed for the case of a 

charge next to an infinite metal plane. This case is very different than the scenario at the 

perforations (gap) where the metal surface extends vertically only few nm, a case in which the 

influence of the image potential is reduced in size
140

. The boundary conditions at the sides 

(x=0 and x=160nm in Figure 6.1) are described by cyclic boundary conditions. The insulating 

interface between the dielectric layer and the active layer, at the bottom of the perforation, is 

assumed to be free of surface charges and with zero vertical current.  

 

6.4.3 Numerical method and parameters 

The model assumes initial condition of charge neutrality to implicitly obtain the 

potential shape [eq. (6.1)]. The implicit solution of eq. (6.4)a and eq. (6.4)b incorporates the 

Scharfetter-Gummel method
77

. The method calculates the current values in the middle of each 

mesh interval under the approximations that electric field, mobility and diffusion coefficients 

are fixed in the entire interval. The electrons and holes currents at a mid-interval point along 

the x axis are 

 

(6.7) 
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where i and j are the calculation point indices along the x and z axis, respectively, Δh is the 

interval length, B is the Bernoulli function B(t)=t/(e
t
-1) and 

x
ti is given by 

x
ti= (µnE

x
i+1/2,jΔh)/Dn 

(where x denotes the measured field direction).  

Convergence to the steady state solution is obtained using iterative method
141

. The 

iteration solves first the continuity equation with damping factor to ensure numerical stability, 

then the Poisson equation is solved, and finally the boundary conditions are updated
75

. The 

finite element method is realized using fixed mesh increments of 1nm to both the x and z axis, 

similar to the molecular distance of crystalline fullerene, the material of choice for the active 

layer of the reference measured devices
142

. The shape and location of the different layers is 

presented in Figure 6.1.(B). The typical dimensions used for the following investigation are 

hd=50nm, hs=5nm, L=100nm, Xwidth=160nm, D=60nm, FF=D/Xwidth=37.5%, and φb0=0.6eV 

(the barrier between the source and the active layer LUMO level). Single carrier type is 

assumed and we solve only for electrons (will be justified in section 6.5.1).  
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6.5 Operation Description   

In this section we use the numerical simulations to produce the distribution of the 

various quantities (charge carrier density, potential, and current) and to provide some insight 

and understanding of the operation of such vertical FET structure. 

6.5.1 Potential surface 

As was briefly described in ref [
134

] the device operation relies on the gate potential 

inducing electric fields which pull the charges out of the SE and into the perforation area (i.e. 

gap) such that a virtual contact is created. To understand the device operation in more detail 

one has first to follow the potential lines in such a device and their dependence on the 

structural parameters. We first consider the device without any injected charges present. In a 

non-patterned source configuration the potential shape would have been very simple, 

comprising two flat surfaces, one between the gate and the source, and the other between the 

source and the drain (dashed line in Figure 6.2). When the source electrode is completely 

removed only one flat surface exists between the gate and the drain (dotted line in Figure 6.2). 

The perforated electrode shape is a mix of both cases, resulting in a complex potential 

surface.  The solid line in Figure 6.2 shows the potential spatially located at the perforation 

center and along the vertical axis. The difference between the dotted and solid lines indicates 

the existence of lateral electric fields concentrated at the area of the perforations. The arrow in 

Figure 6.2 indicates the point at which the electric field, at the center of the gap, changes sign 

and starts to pull electrons towards the drain electrode.We term this point as “inversion

point”andaswewillshow, itsposition isaffectedby thesourceelectrode thicknessand it

influences device performance. We elaborate on the inversion point in section 6.5.2.1. 

 

Figure 6.2. Schematic description of the potential distribution in a device empty of charges with 

VG=2V, VS=0V, VD=5V. Dotted line represents a structure with the SE removed. Solid line represents a 

structure with a gap size of 60nm and SE thickness of 5nm (vertical arrow denotes the point at which 

the electric fields start to pull electrons towards the drain). Dashed line represents the potential outside 

the perforated region. 

The shape of the potential surface with the same biasing conditions as in Figure 6.2 

solved by the numerical simulation is presented in Figure 6.3.(a). Figure 6.3.(a) shows that for 

the vertical configuration the gate effect is restricted to the close proximity of the source 

perforations and specifically it does not affect the drain electrode injection properties. 

Therefore, injection through the drain would contribute only to the device leakage current and 
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hence, its injection properties have to be minimized through judicious choice of the electrode 

material. The above leads to the conclusion that an optimized vertical device is of single 

carrier type, as considered in the numerical model.  

 

Figure 6.3. (a) Potential surface shape in an active device with structural parameters of D=60nm, 

FF=37.5%, hd=50nm, hs=6nm, φb0=0.6eV and L=100nm, and biasing conditions: VG=2V, VS=0V, 

VD=5V. The vertical white arrow denotes the point at which the electric field, at the center of the gap, 

starts to pull electrons towards the drain. (b) Electric field quiver plot focused on the area of the gap 

edge. 

The electric fields quiver plot shown in Figure 6.3.(b) demonstrates the electric field 

magnitude and direction in the region close to the perforation edge. We distinguish between 

the side and upper interfaces of the SE with the active layer and refer to them as the source 

lateral facets and the source top facet, respectively. Modifying the gate potential, non-

homogeneously varies the electric field applied to the SE surfaces. Examining the electric 

field values close to the interface we find that the maximum increase in the electric field is at 

the bottom of the lateral facets and it lessens as one moves away from the dielectric surface. 

Furthermore, the electric field over the source top facet is negligibly affected by the gate, 

indicatingthatthegate’smain role is in varying the injection properties of the source lateral 

facets. More insight is gained through analytical Laplace model developed based on the 

numerical simulation results (see the appendix). As is shown in the appendix, most of the 

charge injection (extraction from the SE) at the On state takes place at the bottom of the 

perforations’lateralfacetsincloseproximitytothedielectricsurface. 
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6.5.2 Charge carrier concentration 

Charge carrier concentrations are presented in Figure 6.4. Simulation results are 

obtained for a device with the same structural parameters as in Figure 6.4 and for biasing 

conditions of VG=5V, VD=2V and VS=0V. Figure 6.4 omits the gate electrode and gate 

dielectric layers as they do not participate in charge carrier conduction. The charge extracted 

from the lateral perforation facets by the lateral electric fields accumulates within the 

perforation at the dielectric interface, forming the virtual contact which is the origin of the 

vertical channel. Figure 6.4 shows that indeed the vertical channel is located above the source 

perforation. The experienced reader may note that the shape of the charge density resembles 

that found in space charge limited diode. We will revisit this observation later in the text. 

 

Figure 6.4. Charge concentration distribution, logarithmic scale, for a device with structural 

parameters of D=60nm, FF=37.5%, hd=50nm, hs=6nm, φb0=0.6eV and L=100nm, and biasing 

conditions: VG=5V, VS=0V, VD=2V. 

 

6.5.2.1 The inversion point 

The details of the shape of the vertical channel do not depend only on the fields 

within the perforation but also on the vertical electric fields in the active layer and particularly 

above the perforation area. Unlike the lateral electric fields, the vertical ones projected by the 

gate and drain electrodes are opposite in direction. This effect led to the convex shaped 

potential line along the device vertical axis (Figure 6.2 solid line), indicating that the vertical 

electric fields direction switches along this line. The spatial location of this turning point 

which we refer to as the inversion point is a function of the device structural parameters and 

the biasing conditions. 

Determining the inversion point spatial location and its potential cannot be done 

analytically with Laplace interpretation as the high charge accumulation significantly alters 

the shape of the potential at the vertical channel area. The vertical electric fields between the 

insulator surface, the origin of the accumulation, and the inversion point are in direction 

opposite to that applied by the drain. Therefore, the charge concentration at the inversion 

point is actually driving the rest (upper part) of the vertical channel. The spatial distance and 

the related potential difference between the dielectric layer and the inversion point determine 
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the charge density at that point with the potential difference acting as an effective barrier. 

Namely, the properties of the inversion point (location/potential) affect the resulting current 

density where a shorter distance would imply higher current.  

 

6.5.3 Current flow 

As the influence of the gate over the source electrode top facet is negligible the 

varying charge injection attributed to the On current would occur solely at the gap from the 

source lateral facets. As the charge that accumulates in the gap can flow only in the vertical 

direction one would expect a vertical channel to extend from the gap to the drain electrode 

(see Figure 6.4). In this scenario one can separate the device into two different functional 

regions. The region between the dielectric (in the gap) and the drain can be referred to as the 

On region (the channel) while the region above the SE top facet can be referred to as the Off 

(or“leakage”)region. 

The device current density quiver plot, at active state (after channel formation), is 

shown in Figure 6.5. The arrows denoting the current are overlaid on top of the charge 

concentration contour (shown in Figure 6.4) for better orientation. Direction of electrons flow 

is indicated with arrows, the length of which is logarithmically scaled with the current density 

(note that theverticalandhorizontalaxesarenot toscale).Thecarriers’path is initially in

horizontal direction from the gap edges to the gap center. Its density is at its maximum in 

close proximity to the dielectric interface and reduces fast as the distance from the dielectric 

layer increases. The current then turns to the vertical direction, driven initially by diffusion 

forces and kept at the center of the perforation due to the lateral electric fields exerted by the 

perforation facets. As Figure 6.5 shows, the current initially flows through a very short 

“tunnel” the lengthofwhich isdeterminedby theSE thickness.Theeffectof this“tunnel”

will be discussed later in the text. 

 

Figure 6.5. Current density quiver plot overlaid on top of the charge concentration contour for a device 

with structural parameters similar to those in Figure 6.4 and biasing conditions: VG=3V, VS=0V, 

VD=2V. Arrow size is logarithmically scaled with the current density. 

6.5.4 Channel width (W) 

It is common to associate the channel width with the length of the injecting contacts. 

In the PE-VFET architecture the channel width would thus be measured by summing the 
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length of all the SE lateral facets. This value could be assessed analytically assuming the 

perforation (gap) takes either ideal circular or striped shape:    

(6.8) 
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Using the previously mentioned BCP fabrication method the perforation diameter is 

roughly 60nm and the FF is around 30%. For a device in total area of 10mm
2
 the channel 

width value is between 100m to 200m according to eq. (6.8).a and eq. (6.8).b, respectively. 

For the sake of comparison, lateral devices fabricated with lithographic resolution of 1µm 

occupying the same surface area have approximately 3mm channel width, five orders of 

magnitude smaller. The large channel width at the vertical device indicates that these 

interfaces would not constitute a bottleneck for the current-voltage behavior in the active 

state.  

6.5.5 On and Off states 

General device behavior can be deduced using the following three observations: First, 

the On current originates only from the perforations area. Second, the Off current originates 

solely from the rest of the SE (i.e. top surface). Third, the channel width is large and hence 

does not constitute a bottleneck for the current voltage behavior in active state. Following the 

above observations we consider two limiting cases for the current regimes. In the first limiting 

case, when the device is at Off state, charges are extracted to the active layer only due to 

applied drain-source voltage. In this configuration the similarity to a diode structure is 

obvious and we expect Contact Limited (CL) behavior which is described by eq.(6.9),  

(6.9)  Off 0 exp 1 ,b
n

q
J q N E FF

kT


 

 
   

 

 

E┴ is the perpendicular electric field applied to the SE top facet, LOff is the Off Channel length 

(the distance between the SE top facet and the drain electrode) and the (1-FF) factor accounts 

for the Off current originating from only part of the device area (SE top surface). The second 

limiting case occurs when the device is at the On state and charges are extracted from the 

source electrode by the gate and accumulate at the perforations. The large accumulation of 

charges at the dielectric interface in the source perforations creates the virtual contact and if 

thedensityissufficientlyhighitwillactasan“infinite”chargereservoiraswouldbethecase

for an ohmic contact. In that case, space charge limited current (SCLC) regime is expected 

where the device behaves according to eq. (6.10)
137, 138, 143

 and the (FF) factor accounts for the 

On current originating only from the perforations area.  
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These two limiting cases are best observed when measuring the device output 

characteristics, sweeping the drain potential while the gate is either closed (Off state = gate 

source bias is negative with respect to the drain source bias) or fully open (|VGS| |VDS|). To 
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illustrate the strength of these observations we show below a parameter extraction procedure 

applied to a measured PE-VFET device. We note that the Gate potential values at the 

experimental part (VG=40V) are higher than those in the theoretical part (VG≤10V)primarily

due to geometrical differences. In this context the most relevant feature is the dielectric 

thickness which is equal to 100nm in the experimental part and 50nm in the theoretical part 

(see figure 14).  

Output curves of measured devices at On and Off states are shown in Figure 6.6.a and 

Figure 6.6.b (red circles), respectively. Curve fitting at On state (SCL regime) based on eq. 

(6.10) is shown in Figure 6.6.a (solid line). The curve fitting for contact limited regime (Off 

state) based on eq. (6.9) is shown in Figure 6.6.b (solid line). For this fit, shown in eq. (6.12), 

we use the image force barrier lowering described in eq. (6.11)
80

. 
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Figure 6.6. Output characteristics for experimental measurements (red circles) and simulation results 

(blue triangles). Fitting curves indicated with solid lines. a) Device at On state, VG=40V. b) Device at 

Off state, VG=-5V. Dashed line is the calculated curve based on eq. (6.9) for a device with no potential 

barrier lowering due to image potential.   

We use E┴=[VDS/LOff] assuming that in the regions outside the perforation area, 

between the source and the drain, the electric field is constant due to low charge concentration 

at CL regime.  
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Fitting coefficients values extracted from the device characteristics shown in Figure 

6.6 are detailed in Table 6.1, where the first two coefficients are ascribed to the Off state 

measurement and the third coefficient is ascribed to the On state measurement.  

 (#) Parameter Exp. fit 

CL 

(1) 
qμnN0(1-FF)/LOffX 

1.99X10
-6

 
Exp[-q φb0/(kT)] 

(2) 
q/(kT)X(q/(4πεε0LOff))

0.

5
 

1.306 

SCL (3) 9/8Xεε0μnFF/L
3
 9.5X10

-3
 

Table 6.1. Experimental fitting parameters describing the CL and the SCL regimes obtained based on 

eq. (6.10) and eq. (6.12).  

Device parameters (detailed in Table 6.2) are then determined as follows. Effective 

channel length is determined first through coefficient #2, mobility is determined through 

coefficient #3 and potential barrier is determined through coefficient #1  (we assume the 

mobility at CL and SCL regimes is unchanged and L≈LOff).  

Parameter Value  

μn[cm
2
/Vs] 1.7X10

-3
* 

N0[cm
-3

] 1.44X10
21

**

* 

T[°K] 300 

Leff[nm] 315* 

φb0[eV] 0.57* 

FF 0.45** 

ε 4*** 

Table 6.2. Experimental parameters obtained for PE-VOFET with fullerene (C60) active layer. * 

Extracted from the fitting coefficients at Table 6.1, ** Atomic Force Microscopy measurement prior to 

device fabrication. *** Based on literature
142

.  

We note that Leff is found to be smaller than the nominal evaporated layer thickness 

and we attribute it to the film surface morphology characterized with irregular stacking of 

crystal grains formed when C60 film is grown on various surfaces even at room 

temperature
144

. We also note that the FF parameter is evaluated prior to device fabrication 

based on Atomic Force Microscopy measurement by summing up the perforations area at the 

SE. However, the effective FF value issmallerthanthe“physical”onedue tothe“tunnel”

effect rendering only part of the perforation area active. The difference between the effective 

and“physical”FF was demonstrated using the simulation (not shown here) and its size is a 

factor of structural parameters, i.e., perforation height and diameter. In the above applied 

parameter extraction procedure, the error associated with the FF value was not taken into 

consideration hence the mobility value extracted based on coefficient #3 is underestimated.  

Using the parameters detailed in Table 6.2 we performed a simulation run, the results 

of which are presented in Figure 6.6 (triangles curves). The output characteristics describing 

the On state (figure 6a) are similar to the measured device’s ones; however, at Off state

(figure 6b) the simulation predicts lower current density than measured experimentally. This 

deviation mainly originates from the lack of the image potential barrier lowering not 

accounted for in the simulation. The dashed line in Figure 6.6.b is a calculation of eq. (6.9), 
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using eq. (6.6) for the barrier height, based on the parameters described in Table 6.2. This 

calculation shows that indeed the deviation at the Off state between the simulation and the 

measured data is largely due to the exclusion of the image force barrier lowering at the top 

surface of the source electrode. 

 

6.6 Role of structural parameters 

The following section analyzes the coupling between structural parameters and device 

performance. The analysis is performed with numerical tools and provides more accurate 

understanding regarding device behavior as well as structural optimization tools. Structural 

features are investigated one by one focusing mainly on parameters unique to the PE-VFET 

architecture. Device performance is analyzed in the context of On/Off current ratio, output 

current, threshold voltage and Subthreshold Swing (SS). We note that for disordered organic 

transistor operating in accumulation regime, the threshold voltage serves as a fitting 

parameter
145, 146

 associated with the formation of the virtual contact.  

6.6.1 Source Electrode (SE) thickness  

Figure 6.7.(a) shows the transfer characteristics of simulated devices with source 

electrode thickness (hs) varying between 2nm to 50nm. Other structural parameters are kept 

constant and are the same as those of the previous section. Specifically, the distance between 

the SE top surface and the drain electrode is kept constant and hence the current density at 

zero gate bias remains constant. As Figure 6.7.(a) shows, increasing the source electrode 

thickness leads to performance degradation: SS value increases from 1.3V/decade for 2nm 

thick SE to 4.8V/decade for 50nm thick SE; threshold voltage increases; On/Off ratio, 

measured at VG=10V and VG=0V, reduces by three orders of magnitudes along with the On 

current output. Figure 6.7.(b) shows the On/Off ratio as a function of hs and we note the 

functional form is close to exponential. Deviation from the exponential dependence occurs for 

ultra-thin (hs <5nm) and relatively thick (hs >40nm) SE. This behavior can be explained by 

examining the role of hs in determining the properties of the inversion point 

(location/potential) relative to those at the insulator interface which is the On channel origin.  

The simulations show that as hs increases, the distance between the inversion point 

and the dielectric interface also increases. Actually, if we plot Figure 6.7.(b) as a function of 

the distance between the inversion point and the dielectric interface, instead of the SE 

thickness, the exponential relation is even more pronounced (not shown here). This 

observation led us to plot at Figure 6.7.(c) the On/Off ratio as a function of the potential 

difference between the inversion point at the center of the perforation and the dielectric 

interface (φBeff). The almost perfect exponential fit indicates that the inversion point displays 

an effective potential barrier to charge injection from the virtual contact into the upper part of 

the vertical channel. This observation, along with the results shown in Figure 6.5, indicate 

that the charge flow between the dielectric interface and the inversion point is, to a good 

approximation, one dimensional.  

We conclude that the device operational mechanism includes two barriers. The first, 

between the SE and the active layer (contacts barrier), is determined by the choice of 
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materials and is either gate-controlled at the lateral facets or drain-controlled at the top facet. 

The second, the inversion point barrier, is located inside the active layer.  

 

Figure 6.7. a) Transfer characteristics of devices with varying hs values and fixed Off channel length 

(100nm) with VD=3V. b) On/Off ratio vs. SE thickness. c) On/Off ratio vs. potential barrier height at 

the inversion point. 

6.6.1.1 The inversion point and the tunnel effect 

One of the implications of the inversion point is that at this point the diffusion-

controlled current flowing towards the drain becomes drift-controlled. As can be seen in ref 

[
147

] Figure 6.6.b, this situation is found in every space charge limited device. The other effect 

illustrated in the same paper (Figure 6.6.a) is that the charge density drops exponentially 

between the contact and the point at which the electric field changes sign. In a standard SCLC 

diode the position of the inversion point would depend largely on the charge density at the 

contact interface, which in our case translates to the charge density accumulated at the 

dielectric interface (the virtual contact), and slightly also on the diode bias. In the current 

structure, however, the current starts its flow between two source facets (see Figure 6.5) 

whichareofconstantpotential(generallyzero).Sucha“tunnel”withequipotentialwallsacts

to prevent the electric fieldatthevicinityofthewallsfromchangingsignbeforethe“tunnel”

ends. Closer to the center of the gap (“tunnel”) the effect would be weaker but still the

inversion point would move towards the drain as the thickness of the source electrode 

increases. Since the charge density would decay exponentially towards the inversion point, 
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the farther the inversion point - the lower the density that is supplied to the upper part of the 

channel that is governed by the drift current. As mentioned above, the effect of the inversion 

point position on the device performance (On current and On/Off ratio) is very strong (Figure 

6.7.b). Namely, due to the “tunnel” effect it is important that the source electrode is thin

enough (<5nm) for the device to exhibit best performance. 

 

6.6.2 Perforation size and FF  

In this section we investigate the role of perforation (gap) size, D, and the FF value 

by performing three simulation sets: 

1. The unit cell length, Xwidth, is kept constant and D is varied (FF changes accordingly and 

in the 2D simulation it means: FF = D/Xwidth); 

2. The perforation size (D) is kept constant and the FF is varied (unit cell length changes 

accordingly); 

3. The FF is kept constant and D is varied (unit cell length changes accordingly). 

In set #1 (Figure 6.8 & Figure 6.9), D and FF are linearly proportional while the 

device unit cell size is constant (Xwidth=160nm as in Figure 6.1). The FF value varies between 

0.1 and 0.9 together with the gap size (D) which varies accordingly, between 16nm and 

144nm. Figure 6.8 shows the current density for devices biased at VDS=2V and VGS=0V 

(rectangles) or VGS=-2V (triangles) as a function of the FF (or D) value. As was discussed 

earlier, the current flowing from the source may originate either from the lateral facets of the 

perforations or from the top surface of the electrode. As the FF increases, the area of the top 

surface decreases and hence the increase in current for the case where VG=0V (rectangles) has 

to be associated with the lateral facets. Close examination of the simulation outputs reveals 

that there is a more effective barrier lowering at the lateral facets for larger D values. The 

lower curve for VG=-2V (triangles) decreases linearly, indicating that the reverse-biased gate 

electrode eliminates the current flow from the lateral facets, leaving only the top surface as 

the origin for charges. Therefore, in this device configuration, measurements of drain-source 

leakage currents, as described in eq. (6.9), are obtained only when the gate is oppositely 

biased to the drain electrode (Figure 6.8, solid line). Under these conditions, when the 

injection from the lateral facets (into the gap) is completely suppressed, the Off current 

originates solely from the SE top facet. The Off current value decreases linearly with FF 

value (triangles) and is linearly proportional to the top surface area.  

Transfer characteristics of the same set are shown in Figure 6.9 and exhibit a strong 

dependence on FF and D values. Varying the gap size (D) and the FF results with On/Off 

ratio increased by over three orders of magnitude with the On current taken at VG=10V and 

the Off current at VG=-2V. The subthreshold swing (SS) varies between 3.2 V/decade for 

D=16nm to 1.3V/decade for D=144nm. The inset to Figure 6.9 presents the On/Off 

performance as a function of D (FF). Examining this inset together with Figure 6.7.b, the 

effect can be intuitively explained by referring to the perforation relative dimensions or the 

“tunnel”effect.Thickerelectrodeandsmallergapsizeresultinamorepronounced“tunnel”
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structure which reduces the device performance, and vice versa (see discussions in 

sections  6.6.1 and 6.5.2.1).  

 

Figure 6.8. Numerical and analytical Off current density comparison for devices with varying FF or D 

values. Rectangles: non-biased gate. Triangles: reversibly biased gate. Solid line: analytical curve 

according to eq. (6.9). 

 

Figure 6.9. Transfer characteristics for devices with varying FF(D) values. Inset: On/Off performance 

as a function of FF(D) value. 

Set #2, shown in Figure 6.10, is comprised of devices with fixed D and varying unit 

cell length (Xwidth). Hence, FF values are inversely proportional to the latter. Based on the 

discussions above, the current at On state originates mainly from the perforation, which in 

this set is of constant size, and the Off current originates from the top surface of the source 
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electrode. This implies that the relation between the currents at the On or Off states of the 

devices in this set can be described using purely geometrical factors: 

 

(6.13)    
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where Xwidth_1  and Xwidth_2 are the unit cell length of two different devices. Eq. (6.13)a shows 

that the current per unit cell is fixed due to the constant perforation size and the current 

density reduces as the size of the unit cell increases. Eq. (6.13)b shows that due to the increase 

in the area of the SE top surface, the current density at the Off state will slightly increase. 

These two equations lead to the On/Off ratio decreasing as a function of the unit cell length 

(D being fixed and FF decreasing), as indicated by eq. (6.13)c. 

 

Figure 6.10. Transfer characteristics for devices with varying unit cell size (Xwidth in figure 1b) and 

constant D (38nm). Inset: On/Off ratio vs. FF, numerical (dots) and analytical (solid line) evaluations 

according to [eq.  (6.13)c], in linear plot. 

Figure 6.10 displays a slight increase in the Off current density with unit cell length 

which is observed at the onset of the transfer characteristics, in agreement with eq. (6.9) and 

eq. (6.13)b. Similarly a decrease in the On current density with unit cell size is shown as the 

density of the active sites (FF) is reduced. A complete agreement between the analytical eq. 

(6.13)c and the numerical On/Off performance is shown at the inset to Figure 6.10 marked 

with line and dots, respectively. Note that SS value remains similar for the entire set.  

Set #3 is comprised of devices with constant FF value, and D values varying 

proportionally with unit cell length. Figure 6.11 presents the transfer characteristics where the 

onset displays similar Off current density for all devices, validating the constant FF value, 
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according to eq. (6.9). The On current, on the other hand, increases approximately linearly 

with increasing unit cell length (Figure 6.11 inset). This increase is proportional to the 

increase in D, despite the constant value of the FF.Thisisagainduetothe“tunnel”effectand

the associated barrier discussed previously. For a constantSE thickness the “tunnel” effect

would reduce as D increases (see discussion of the inversion point in the context of Figure 6.7 

and Figure 6.9). 

 

Figure 6.11. Transfer characteristics for varying unit cell size devices with fixed FF value. The inset 

shows linear dependence between perforation gap size and On/Off performance. 

 

6.6.3 Injection barrier height 

As could be deduced from section 6.5.5, the device performance is dependent on the 

potential barrier height for charge injection from the SE to the active layer (constituting the 

Schottky barrier). For the following calculations we use a medium level type of fixed 

parameters and vary the barrier between the source electrode and the active layer. The fixed 

parameters are D=60nm, Xwidth=160nm, hs=6nm, and hD=50nm.   

Figure 6.12 shows the transfer characteristics for several injection barrier heights. As 

expected, the Off current (transfer characteristics at negative gate bias) reduces exponentially 

with the barrier height. In section 6.5.5 we stated that the On current obtained for |VGS| |VDS| 

is independent of this injection barrier as the high gate bias would diminish this barrier 

through the field induced barrier lowering. However, Figure 6.12 shows that as the barrier 

increases, the gate bias required to diminish its effect becomes larger. Hence, for the VG range 

used in Figure 6.12, a full virtual contact is not obtained for the samples with potential barrier 

of 0.7eV and above. As a result, in the simulated range, the increase in the On/Off 

performance (inset in Figure 6.12) is accompanied by a reduction in the On current.  
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Figure 6.12. Transfer characteristics for devices with varying SE-active layer potential barrier height. 

Inset: On/Off performance vs. barrier height.   

To improve the properties of the source electrode one could make use of the fact that 

the origins of the On and Off channels are spatially separated. This can be manifested if a 

higher potential barrier is exhibited at the SE top facet (the origin of the Off channel) and a 

lower potential barrier is presented at the SE lateral facets (the origin of the On channel). 

Knowing that the On current originated mainly from the bottom of the lateral facet, in 

proximity to the dielectric interface, allows suggesting a practical solution where the SE 

would be composed of two layers (i.e. layered structure). The bottom layer provides the 

lateral facets injection properties and the upper layer provides the top facet injection 

properties. The transfer characteristics of such devices are presented in Figure 6.13.  

 

Figure 6.13. layered SE devices transfer characteristics with fixed bottom layer potential barrier equal 

to 0.6eV and varying potential barrier at the top layer as indicated in the plot. Inset: On/Off 

performance comparison between the uniform (hollow circles) and non-uniform (full circles) SE 

structures having the same barrier at their top facet. 

Since Figure 6.12 shows that up to about 0.5-0.6eV the maximum current is not 

highly affected, we used for the simulations a potential barrier of 0.6eV for the bottom layer 
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and varied the upper layer potential barrier between 0.6eV and 1eV (see Figure 6.13). As 

anticipated, the Off currents are reduced with increasing top facet potential barrier while the 

On currents and threshold values remain approximately fixed. The On/Off performance 

comparison between the uniform (hollow circles) and layered (full circles) SE structures is 

presented in the inset of Figure 6.13 where the potential barrier at the bottom layer is fixed 

and equal to 0.6eV and at the upper layer varies between 0.6eV to 1.2eV. Not only is better 

On/Off performance obtained for the layered structure, but also the On current remains almost 

unchanged. 

 

6.6.4 Dielectric thickness (hD)  

Scaling down of the dielectric thickness (hD) has the obvious attribute of lowering the 

gate voltage required to switch the transistor on. The other effect is of reshaping the field lines 

as the bias is applied across the insulator. In lateral FETs this reshaping through downscaling 

of the insulator thickness is associated with the gradual channel approximation where optimal 

performance requires that L (channel length) is at least 1.5 times the length of hD (i.e., hD:L 

ratio of 1:1.5) and, in some cases, 5 times as much
148, 149

. The scaling in the case of the 

verticaltransistorconfigurationisratherassociatedwiththe“tunnel”effectdiscussedearlier.

Ifthe“tunnel”effectisthedominantoneforthisscalingofthedielectricthicknessthenthe

ratio to be kept is that of hD:D. Transfer characteristics presented in Figure 6.14 demonstrate 

the behavior of devices with varying hD. Comparing the results of Figure 6.9 with those 

presented in Figure 6.14, we find that the effect of increasing the perforation size (D) is 

similar to that of reducing the dielectric thickness (hD), showing that indeed for a well 

behaved device the scaling to be considered is of hD:D and the ratio is to be larger than ~1:3. 

 

Figure 6.14. Transfer characteristics for devices with varying hD. 
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6.7 Summary 

The operation of the PE-VFET was analyzed in the physical framework of 

semiconductor basic transport equations, realized with a 2D numerical simulation. We have 

discussed the non-symmetrical VFET structure regarding the source and drain electrodes and 

the role of the SE architecture in the formation of the virtual contact and, in turn, in the 

formation of the vertical channel. The device current behavior was shown to follow the SCL- 

and CL-regimes, with minor modifications [eq. (6.10) and eq. (6.9)], at On and Off states, 

respectively. This behavior was theoretically examined vs. the 2D simulation and 

experimentally verified. Under the assumption of zero Debye shielding length, the On channel 

is formed solely at the SE perforations area and is spatially separated from the Off channel. A 

series of optimizations and design rules were derived from the simulation and experimental 

sets. An ideal device requires its SE to be ultra-thin with large perforations (the “tunnel”

effect) and with large FF value. The device switching performance relies on the SE Schottky 

barrier; however, its output performance and threshold voltage are negatively influenced. The 

On and Off channel origins shown to be localized at the SE lateral facets and top facet, 

respectively, enable a design consisting of two layers shown to provide both high switching 

performance, similar threshold voltage and similar output performance. While this study 

centered on PE-VFET architecture with well-defined patterns (based on BCP fabrication 

methods) the results and especially the physical insights would be applicable also to less 

ordered fabrication methods such as solution-based nanowire SEs.  
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6.8 Appendix: Analytical description of the potential shape  

The potential shape is obtained by solving the 2D homogenous Poisson equation 

(Laplace problem) in a rectangular space bounded by the gate and the drain electrodes in the 

vertical direction and by the perforation lateral edges in the lateral direction. Eq. (6.14) is the 

Laplace equation form for a rectangular space with normalized variables,  

 

 (6.14)  
2 2

1 1
0

x x z z
u u

D h
  , 

where D and h are the perforation diameter and the device total thickness, respectively. The 

Boundary Conditions (BC) along the upper and lower interfaces are those of equipotential 

surface and refer to the drain and gate electrodes, respectively. The lateral BCs are 

symmetrical but more complex, separated into three different regions which represent the 

potential at the dielectric layer, the source electrode and the active layer. Based on the 
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numerical results a linearly varying potential value is assumed both between the gate and 

source electrodes and between the source and drain electrodes, as illustrated in figure 2 

(dashed line). The potential surface is given by eq. (6.15) as an infinite series: 

 

(6.15)
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where hs and hd are the source electrode and dielectric layer thicknesses normalized by h.  

The lateral electric fields [eq. (6.16)] are obtained by deriving the equation of the 

potential surface over the horizontal axis (x). To simplify, the source electrode potential is 

grounded and the term for the active layer thickness, ha, replaces the term (1-hd-hs): 

(6.16)    
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We require to obtain the electric fields adjacent to the SE lateral facets in order to 

determine the local potential barrier lowering at the perforations [eq. (6.5) and eq. (6.6)]. A 

simpler expression than the one presented in eq. (6.16) is obtained in eq. (6.17) when 

referring to a specific horizontal location x0, where x0 is assumed to be in close proximity to 

the SE facets (x00 or x01). For analysis purposes x0 is considered to be one molecular 

layer away from the electrode, a distance approximated at 1nm (the length of one mesh 

increment in the numerical simulation). 

 

(6.17)   
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This equation manifests the symmetrical influence of the drain and the gate 

electrodes,wheretheequation’sfirstandsecondpartsareascribedtothegateandthedrain,

respectively. The electric fields associated with the gate and the drain contributions are both 

in the same direction but reach their maximum at the bottom and the top of the SE facet, 

respectively. Both contributions dissipate fast along the vertical axis, ranging from close-to-

linear dissipation for extremely thin dielectric (hd≈hs), and faster rate of dissipation for thicker 

dielectric. This behavior indicates that the effective charge injection is a highly localized 
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phenomenon. In a well behaved device the drain influence is minimized so as to minimize the 

Off currents. In such a case the majority of the charge injection at On state takes place at the 

bottomoftheperforations’lateralfacetsclosetothedielectricsurface. 
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Chapter 7. Patterned Electrode Vertical OFET: Analytical description, 

switching mechanisms and optimization rules 

 

7.1 Abstract 

Patterned Electrode Vertical Organic Field Effect Transistor (PE-VOFET) operational 

behavior is examined in this work with the use of self-consistent numerical model and experimental 

measurements. The device is described as a single carrier type diode where one of its electrode’s

electrical properties could be altered under the gate influence, switching the current regime between the 

Contact Limited (CL) and the Space Charge Limited (SCL) regimes. Here we show that two distinct 

mechanisms can play a role in the switching process; inducing the formation of virtual contacts for the 

ideal Schottky barrier-based device or inducing a potential barrier which eliminates charge extraction 

for the non-ideal ohmic contact-based device. The latter is further examined by varying the Patterned 

Electrode (PE) thickness which alters the sub-threshold swing performances, determining the gate bias 

required to turn off the device. We further provide optimization rules regarding the active layer 

thickness (channel length), which hold for the ‘ideal’ performances of the single layer PE-VOFET. 

Based on the aforementioned models and optimization rules, we provide guidelines for the ideal PE-

VOFET structure and future challenges in its fabrication.  
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7.2 Introduction 

 

Vertical OFETs are gaining interest as promising elements for future electronic 

devices, featuring high driving currents
5, 13, 131

 and small packing area along with facile 

fabrication processes. These devices could also be integrated in a simple manner to feature 

light emitting
6
 capabilities, useful for flat-display-panel technologies. The VOFET layers, 

being stacked one upon the other, allow ultra-short channel lengths, determined by the 

semiconductor (SC) layer thickness, to be accessible without the use of expensive 

lithography. This primary feature of Vertical TFTs compensates for the inherent low carriers 

mobility of organic SCs, crucial for Active Matrix OLED drive transistor functionality
4
. 

The key element in the VOFET structure is the source electrode (SE), which is 

sandwiched between the gate dielectric and the active layer. Penetration of the gate influence 

across the SE to the active part requires that the source would be both conductive in the layer 

plain and electrically transparent in the vertical direction. The transparency is obtained with 

the use of perforated architecture (i.e. Patterned Electrode (PE)) accessible through various 

methods: Ultra-thin metallic layer evaporation over high roughness surface
5
 or over 

polymeric surfaces
6
, carbon nanotube dilute solution deposition

9, 13, 136
, soft-lithography 

methods such as the one based on self-assembled Block Copolymers
134, 150

 which are 

amenable for large area fabrication but could also determine features shape and size in the 

scale of tens of nm. 

The VOFET architecture is substantially different than that of the traditional lateral 

OFETs, resulting in different physics underlying its operational behavior. In this work we 

pursue further understanding of the physical mechanisms governing the device operation 

specifically focusing on the transfer characteristics and their relation to the potential barrier 

between the PE and the active layer. This description is vital for further device improvement 

but also for enabling the general use of this device.  

In Part 7.3 we provide a description of the device architecture and its electrical behavior 

based on a self-consistent numerical analysis provided in ref
150

. This description will allow us 

to detail the basic characteristics of the device. Assumptions based on these features are in 

the basis of a simplified analytical description provided in Part 7.4. This description is 

relevant for an ideal Schottky barrier device and provides a method for parameter extraction. 

Furthermore, it offers channel length optimization method where the ideal structure of the 

device active part could be defined. A second mechanism through which the gate influences 

the source-drain current is presented in Part 7.5, applied to devices with low PE-SC potential 

barrier. Numerical analysis and measurements of devices with varying PE thickness support 

the dual role of the gate electrode. The analytical description, relevant only in extreme gate 

biasing conditions and for ideal Schottky barrier devices, does not consider the role of most 

of the PE structural parameters, the understanding of which is essential to optimize device 

performances and in Part 7.6 they are reviewed briefly according to the work presented at 

ref
150

. Part 7.7 summarizes our results and future research directions. Experimental methods 

are detailed in Part 7.8.   
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7.3 Architecture and electrical description 

The mechanism, through which the gate contributes to the switching performance of a 

device, by definition, should apply to the device active part. Unlike the traditional FET where 

the gate is located directly below the channel and between the source and drain electrodes, in 

the vertical configuration, it is located below the vertically stacked source-semiconductor-

drain layers. A continuous metallic SE would have completely screened the gate influence as 

the Debye Shielding length approximated for a metal is an order of magnitude shorter than 

ultra-thin SE layers (scale of 10nm) and hence a perforated SE structure is crucial. One such 

architecture illustrated in Figure 7.1.(a) is accessible with simple soft-lithography techniques 

as described in ref
134

. 

To illustrate the basic operational concepts of the PE-VOFET we use a self-consistent 

numerical simulation, presented in ref
150

. The simulation solves a 2D cross-section of a single 

active site (shown in Figure 7.1.(b)) which includes all the device layers. Figure 7.1.(c) 

presents the potential shape in the active site when the drain and gate are biased. The potential 

shape, characterized with the drain influencing the entire SE-SC interfaces and the gate 

influencing only a very limited region (mainly the SE lateral facets), coupled with the need 

for Off current minimization, coerce a Schottky barrier both at the source and drain 

electrodes. This also implies that the VOFET is a single carrier type device. Under the gate 

influence, charges are extracted from the SE and accumulate at the perforation area, along the 

interface with the dielectric layer (Figure 7.1.(d)). The perforated area, saturated with charge 

carriers only under gate bias, serves as an unlimited reservoir of carriers, similar to the 

situation of an Ohmic contact, and hence functions as a virtual contact. Under applied drain 

bias a significant amount of charges is extracted in the vertical direction and forms the 

vertical channel.     

 

 

Figure 7.1. (a) 3D illustration of the ideal PE-VOFET structure. (b) Numerical model 2D cross section 

of a single active site with the structural parameters indicated. (c) Potential surface. (d) Charge 

distribution logarithmically scaled surface.    
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7.4 Analytical description 

It is inferred from the numerical description, that the gate’s role is to switch the

electrical properties of the perforations area: Non-conductive when the gate is at Off state and 

Ohmic when the gate is biased. As shown in Figure 7.1.(d) the On current originates only 

from the perforations area and the Off current originates only from the SE top facet. 

Furthermore, the length of the interfaces of the lateral facets is extremely long (few orders of 

magnitude larger than that of a lateral FET fabricated with a 1μm resolution process) and

hence we assume that it does not limit current behavior. With these assumptions, the device 

behaviorcouldbedescribedas thatofadiodewithoneof itscontacts’electricalproperties

being varied according to the gate potential: Contact Limited (CL) when the gate is unbiased 

[eq.(7.1)] and Space Charge Limited (SCL) when the gate is biased [eq.(7.2)].   

(7.1)   Off 0 0
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4

DS DS
n b
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V qVq
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Leff, φb0 and FF are the effective channel length, the SE-SC potential barrier and the 

Fill Factor - the area ratio between the perforations and the entire device, respectively. The 

rest of the parameters have their usual meaning. Experimental output measurements [JD-VD] 

presented in Figure 7.2 are indicated with red circles. The fitting curves are indicated with the 

solid red lines and correspond to eq.(7.1) and eq.(7.2) in Figure 7.2.(a) and (b), respectively. 

The analytical description allows structural and electrical parameters to be extracted 

according to a procedure described in ref
150

. The method is based on previous knowledge of 

material parameters: Density Of States (DOS), relative permittivity coefficient, both 

according to ref
151

, and prior fabrication Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) FF value 

extraction. Amongst the extracted parameters are Leff, μSCL, and φb0; we note that Leff is 

presumed to be shorter than the nominal channel length due to the surface roughness 

associated with thermally evaporated C60.  

 

Figure 7.2. Output measurements at Off state (a) and at On state (b). Experimental measurements are 

indicated with red circles (VG=0V for Off state and VG=40V for On state). Fitting curves are indicated 

with red solid lines.  
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A significant advantage of the vertical architecture is the ability to tune the channel 

length with the right choice of materials, both in a simple and accurate fashion (determined by 

deposition thickness). Channel length optimization, with respect to switching performance, is 

based on the validity of the analytical description for the Schottky barrier based PE-VOFET 

and is given in eq.(7.3). Figure 7.3.(a) shows the calculated On/Off ratio as function of 

channel length and drain applied bias. This calculation assumes potential barrier of 0.7eV. For 

a given channel length, maximum ratio is obtained for a specific applied drain bias indicated 

by a red line in Figure 7.3.(a). These specific drain bias values are obtained by eq.(7.4) which 

was derived from eq.(7.3). The importance in defining the channel length and the potential 

across the VOFET architecture becomes clear during device design. Ideal performances 

required for an active matrix OLED driving transistor are high current density 

(Jon=100mA/cm
2
) and moderate On/Off ratio (10

6
). Based on materials with limited electrical 

properties (μ=10
-3 

[cm
2
/Vs]) and PE FF parameter of 0.37 one determines the channel length, 

applied drain bias and potential barrier to be approximately 110nm, 0.8V and 0.7eV, 

respectively. We note that the values of the On/Off ratio depend strongly on the potential 

barrier as shown in Figure 7.3.(b). This implies that either special attention should be focused 

on designing the interface properties or a different SE structure with insulating upper layer 

should be applied. Despite the above, the potential barrier does not affect the optimum values 

found for VDS and L, as long as the framework of the Schottky-based analysis holds.      
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Figure 7.3. (a) On/Off performances (logarithmically scaled) as function of drain bias and channel 

length (φb0=0.7eV). Optimal VDS is indicated with solid red line. (b) On/Off ratio of 110nm active layer 

thickness device as function of potential barrier.   
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7.5 Switching mechanisms 

The switching mechanism of a well behaved VOFET with high enough potential 

barrier depends on the ability of the gate to induce the virtual contacts and to subsequently 

form the vertical channels as shown in Figure 7.1.(d). As both the drain and gate induced 

electric fields at the perforation facets are in the same direction, the turn-on voltage (Von) has 

the same sign as the drain applied bias, positive for n-type devices and negative for p-type 

devices. Figure 7.4.(a) shows measured drain current of such a device. Based on our analysis 

Von is determined as the onset of the subthreshold swing region of the drain current curve. In 

this mode, when the virtual contact is formed, the region affected by the gate bias is limited 

and is confined to the PE lateral facets only. The top facets injection properties are determined 

by the electrode Fermi level, the SC HOMO-LUMO levels and the electric field applied by 

the drain (and not by the gate bias).  

However, for less well behaved devices having low potential barrier the transfer 

characteristic are distinctly different and most of the gate induced switching takes place at 

negative bias. Figure 7.4.(c) shows the measured transfer characteristics of a set of such 

devices with their PE thickness varying, being 8, 12, and 17nm (see more details in the 

experimental part) in total thickness. At the negative bias range the current reduces 

exponentially as the absolute value of the gate bias increases. As the PE is thinner, the 

perforation aspect ratio decreases (as their diameter is kept constant), and the ability of the 

gate to penetrate and affect the injected current is amplified. Hence, the thinner the PE, the 

steeper the slopes of the transfer characteristics in this gate bias range.  

To understand the origin of the phenomena show in Figure 7.4.(b) we performed 

simulations of similar devices having varying PE thickness (Figure 7.4.(c)). To reduce 

computation time the thickness of the dielectric layer and active layer in the simulation are 

shorter and hence the gate voltages are scaled down and the drain currents are scaled up. We 

note that in the simulation code the Debye shielding length is neglected and hence the only 

mechanism by which the gate can affect the current is of the penetrating gate electric fields 

through the perforations. Based on various numerical results we are able to determine that the 

effect of the gate negative bias is to induce a potential barrier vertically oriented to the PE 

upper surface. The potential barrier induced by the gate is indicated with a solid red line in 

Figure 7.4.(d) which presents the potential surface in the device for a negative applied bias 

(simulation parameters are detailed in the experimental section). The inset of Figure 7.4.(d) 

shows the increase in the potential barrier induced by the negative gate bias along the plain 

direction. We note that the location of this barrier is spatially separated from the PE-SC 

interface. In this specific example the perpendicular distance from the interface is between 

15nm to 25nm. As a result, the interface properties are not significantly affected and the 

charge concentration determined by the low barrier PE-SC interfaces still behaves as an 

unlimited charge reservoir, as in the case of an ohmic contact. However, these charges, being 

in thermal equilibrium with the gate-induced potential barrier, are practically trapped in this 

region.  
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Figure 7.4. Experimental transfer characteristics of ideal Schottky based PE-VOFET. (b, c) 

Experimental and numerical transfer characteristics, respectively, of non-ideal low barrier PE-VOFETs 

with increasing PE thickness. (d) Potential surface shape under negative gate bias. The location of the 

barrier is indicated with red line. Inset shows the added potential barrier values as function of location.  

 

Based on the above analysis we conclude that the shape of low barrier PE-VOFET 

transfer characteristics is determined according to the following mechanisms. At highly 

negative gate bias the induced potential barrier height is large and it reduces linearly as the 

gate applied bias increases towards zero voltage. This gives rise to the exponential increase of 

current density observed in Figure 7.4.(b) and (c). As gate applied bias approaches zero, large 

interface areas are no longer blocked with the induced barrier and the ohmic contacts result in 

SCLC regime where the gate has no influence. As a result the curve deviates from the 

exponential slope to a flat slope. When gate bias crosses to positive values the virtual contacts 

form, increasing in practice the area of the source electrode. The sharp increase in SE surface 

area results in a sharp increase of current density as shown both in the experimental and 

numerical results in Figure 7.4.(b) and in Figure 7.4.(c), respectively. Correlating the increase 

of current density with the formation of the virtual contacts is further supported with the gate 

capacitance current, observed in Figure 7.4.(b), demonstrating a sharp peak attributed to 

channel formation phenomena due to the increase of dielectric capacitance area. Following 

the formation of the virtual contacts the gate no longer influences the PE injection properties, 

being effectively a continuous electrode, and current density saturates. Further increase in 

gate potential results in a minor increase in current density attributed to a slight growth in the 

virtual contactvolumebeingconfinedby theperforations, aphenomenanamed the ‘tunnel

effect’anddescribedinref
150

.   
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7.6 Optimization 

The PE practically separates the VOFET into three distinct parts the influence of 

which over device performance could be handled separately: The gate dielectric, the PE, and 

the active layer. The gate dielectric role as a capacitor in the VOFET architecture is similar to 

its role in lateral FETs, and it determines the sub-threshold swing performance and 

consequently the voltage range within which the device operates. As a result the same 

optimization rules are valid: Thickness
152

, dielectric permittivity
153

 and passivation
47

. The role 

of the PE structure is central: FF value affects the device On current; the diameter of the 

perforations as well as the PE thickness both influence the sub-threshold swing performance; 

and the potential barrier determines the threshold voltage and the On/Off performance. The 

optimization rules regarding the PE structure are detailed in ref
150

 along with more complex 

structures accessible with some of the PE fabrication processes. Finally, as described in Part 

II, for an ideal device with high Schottky barriers, best On current and On/Off ratio are 

achieved with the thinnest SC layer and for a specific drain applied bias. We note that 

pinholes existence in ultra-thin organic layers introduce a lower bound for the active layer 

thickness. 

 

7.7 Summary 

The PE-VOFET architecture manifests a distinct correlation between the PE-SC 

potential barrier and the current regimes for different gate biasing. Transfer characteristics of 

the two limiting cases, Schottky barrier and Ohmic contact, are shown in Figure 7.4.(a) and in 

Figure 7.4.(b), respectively. The former is considered ideal as it holds important advantages; 

it is off for gate bias around zero; its subthreshold slope is steeper, as the gate required to 

influence smaller interface regions results in reduced gate voltage range; On current and 

On/Off performance can be described analytically and are used both as a design tool and as an 

instrument to extract device electrical parameters. Special attention has to be focused on the 

interface properties of the SC-active layer as it determines the device characteristics and the 

On/Off performance of the ideal device. Experimental measurements and numerical analysis 

both stress the importance of fabricating ultra-thin PE to improve sub-threshold performances 

and to ensure the device operation in limited gate bias range. The same challenge is faced 

with the need for pinholes-free, thin, well determined active layers.  

 

7.8 Experimental section 

Devices were fabricated over highly doped p-type silicon wafers with 100nm dry 

chlorinated thermal oxide layer (purchased from Nova Electronics Materials) serving as the 

bottom gate and dielectric layer. Samples were cleaned with nitrogen gun and rinsed in 

acetone, methanol and isopropanol solutions sequentially for 5 minutes (each) in ultrasonic 

bath and finally dried over a hot plate (110°C). Poly-Styrene (PS) masks were produced 

according to the procedure described in ref
134

 using self-assembly Polystyrene-Poly(methyl 

methacrylate) Block Copolymers. Patterned source electrodes were formed by a sequential 

evaporation (e-gun system) of a thin titanium layer (nominally 2nm, serving as adhesion 

layer) and a gold layer with varying thicknesses (nominally 6, 10, 15nm) followed with a lift 

off process. PEs surface characterizations (layers thickness and FF value) were performed 
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using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) system (Veeco DI-3000) in tapping mode. Image 

processing in MatLab
®
 environment served to extract FF parameter. Further fabrication and 

characterization steps were performed in a nitrogen inert atmosphere glovebox. C60 fullerene 

99.9% n-type SC (purchased from MER Corporation) thermally evaporated over the PEs 

under vacuum conditions lower than 10
-6

 mbar to nominal thickness of 600nm and followed 

with thermally evaporated Al top electrodes which serve as the drain contacts. Electrical 

measurements conducted in the dark using Semiconductor Device Analyzer (SDA) (Agilent 

B1500A).  

Two-dimensional (2D) numerical analysis was implemented in MatLab
®
 environment 

detailed in ref
150

. The simulation reconstructs a single active site in the size of 160nm (as 

approximated from the Block-Copolymer periodicity length) with striped shape perforation 

and grid increments of 1nm. The dielectric relative permittivity and Density Of States (DOS) 

values for the C60 are determined to be 4 and 1.44x10
21

, respectively, according to ref
151

. The 

rest of the parameters were determined according to experimental measurements. For the 

simulation results of Figure 7.4.(c) dielectric layer thickness, active layer thickness and FF 

value were set to 40nm, 100nm and 0.37, respectively. The potential barrier was set to 0.3eV 

and PE thicknesses presented are of 4, 8, and 15nm. The same device parameters were used at 

the simulation for the results shown in Figure 7.4.(d), with PE thickness of 5nm, VGS=-15V 

and VDS=1V. 
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Chapter 8. Solution-processed ambipolar vertical organic field effect transistor 

 

8.1 Abstract 

We report on a solution-processed ambipolar patterned-electrode vertical organic 

field effect transistor (PE-VOFET) based on the P(NDI2OD-T2) polymer. The Schottky 

barrier-based VOFET operation uniquely facilitates an ambipolar transport using a single 

anode-cathode-electrode and a single semiconductor material. Pin-hole free sub-100 

nanometer channel length devices are obtained with no high resolution patterning owing to 

both the polymer’s smooth morphology and the underlining patterned-electrode’s flatness.

The VOFET exhibits n-type on/off ratio >10
3
, current density >50[mAcm

-2
] under VDS=5V as 

well as p-type operation. Prone to design and optimization, the ambipolar PE-VOFET is a 

promising platform for organic complementary circuit technology. 
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8.2 Main text: 

 

Solution-processable Organic Field Effect Transistors (OFETs) attract increasing 

interest for low-cost, flexible, large-area electronics as their performance meets the 

specifications for commercial products. OFETs are expected to be integrated as the driving 

elements of Active Matrix Organic Light Emitting Diode (AMOLED) flat panel displays
154

 

and as the logic element for low-end off-grid applications such as smart cards and radio 

frequency identification tags. While in AMOLEDs the main demand is the high current 

density required from the driving transistors,
4
 logic circuits applications are based on 

complementary circuit technology necessary for high robustness, low power dissipation and 

good noise margin.
52

 As in traditional silicon-based electronics, complementary logic requires 

the implementation of both n and p type transistors. To date, FET mobilities of unipolar 

organic semiconductors (SCs) - both for n and p type transport - have reached the range of 

~1[cm
2
V

-1
s

-1
]. Some of these organic SCs even feature air-stable operation, extending the 

transistors’durabilityinambientconditions.
155

 However, from a practical point of view it is 

desirable that a single SC material demonstrates ambipolar transport properties and that a 

single device structure presents ambipolar operation together with low power consumption.  

 

The main difficulty in achieving ambipolar OFET operation with a single SC and a 

single injecting electrode material, does not typically reside in the intrinsic SC ambipolar 

transport properties but in the required low injection barriers for both holes and electrons.
52

 In 

this situation either the holes- or electrons-injection barrier height will equal at least half the 

bandgap resulting in non-ohmic contact properties that hinders the low-power operation of 

lateral FETs. One approach to overcome this difficulty is by using two different injection 

electrodes
156, 157

 or electrode materials.
158

 In this situation one material would serve to inject 

holes into the SC highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) while the other material would 

serve to inject electrons to the SC lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). Another 

approach is to use narrow bandgap SCs
159-162

 in which the barrier is sufficiently low so as to 

facilitate, close to, ideal OFET characteristics. A third approach, thoroughly investigated in 

recent years, is the use of two SCs, such as those employed in bilayer-type
163

 or solution-

processed heterogeneous blends
52, 164-166

 comprising an interpenetrating network of p-type and 

n-type SCs - eachalignedwiththeworkfunctionofoneoftheelectrodes’.Herewepropose

another approach to facilitate a simple and efficient ambipolar FET operation utilizing the 

Patterned Electrode Vertical Organic Field Effect Transistor (PE-VOFET)
10

 platform in a 

VOFET configuration.
5, 167

    

 

The PE-VOFET’s unique architecture (Figure 8.1) provides a facile method to 

implement short channel length devices, as the source-drain distance is simply determined by 

the active layer thickness - a parameter easily downscaled in fabrication.
5, 7, 9, 10

 Consequently, 

its performance is characterized by low-power consumption and high driving current density; 

for example, under VDS=3V sufficient current is provided to operate same-size, commercially 

available OLED pixel at 1000[Cdm
-2

]. We recently demonstrated a PE-VOFET,
10

 originally 

suggested in,
167

 with tractable PE structure determined by nano-scale self-assembly - thus 

allowing design analysis and optimization.
15, 168

 For example, it was shown that the design of 
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the PE dictates the field strength required to switch the VOFET on, avoiding the need for a 

gate dielectric super capacitor - thus allowing high operation frequency. Hence, the realization 

of solution-processable ambipolar patterned electrode VOFET is of great interest. 

 

 

Figure 8.1. Chemical structure of P(NDI2OD-T2) and 3D illustration of the PE-VOFET architecture 

used in this study. 

OurapproachtofacilitateambipolarbehaviorreliesontheVOFET’sSchottky-based 

operation. As opposed to lateral OFETs, the potential barrier between the source/ drain 

contacts and the SC is a prerequisite demand, eliminating the source-drain off currents. As a 

result, when the gate is unbiased, the source-drain current can be described under the field-

enhanced thermionic emission theory
15, 169

 as given by eq.(8.1) (Contact Limited (CL) 

regime). 

(8.1) 
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In eq.(8.1) FF and φbo are the fill factor (the perforations area ratio) and the PE-SC potential 

barrier, respectively; the remaining parameters have their usual meaning. Based on this 

description the potential barrier is extracted by fitting the VOFET output characteristics when 

the gate is unbiased (Figure 8.2.(a), blue circles) to eq.(8.1). As gate bias is applied, electric 

fields which penetrate through the PE perforations lowers this barrier (according to the 

Schottky model, 
0/ 4qF   ), thus enabling efficient charge extraction into the 

perforations region. Saturated with mobile charge carriers, a virtual contact is formed whose 

physics resembles that which is found in ohmic contacts and ideally results with a Space 

Charge Limited (SCL) current regime. Hence, to obtain the theoretical ON/OFF ratio one 

needs to divide the expression for SCL current by that of the CL current.
168

 The result is 

shown in eq.(8.2) which can be used to deduce that the PE-SC potential barrier range should 

be higher than 0.7eV in order to enable a sufficiently high ON/OFF performance. Hence, to 

facilitate ambipolar VOFET using a single injecting electrode material (the patterned 

electrode behaves both as the anode and as the cathode) the SC bandgap should be at least 

1.4eV. 
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(8.2) 
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To validate this approach we fabricated PE-VOFETs using the air-stable polymer 

P(NDI2OD-T2) (Polyera, ActiveInk
TM

 N2200). This recently developed
155

 polymer has drawn 

significant interest,
164, 165, 170-172

 having promising electrical properties such as very large 

electron mobility in ambient
4
 as well as good ambipolarity under appropriate conditions.

173
 

Electron transport is facilitated by the sufficiently low LUMO level (~4eV) which hinders 

charge trapping by O2/H2O.
174

 Further considerations are: the ~1.45eV bandgap, the relatively 

high hole transport mobility and the smooth morphology of the polymer film. This last point 

is significant, considering the factors limiting the reduction of the active layer thickness (the 

device channel length). Downscaling this thickness is limited either by the PE roughness as in 

the case of the CNT VOFET
17

 (due to pinhole formation), or by the roughness of the active 

layer itself as in the case of the n-type fullerene (C60).
10

 Here, through adopting both the flat 

PE
10

 design and a low surface roughness solution-deposited polymer (1.5nm),
175

 downscaling 

the channel length to the sub 50nm scale is achieved, further improving device power 

consumption.  

The device fabrication protocol follows the one described previously,
10

 except for the 

active layer deposition (prior to which the samples are placed in an inert nitrogen atmosphere 

glovebox). The gate and insulator are doped Si and 100nm SiO2, respectively. P(NDI2OD-

T2) was spin-coated from chloroform solution to the thickness of 85nm followed by a mild 

annealing process at 110
O
C in a vacuum oven. Finally, Al top contact was thermally 

deposited to form the drain, resulting in the structure shown in Figure 8.1. Electrical analysis 

was carried out in the dark using SPA (Agilent 4155B).  

 

Figure 8.2. a) Output characteristics (ID-VD) for gate bias of [-10,0,10,20,30]V. b) Left axis, tranfer 

characteristics (ID-VG) for drain bias of [1,3,5]V. Right axis,  gate leakage currents given in absolute 

values.  Maximum ON/OFF is ~5x10
3 

Output and transfer n-type characteristics are shown in Figure 8.2.(a) and (b), 

respectively. Using equation (8.1) the potential barrier extracted from the VG=0V curve in 

Figure 8.2.(a) is found to be 0.7eV. The same equation allows us also to extract the channel 

length value (87nm), in good agreement with the profilometer measurements (85nm) carried 

out during the device fabrication. Figure 8.3 shows the ambipolar operation of the PE-VOFET 
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device. As the bulk P(NDI2OD-T2) hole mobility is lower than that of the electrons, the 

power consumption in this regime is higher, requiring a higher absolute driving voltage (VDS). 

We further note that the magnitude of the onset voltage is higher in the p type regime. This is 

attributed to a slightly higher barrier for hole injection (assumed to be 0.75eV). The non-ideal 

off currents shown in Figure 8.3 are accounted for by the Al top contact which is better 

aligned with the P(NDI2OD-T2) LUMO level - facilitating electron injection from the drain. 

An ideal top contact would have a work function located in the bandgap center to minimize 

charge carrier injection of both electrons and holes. We note that the overall PE-VOFET 

power consumption is very low, delivering over 50[mAcm
-2

] under applied drain-source 

voltage of 5V in the n-type regime - much lower than the applied source-drain bias commonly 

required, particularly in single SC ambipolar OFETs
161

. The relatively high gate voltage range 

required to switch the transistor on is non-correlated with the above considerations - and 

could be downscaled simply by increasing the gate capacitance. Figure 8.4 shows such an 

example, where the transfer characteristics of a device with 10nm of AlOx as gate dielectric 

demonstrate switching in a narrower range of gate bias - thus facilitating low voltage 

operation (<5V).    

 

Figure 8.3. Ambipolar behavior of the P(NDI2OD-T2) PE-VOFET with 85nm channel length and 

100nm SiO2 gate dielectric. Higher off current at the negative regime are due to electron injection from 

the top drain electrode. 
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Figure 8.4. Transfer characteristics comparison of PE-VOFETs with downscaled gate dielectric (10nm 

AlOx) (blue, rectangles) and regular one (100nm SiO2) (red, circles). 

 

To summarize, we have presented solution-processed ambipolar PE-VOFET. Its 

design is based on well-established models and optimization guidelines,
15, 168

 such as those 

applying to the source/ drain energy levels, the significance of the dielectric capacitance, and 

the PE geometry. The different physics underlying the behavior of the VOFET, a Schottky 

barrier based OFET, is exploited for the design of single anode-cathode-electrode ambipolar 

OFET with a single SC characterized by a bandgap (1.45eV) larger than otherwise necessary. 

We consider such a design, which combines excellent performance (low-power consumption, 

high current density and ambipolarity) together with simplicity of fabrication (single SC, 

single cathode-anode electrode, short channel lengths) as a promising candidate for bringing 

efficient organic logic circuits one step closer towards demanding practical applications. 
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Chapter 9. Unraveling the physics of vertical organic field effect transistors 

through nano-scale engineering of a self-assembled transparent electrode 

 

9.1 Abstract  

While organic transistors’ performances are continually pushed to achieve lower

power consumption, higher working frequencies, and higher current densities, a new type of 

organic transistors characterized by a vertical architecture offer a radically different design 

approach to outperform their traditional counterparts. Naturally, the distinct vertical 

architecture gives way to different governing physical ground rules and structural key features 

such as the need for an embedded transparent electrode. In this paper we make use of a zero-

frequency electric field-transparent patterned electrode produced through block-copolymer 

self-assembly-based lithography to control the performances of the Vertical Organic Field 

Effect Transistor (VOFET) and to study its governing physical mechanisms. Unlike other 

VOFET structures, this design, involving well-defined electrode architecture, is fully tractable 

- allowing for detailed modeling, analysis, and optimization. We provide for the first time a 

complete account of the physics underpinning the VOFET operation, considering two 

complementary mechanisms: The virtual contact formation (Schottky barrier lowering) and 

the induced potential barrier (solid-state triode-like shielding). We demonstrate how each 

mechanism, separately, accounts for the link between controllable nano-scale structural 

modifications in the patterned electrode and the VOFET performances. For example, the 

ON/OFF current ratio increases by up to two orders of magnitude when the perforations 

aspect ratio (height/ width) decreases from ~0.2 to ~0.1. The patterned electrode is 

demonstrated to be not only penetrable to zero-frequency electric fields but also transparent in 

the visible spectrum, featuring uniformity, spike-free structure, material diversity, amenability 

with flexible surfaces, low sheet resistance (20-2000Ωsq
-1

) and high transparency (60-90%). 

The excellent layer transparency of the patterned electrode and the VOFET’s exceptional

electrical performances make them both promising elements for future transparent and/or 

efficient organic electronics.  

 

 

Figure 9.1. TOC figure 
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9.2 Main Text 

The recent entry of organic electronics into public awareness, accompanied with 

numerous commercial announcements on flat-panel displays and flexible displays, is 

encouraged by the significant progress in robust design and engineering of organic electronic 

elements. Perhaps the most important organic electronic element is the Organic Field Effect 

Transistor (OFET), the fundamental building block of logic circuits
176

 and active matrix
4
 

displays. Characterized by flexibility, thin light-weight structure, low-cost and large area 

fabrication amenability, the OFET draws significant interest from both the scientific and 

industrial communities. This interest is reflected in the rapid improvement of OFETs 

performance witnessed in recent years, accomplished through use of better materials, 

interfaces and structure designs. Nonetheless, high performance in terms of low-power, low-

voltage and high-frequency operation also requires the implementation of short-channel 

length devices, which, in turn, calls for expensive lithography typically not tailored to large 

area electronics. A promising OFET type suggested in recent years is the Vertical OFET 

(VOFET).
5, 9, 10, 167

 Its nontraditional architecture enables simple implementation of low 

power, high operating frequency and high driving current devices whose channel length is 

determined simply by the active layer thickness - a parameter easily scaled down in 

fabrication - doing away with complex lithography processes. Another fundamental 

advantage of the VOFET architecture is its straightforward functionalization to light-emitting 

purposes.
6
 Benefiting from an architecture similar to that of the standard organic light 

emitting diodes (OLEDs), a vertical organic light emitting transistor features drastic 

advantages for flat panel display technology by reducing the number of elements required to 

be implemented on each pixel and freeing the large area fraction of the pixel otherwise 

occupied by the active matrix driving transistor - rendering active almost the entire pixel 

area.
17

  

 

One consequence of the significant architectural dissimilarity between the VOFET 

and the traditional lateral OFET is the different set of dominating physical ground rules which 

are required to be well defined if one is to pursue the practical use of the VOFET. These 

include the mechanisms according to which the gate influences the source-drain current, the 

devicecurrentregimes,andthecorrelationofbothwiththedevice’sstructuralparameters. 

  

The key structural parameters in the VOFET are associated with the source electrode 

architecture. As the source is embedded between the gate and the conducting channel (see 

Figure 9.2) it is required to be transparent to the gate-induced zero-frequency electric field. 

To facilitate this transparency through a high quality conductor, i.e., a metallic source 

electrode (the metal is characterized with atomic scale Debye-length),
36

 we employ a 

perforated architecture (i.e. patterned electrode),
10, 167

 which also improves the electrode’s

visual spectrum transparency (Supporting Information, Figure S9.1). A randomly perforated 

structure can be obtained through several methods. Some examples include the deposition of 

ultra-thin metal films over high roughness surface
5
 or over polymeric surface,

6, 7
 and the 

solution deposition of conductive carbon nanotubes
9
 or conductive metal nano-wires.

114
 Here 

we employ a soft-lithography method based on Block-Copolymers (BCPs) self-assembly
10

 to 

obtain large-area, structurally well-defined patterned electrodes. We show that the use of 

these patterned electrodes not only makes a step towards large area transparent electronics but 

also provides a platform to investigate the correlation between nano-scale structural 
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modifications and the VOFET performance as well as to extend our understanding of the 

basic physical processes governing the VOFET operation.   

 

 
Figure 9.2. Illustration of the patterned electrode VOFET architecture and wiring realized with ultra-

thin AlOx dielectric.
177

 Channel length (L) is defined by the thickness of the active layer.   

 

The BCP self-assembly based fabrication approach consists of four steps:
10

 a) A film 

of di-BCP (polystyrene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate)) is deposited and phase-separated 

into determined shapes using solvent annealing process.
105

 b) The film is UV irradiated and 

one of the phases (poly(methyl methacrylate)) is removed leaving a well-defined polystyrene 

pattern that can serve as a lift-off mask. c) A metal film is deposited to a predetermined and 

precise thickness and composition (verified with Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 

measurements, Supporting Information Figure S9.2). d) The metal-covered polystyrene 

regions are lifted-off leaving a perforated metal film. Ultimately, this method results in a 

transparent patterned electrode, as illustrated in Figure 9.2, which is completely prone to 

design down to its nano-scale structural and material composition.  

 

As mentionedabove,theelectrode’stransparencyinthecontextoftheVerticalOFET

has two implications. First and foremost the transistor switching mechanisms are based on the 

electrode’s being transparent to the gate’s zero-frequency electric fields; second, its visible 

spectrum transparency is of broad interest
178

 in the general context of transparent electronics, 

allowing efficient interaction of light with the underlying active layer (emission/ absorption) 

which may well be relevant for functionalized VOFETs. This visual spectrum transparency is 

shown in Figure 9.3.(a-b), where a bottom gate Al electrode is overlaid by a perpendicularly 

oriented transparent patterned electrode (Ti/Au electrode), vertically separated by a thin 

dielectric (AlOx/10nm). The overlap between these two electrodes and the overlaid drain 

electrode defines the active area of the VOFET.  

 

In this paper we report on tuning the electrode transparency from 60% to 90% 

(Figure 9.3.(c)) by reducing the thickness of the perforated metal film from ~17nm to ~8nm. 

As shown in the Supporting Information (Figure S9.1), the perforations significantly 

contribute to the electrode’s visual spectrum transparency. Figure 9.3.(c) shows that the 

change in transparencycorrelateswithachangeofsheet resistancefrom20 to2kΩsq
-1

. In 

this work the average perforation diameter was kept at ~80nm and the electrode fill factor was 
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approximately 30%. We note that tuning the average perforations size and the electrode fill 

factor is simple, and could be achieved through choice of BCP or through varying of the mask 

preparation processing parameters as shown in the Supporting Information (Figure S9.4). 

 
Figure 9.3. (a) Device electrodes layout, including the bottom Al gate electrode, the thin deposited 

AlOx dielectric and the perpendicularly oriented transparent Patterned Electrode (PE). (b) Zoom-in on 

the electrode intersection. (c) Transparency vs. sheet resistance of the PEs.   

  

 

After establishing the preparation methods and transparency properties of the 

patternedelectrodewemovetodemonstratehowthiselectrode’sfullycontrolledarchitecture

can be used to enhance the performance of vertical FETs as well as to obtain better 

understanding of the operation of such vertical FETs. One of the issues reported in 

reference
15, 179

 is the theoretical investigation of the correlations between structural parameters 

and transistor performance. Our previous reports dealt with transistors that are normally OFF 

and are turned on by the gate bias through field-induced lowering of the barrier to injection 

from the source to the semiconductor. Through the experimental study reported here we also 

found that it is possible to have a transistor that is normally ON; using an oppositely biased 

gate, an effective barrier is created so that the FET is switched off. Thus we are able to 

expand the physical picture and deepen our understanding of the role of the perforated 

electrode and the necessity for nano-scale resolution control over its structural parameters. 

 

The first mechanism discussed in detail in reference
15

 and commonly mentioned by 

others
5, 9, 13

 refers to the potential barrier lowering at the electrode-semiconductor interface 

under the influence of the gate bias. Ideally, when the gate is unbiased, the source-drain 

current is limited by the presence of blocking contacts in both electrodes (source and drain), 

as illustrated in the energy level diagram in the inset to Figure 9.4.(b) for the case of an n-

type VOFET. In this situation, where the injection barrier at the source interface limits the 
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current, the current flow can be described using the field-enhanced thermionic emission 

theory
169

 (i.e. Contact Limited (CL) current). However, when the gate is biased, it induces an 

electricfieldwhichfocusesontheperforations’lateralfacets, i.e.,theinterfacebetweenthe

patterned electrode and the semiconductor inside the perforations. As a result, the potential 

barrier is lowered, enabling efficient charge extraction and accumulation at the perforations 

area which then becomes saturated with mobile charge carriers. Under these conditions, the 

perforations area serves as an unlimited carriers reservoir, similar to the functional definition 

oftheOhmiccontact.Wetermthisphenomenonasthe“virtualcontact”.Inthissituationthe

source-drain current is limited almost exclusively by the semiconductor bulk mobility and can 

be described using the Space-Charge-Limited (SCL) current theory.
80

 This is illustrated in the 

inset to Figure 9.4.(a) which demonstrates that the spatial origin for the ON and OFF 

currents in VOFETs is distinct.  

 

 
Figure 9.4. Experimental (a) and theoretical (b) transfer characteristics of n-type VOFETs 

characterized with high potential barrier (φb0=0.68eV). Inset to (a) shows the spatial origin for the ON 

and OFF currents. Inset to (b) presents materials and the relevant energy levels diagram. 

 

Following the above physical description, the VOFET current regimes resemble those 

of a diode in which the contact properties are varying according to a third factor (the gate 

bias, in the case of the VOFET). Its ON/OFF performance is theoretically derived by dividing 

the expression describing the SCL current regime with the one describing the CL current 

regime
15

 as given in eq.(9.1). In eq.(9.1) the FF (Fill Factor) parameter is the patterned 

electrode perforations area ratio, L is the channel length, φb0 is the patterned electrode-

semiconductor potential barrier; the remaining parameters have their usual meaning and are 

detailed in the supporting information, Table S9.1. Note that φb0 has an utmost importance 

withregardstothedevice’sON/OFFperformance;accordingly,eq.(9.1) and, for that matter, 

the above physical picture, are relevant only when φb0 is high enough for the CL description 

to be applicable (~0.7eV).  
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One of the electrode’s features affecting its functionality is the fill factor of the

perforations, which determines the effective area of the virtual contact through which current 

flows. The other factor is the electrode thickness and at a first glance it may seem that this 

should not affect the ON current as long as the electrode is not too thin to support the current. 

The non-obvious role of the electrode film thickness can be explained using the inset to 

Figure 9.4.(a) where the electrode thickness is marked as hS and the charge forming the 

virtual contact is illustrated using the circles with minus sign (i.e. electrons). When the FET is 

ON the charge is required to flow upwards from this virtual contact towards the drain 

electrode where the driving force is due to the electric field applied by the drain. If the aspect 

ratio of the perforation, defined as film thickness divided by perforation diameter, is too large, 

the virtual contact is effectively confined within the perforation region as the surrounding 

“walls”shieldthevirtualcontactfromthefieldinducedbythedrainbias.Notethatduetothis

confinement effect the morphology of the perforations edges has significant influence over 

the VOFET performance. Spiked/ smeared perforation edges result in more/ less effective 

virtualcontactconfinement.Inthisworktheperforation“walls”morphologyisspike-free and 

sharp, as shown in the Supporting Information, Figure S9.2 and Figure S9.3.      

 

To isolate the influence of the perforation geometry on the device performance we 

have fabricated a set of devices where the only variable is the patterned electrode film 

thickness. Figure 9.4.(a) shows the experimentally obtained transfer characteristics (IDS-VGS) 

of a set of VOFETs that differ only in the source electrode film thickness (hS) that was 

nominally ~7nm, 9nm, and 13nm. We note that in this thickness range there is roughly a 

fivefold decrease in the saturation current when the patterned electrode film thickness 

increases from 7nm to 13nm. The formation of the virtual contact at the bottom surface of the 

perforations is not influenced by the electrode thickness and this is manifested in two results: 

First, all 3 transistors switch on at the same gate bias. Second, the gate current that is 

measured during the gate voltage sweep exhibits the spike associated with the virtual contact 

formation at roughly the same voltage.  

 

The above interpretation is supported by detailed (2D) modeling of the charge and 

potential distribution inside the VOFET and the resulting I-V curves are shown in Figure 

9.4.(b). Details pertaining to the numerical modeling as well as the procedure for extracting 

the materials’ electrical properties and injection barrier value at the source-semiconductor 

interface can be found in ref
15

 (potential barrier value extraction for these specific devices 

(φb0=0.68eV) is shown in the Supporting Information, Figure S9.5). The relatively good 

agreement between the numerical modeling (that also produces charge and potential 

surfaces)
15

 and the experimental results, supports our understanding of the role of the 

patterned source electrode film thickness. The most significant difference between the 

experimental results and the modeling is in the OFF current which is significantly higher in 

the experimental case. This difference is partially attributed to the modeling limits discussed 

in ref
15

 and to the current sensitivity limit of around 10pA measured for the devices with an 

area of 10
-4

cm
2
. Note that under this description not only does the VOFET power 

consumption improve with a decreasing in channel length (the active layer thickness) but also 

device characteristics such as the ON/OFF ratio improve (see Supporting Information, Figure 
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S9.6). These issues relating to downscaling limits of the active layer thickness will be 

discussed in future work.   

 

One critical observation as to the virtual contact formation mechanism relates to the 

gate bias sign which is required to be identical to the drain bias sign: Both positive in the case 

of an n-type transistor or negative in the case of a p-type transistor. This constraint is due to 

the similar orientation of the gate- and drain-induced electric fields over the patterned 

electrode-semiconductor interface in the relevant regions (the perforations lateral facets; see 

Supporting Information, Figure S9.7). Thus, this mechanism serves solely to increase the 

source-drain current and as such is mainly relevant to devices which are normally OFF as 

discussed above.  

 

In the following we report the study of VOFETs that are normally ON, namely, 

devices whose injection barrier from thesourcetothesemiconductoris lowand the“OFF”

current is not suppressed. Note that in both experiments (i.e. for normally ON and normally 

OFF devices) similar materials are used and the lower potential barrier is associated with 

different processes, resulting in interface contaminations.
180

 Figure 9.5.(a) presents measured 

transfer characteristics of VOFETs having three patterned electrode film thicknesses: 8nm, 

12nm, and 17nm. As the figure shows, reversing the polarity of the gate bias suppresses the 

VOFET current and this is less effective for the thicker electrodes. Considering the current 

origin (inset to Figure 9.5.(b)) and the atomic scale Debye length of the high-quality metal 

electrodes (zero gate influence was measured with the thinnest (~7nm) non-perforated 

electrodes produced together in the same process) it is not intuitive to understand how the 

gate bias could enhance the injection barrier at the top surface of the patterned electrode. With 

the aid of the same detailed simulation code we were able to reproduce the I-V curves 

(Figure 9.5.(b)) suggesting that the simulation does capture the suppression process. Figure 

9.5.(c) shows the potential surface as obtained by the simulation for a gate bias of –20V. The 

two black stripes indicate the position of the patterned electrode and the relevant perforation 

is located between them. As indicated in Figure 9.5.(c) the gate induces a potential barrier 

inside the semiconductor. Laterally oriented between the patterned electrode and the drain, 

this barrier creates a situation similar to the one found in solid state triodes
33

 where an 

induced potential barrier repels electrons already injected from the cathode. The inset to 

Figure 9.5.(c) shows that as we move away from the perforation edge, the barrier decreases 

exponentially, indicating that the gate-induced potential barrier practically narrows the 

effective area associated with the non-suppressed (“OFF”) current.We also found that the

height of the barrier is linearly dependent on the gate bias (not shown here) and as a result the 

source-drain current shown in both Figure 9.5.(a) and (b) is exponentially dependent on the 

gate bias. Note that the different slopes shown in Figure 9.5.(a) and (b), reflecting different 

patterned electrode thicknesses, are explained by a gate bias shielding phenomenon, contrary 

to the drain shielding phenomenon discussed above for the normally OFF devices where the 

virtual contact formation mechanism was dominant. 
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Figure 9.5. Experimental (a) and theoretical (b) transfer characteristics for devices which are normally 

ON with varying Patterned Electrode (PE) thicknesses. Inset to (b) illustrates the spatial origin of the 

current and suppression mechanism. (c) Modeling illustration of the potential surface under negative 

gate bias. The inset shows the barrier height induced by the gate as function of distance from the 

perforation. 

 

In summary, we have demonstrated that the transparent patterned electrode-based 

VOFET is a well-arranged nano-scale architecture uniquely facilitating its modeling, analysis 

and optimization. By combining experimental analysis with extensive 2D numerical modeling 

we were able to link the nano scale features of the transparent patterned electrode (film 

thickness versus perforation diameter) and the performances of the vertical transistor: We 

have shown that tuning the patterned electrode structure has a crucial influence on the 

VOFET performances as well as on its transparency in the visible, reaching 90%. This 

systematic study led us to realize that, depending on the injection barrier height and on the 

electrode parameters, the transistor may function either as a normally ON or a normally OFF 

transistor. In both cases the performances are highly correlated with the controllable shape of 

the transparent patterned electrode, featuring orders of magnitude differences in ON/OFF 

ratio when the transparent patterned electrode thickness varies by less than 10nm. This paper 

provides for the first time a full picture of the vertical architecture’s physicalmechanisms

underpinning its operation thus opening opportunities for ample research on engineering and 

optimization of VOFETs, functionalized or otherwise. Taking steps in this direction, we lately 

provided two examples: a) Modifying structural properties which translated into low voltage 

operation, achieved by integrating low temperature molecular vapor deposition process;
177

 

and b) engineering a truly low power solution-processed single-semiconductor ambipolar 

vertical OFET whose desired performances stem from the unique Schottky barrier-based 

VOFET operation.
20

 We believe that the agreement between the theoretical modeling and the 

experimental results shown throughout this work, as well as the simple and almost 

standardized fabrication process of the patterned electrodes and the patterned electrode-

VOFETs, constitute important milestones for the design and the engineering of transparent 

and/or efficient electronic elements for practical use. 
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9.3 Supporting Information 

Further details are provided related to device fabrication, patterned electrode morphology, 

block-copolymer based self-assembly electrode patterning, devices and simulations structural 

and electrical parameters, electrode transparency measurements and device electrical 

characterization/ optimization guidelines. These materials are available free of charge via the 

Internet at http://pubs.acs.org and added here for the readers convenience.  

 

9.3.1 Device fabrication 

Devices were fabricated over highly doped p-type silicon wafers with 100nm, dry, 

chlorinated thermal oxide layer (purchased from Nova Electronics Materials) which served as 

the bottom gate and dielectric layer of the PE-VOFETs. Samples were cleaned with a nitrogen 

gun and rinsed in acetone, methanol and isopropanol solutions, sequentially, for 5 minutes 

each, in ultrasonic bath and finally dried over a hot plate at 110°C. AlOx dielectric, as 

illustrated in Figure 9.2 and shown in Figure 9.3(a-b) was deposited by an MVD process to 

a thickness of 10nm (MVD100E, Applied Microstructures Inc.) in which case bottom gate 

aluminum electrodes were pre-deposited to 30nm thickness by e-gun evaporator (Temescal, 

FC-1800).  

Poly-Styrene (PS) masks were produced according to the procedure previously 

described in ref
10

 using self-assembly of polystyrene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-

PMMA) di-block-copolymer (BCP) (Mn 941kDa, 33wt% PS, purchased from Polymer 

Source, Inc.). Patterned source electrodes were formed by a sequential deposition (TFDS-184, 

VST systems Ltd.) of a thin titanium layer (nominally 3nm, serving as adhesion layer) and 

varying thicknesses of gold layer to a total thickness between 7 and 17nm.  The metal film 

deposition was followed by a lift off process resulting with the patterned electrode (PE). 

Further PE-VOFET fabrication steps were performed in a nitrogen inert atmosphere 

glovebox. C60 fullerene 99.9% n-type OSC (purchased from MER Corporation) was thermally 

evaporated over the PE under vacuum conditions of ~10
-6

 mbar to a nominal thickness of 

500nm. Finally, Al top contact, the drain electrode, was immediately thermally deposited on 

top.  

Electrical characterization was performed with Semiconductor Device Analyzer 

(Agilent B1500A) in dark, inert (N2) conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://pubs.acs.org/
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9.3.2 Simulation parameters 

Parameters Figure 9.4(b) Figure 9.5(b) 

φb0 – Potential barrier [eV] 0.68 0.3 

hS – Patterned electrode thickness [nm] 7, 9, 13 8, 12, 17 

L – channel length [nm] 200 300 

hD – gate dielectric thickness [nm] 100 

FF – Fill Factor [-] 0.375 

D – Perforation diameter [nm] 60 

μe – Electron bulk mobility [cm
2
 V

-1
 S

-1
] 1.7x10

-3
* 

ε – Dielectric constant [-] 4** 

ε 0 – Vacuum permittivity [F cm
-1

] 8.854x10
-14

 

N0 – Effective density of states [cm
-3

] 1.44x10
21

** 

q –  Elementary electric charge [C] 1.6022x10
-19

 

K – Boltzmann constant [J K
-1

] 1.381x10
-23

 

T – Temperature [K]
 

300 

Table S9.1. Simulation parameters for both high (Figure 9.4) and low (Figure 9.5) potential barrier 

devices. *Value is extracted from a fit to the SCL current in ref.
15

 **For fullerene, obtained from ref.
142
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9.3.3 Patterned electrode transmittance 

Figure S9.1 shows the visual spectrum transmittance-frequency measurements of 

both the patterned and non-patterned electrodes. All the electrodes were prepared in the same 

deposition process to a thickness of approximately 10.5nm (Ti/Au 3.2/7.3nm). The thickness 

was calculated from a calibration of AFM histogram measurements. The non-patterned films 

were deposited directly over clean glass substrate while the patterned films were deposited 

over glass substrate covered by PS mask. Average sheet resistance obtained for all films was 

~100Ωcm
-2

. Average transmittance of the patterned electrode at 530nm wavelength is 81.2% 

with STD of 0.48% and for the non-patterned electrode the transmittance is 72% with STD of 

1.2% (the higher STD is accounted for by the lower number of measured non-patterned 

samples).  

 

Figure S9.1. Transmittance vs. wavelength of patterned (green, red and blue) and non-

patterned (black) electrodes with measured thickness of 10.5nm and sheet resistance of 

approximately100Ωcm
-2

.   
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9.3.4 Patterned electrode morphology  

Dimensions of the patterned electrode (i.e. electrode thickness and perforation diameter and 

shape) are determined by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) shown in Figure S9.2 and 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) shown in Figure S9.3. In Figure S9.2.(a) the 

electrode’sthickness,aswellasthatofitssub-layers (i.e. Ti adhesion sub-layer and the Au 

conducting and injecting sub-layer) are determined through a linear fit considering a fixed 

thickness of Ti layer. Each thickness is extracted by measuring the peak-to-peak distance 

from the height histogram (Figure S9.2.(d)) of the AFM topographic map (Figure S9.2.(b). A 

cross-section plot shown in Figure S9.2.(c) provides a direct local estimation for the electrode 

thickness.  

Tilted SEM image shown in Figure S9.3 shows a well-defined perforations edge shape, absent 

spikes or smearing, supporting the simplified model architecture as shown in Figure S9.7.    

 

Figure S9.2. Patterned electrode AFM measurements. (a) Thickness calibration. (b) Electrode 

morphology - AFM topographic image. (c) Cross-section of the patterned electrode. (d) Heights 

histogram of the patterned electrode topographic map.   

 

Figure S9.3. Tilted SEM image. Image was acquired at an angle of 52
O
.   
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9.3.5 Varying the pattern dimensions through processing of the self-assembled 

mask  

Figure S9.4 shows one simple option to control the features diameter and the FF. In this 

example we vary the process parameter of UV-c exposure time; this is the preliminary process 

in which the block-copolymer phases are chemically separated. As the UV-c exposure time 

becomes longer the diameter of each remaining polystyrene feature decreases and as a result 

the FF value also decreases (both parameters are linearly dependent if the features density is 

the same; this situation naturally occurs when the same block-copolymer is used).    

 

Figure S9.4. Atomic force microscopy of the polystyrene features in the self-assembled mask (the 

polystyrene features are the bright round spots). Diameter and FF are a function of the UV-c exposure 

time (indicated in each image).   

 

9.3.6 Extraction of potential barrier for Schottky-based devices 

The value of the potential barrier between the patterned electrode and the semiconductor for 

the devices presented in Figure 3(a) is extracted according to the protocol described in ref.
15

 

According to this protocol the potential barrier can be obtained based on: a) Fitting to the 

SCL current (obtained when VG=40V in these devices), b) fitting to the CL current (obtained 

when VG=0V in these devices), c) number of structural and material parameters (listed in 

Table S9.1). Figure S9.5 shows the drain current density (JD) measurement at VG=0 (green 

circles) and the fit (red solid line) obtained according to the CL equation (eq.(9.2)). Using the 

two extracted coefficients (eq.(9.3)), denoted here as A and B, and the parameters specified in 

Table S9.1 it is possible to extract both the channel length and the potential barrier according 

to eq.(9.4) and eq.(9.5), respectively. Note that irrespective of gate bias, the output curve of 

the VOFET does not saturate. Intuitively this can be understood through the structural 

similarityoftheVOFET’sstackedsource-semiconductor-drain with that of a simple diode, in 
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which the current does not saturate. Another analog is the ultra-short channel length lateral 

FETs in which the current no longer saturates due to SCLC effect.
181
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Figure S9.5. Output measurement (green circles) and a fit (red solid line) according to eq.(9.2) under 

VG=0V conditions. 
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9.3.7 ON/OFF optimization 

Figure S9.6 shows the theoretical ON/OFF performance as function of the applied drain 

voltage (VD) of the normally OFF vertical OFETs as given in eq.(1) through dividing the 

expression of the space charge limited current by the expression for the contact limited 

current. As shown in Figure S9.6 the thicker the channel length, the higher the optimal 

applied VD (in terms of ON/OFF ratio) and the lower the maximum ON/OFF ratio. By 

reducing the channel length from 200nm to 100nm the optimal VD is reduced from 

approximately 1.5V to 0.8V and the ON/OFF ratio doubles.  

 

Figure S9.6. ON/OFF curves theoretically calculated according to eq.(9.1). For the devices presented 

in Figure 9.4.(b) with L=200nm and φb0=0.68eV. 
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9.3.8 Electric field orientation in the PE vicinity 

Figure S9.7 showstheelectricfields’orientationinachargecarriers-depleted device 

in two opposite situations. In the left image only the drain is biased and in the right image 

only the gate is biased. As already mentioned in the text and as shown in Figure S9.7 there is 

a symmetry between the gate and the drain, for the case of a depleted device, and hence in 

bothcasestheinducedelectricfields’orientationonthepatternedelectrode’slateralfacets is 

similar (they point to the same direction). This symmetry of the potential surface, and the 

electric field lines, breaks in the presence of non-symmetric charge carriers accumulation 

formed due to the bottom insulator.  

 

Figure S9.7. VOFET electric fields quiver plot. Left image: Gate is unbiased and drain is biased. Right 

image: Gate is biased and drain is unbiased. 
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Chapter 10. Low-temperature molecular vapor deposition of ultra-thin metal 

oxide dielectric for low-voltage vertical organic field effect transistors 

 

10.1 Abstract  

We demonstrate a low-temperature layer-by-layer formation of a metal-oxide-only 

(AlOx) gate dielectric to attain low-voltage operation of a self-assembly-based vertical 

organic field effect transistor (VOFET). The AlOx deposition method results in uniform films 

characterized by high quality dielectric properties. Pin-hole free ultra-thin layers with 

thicknesses ranging between 1.2nm to 24nm feature bulk dielectric permittivity, εAlOx, of 8.2, 

high break-down field (>8MVcm
-1

), low leakage currents (<10
-7

Acm
-2

 at 3MVcm
-1

), and high 

capacitance (up to1μFcm
-2

). We show the benefits of the tunable surface properties of the 

oxide-only dielectric utilized here, in facilitating the subsequent nano-structuring steps 

required to realize the VOFET patterned source electrode. Optimal wetting properties enable 

the directional block-copolymer based self-assembly patterning, as well as the formation of 

robust and continuous ultra-thin metallic films. Supported by computer modeling, the vertical 

architecture and the methods demonstrated here offer a simple, low-cost, and free of 

expensive lithography route for the realization of low-voltage (VGS/DS≤3V), low-power, and 

potentially high-frequency large-area electronics. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10.1. TOC  
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10.2 Introduction 

Low-power and low-voltage operation is central to Organic Field Effect Transistors 

(OFETs), the key enabling elements in the realization of plastic-based electronics. With the 

potential advantage of low-cost and large-area fabrication amenability, flexible, thin, and 

lightweight structure, OFETs are expected to be integrated in a variety of applications 

including RFID tags,
182

 flexible active matrix displays,
183

 sensor arrays,
184

 and disposable 

memory devices.
185

 However, presently, the inherent low mobility of Organic Semiconductors 

(OSCs), compared to that of their inorganic counterparts, dictates high operating voltage and 

high power consumption - both of which are scarce in the typical off-grid applications. 

Intense research efforts aiming to overcome these limitations involve identifying new OSCs
186

 

and improved OSC morphologies,
50

 controlling the interface chemistry of the gate dielectric,
47

 

varying structural parameters (downscaling),
58

 and adopting different OFET architectures.
5, 9, 

10, 17, 20, 23, 67, 187, 188
 The Patterned Electrode Vertical OFET (PE-VOFET), whose architecture is 

schematically shown in Figure 10.2.(i), is one such architecture. It offers the advantage of 

precise control and ease of downscaling of device critical dimensions, namely the channel 

length, while remaining compatible with large area manufacturing.
20, 21

 Its inherent short 

channel length counterbalances the OSCs’ low mobility
10, 15

 and facilitates low-power 

operation. Regardless, the gate bias range required to switch the device between the On and 

Off states with standard 100nm SiO2 gate dielectric is typically large. In this work we 

introduce an ultra-thin, sub 10nm thick, AlOx-only gate dielectric, using a method that 

belongs to the family of layer by layer self-assembly methods.
189

 We demonstrate the 

integration of the deposition process with the block-copolymers self-assembly-based PE-

VOFET structure formation, as illustrated in the fabrication process flow in Figure 10.2.(a-h). 

Particularly significant is the pin-hole free film structure which facilitates reliable use of high 

capacitance elements for large-area applications and the low-temperature deposition which 

confers compatibility with typical flexible substrates. Finally, we show that the above 

combination of design and processes facilitates realization of low-power, low-voltage and 

potential high frequency devices that drive high current density through low-cost fabrication 

and for large-area and flexible electronics.   

The gate dielectric capacitance of Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor based transistors is 

described by the equation C=ε0εr/d, where ε0, εr, and d are the vacuum permittivity, the relative 

permittivity and the dielectric layer thickness, respectively. Hence, increased capacitance is 

pursued by adopting ultra-thin solid-state dielectric layers, and by employing materials with 

dielectric constants higher than that of the traditional thermally grown SiO2 (εr=3.9). Organic-

only dielectric layers, such as BCB,
190

 PVA,
18

 PMMA,
191

 or parylene C,
192

 have attractive 

structural properties; yet these materials have low dielectric constants and impose fabrication 

limitations due to difficulties involving surface functionalization. Oxide dielectrics, on the 

other hand, are advantaged with relatively high dielectric constants and their surface can be 

readily functionalized by a variety of polymers, Self-Assembled-Monolayers (SAMs) or other 

reactive molecules. Among the various methods to obtain oxide dielectrics, the more common 

ones are sol-gel deposition,
193

 metal anodization,
57, 194

 plasma-induced ultra-thin oxide layer 

functionalized with a judicial choice of SAMs,
152

 and the layer-by-layer self-assembly process 

known as Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD).
195
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Figure 10.2. Schematic flow of the PE-VOFET fabrication process. Left to right: (a) Remote plasma 

surface (Al) functionalization, (b&c) layer by layer deposition (H2O and TMA) of AlOx, (d) block-

copolymer self-assembly into vertical cylindrical structures based on the PS-b-PMMA different blocks 

immiscibility, (e) mask preparation, (f) metal deposition, (g) patterned electrode formation through lift-

off process, (h) active layer and top contact (drain) deposition, and (i) 3D illustration of the PE-VOFET 

architecture. (j) Image of the structured back gate VOFET architecture.   

However, obtaining large-area, pin-hole free films with low leakage currents in an 

oxide dielectric, so far requires use of thick oxides or the additional use of organic layers 

(polymer/ SAMs). Consequently, the overall capacitance dramatically decreases. Here we 

describe a layer by layer self-assembly process that is somewhat different to the common 

ALD process and hence is termed as Molecular Vapor Deposition (MVD). The differences in 

the process result in a modified, oxygen rich, AlOx stoichiometry that is also associated with 

other electrical attributes. Those are the reliable, sub 10nm pin-hole free cm
2
-scale layers, the 

bulk dielectric constant, εAlOx, which equals 8.2, and the improved insulating properties: High 

breakdown field (>8MVcm
-1

), low leakage currents (<10
-7

Acm
-2

 at 3MVcm
-1

), and high 

capacitance (up to 1μFcm
-2

). It is worth noting that the non-destructive low temperature 

process incorporated here to form the gate dielectric of the PE-VOFET is independent of the 

substrate material and thus compatible with various architectures and substrates, including 

flexible ones.  

 

10.3 Results and discussion  

Like other layer-by-layer self-assembly processes, the MVD one is typically used for 

the formation of highly uniform SAMs employing organo-functional molecules. These are 

commonly utilized for the purpose of traps passivation,
47

 free energy alignment, or energy 

levels alignment.
196

 As in the ALD process, employing water and the metalorganic molecule 

trimethylaluminium (TMA) as reactants, facilitates a layer-by-layer formation of AlOx. These 

coupled reactants, considered ideal for either low
197, 198

 or high temperature ALD process due 

to their reactivity and process stability,
199

 are of at least similar quality when prepared using 

the low temperature altered MVD process as described here.  

The process chemistry of AlOx monolayer formation is similar to the common ALD 

processandisdescribedbytwosuccessive“half-processes”.Duringthefirsthalf-process, the 
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TMA reacts with the hydrogen atoms of the surface hydroxyl groups through a ligand 

exchange in which an O-Al bond is formed and methane is released. The formation of highly 

dense and full coverage dielectric layer requires that the binding sites, hydroxyl groups, 

densely cover the entire surface.  To this end, oxygen plasma is generated outside the 

chamber and injected to it to react and produce high coverage of hydroxyl groups. This is 

especially critical when depositing on metals, such as gold, where the formation of surface 

hydroxyl groups are not thermodynamically favorable
200

 (supporting information, Figure 

S10.4 & Figure S10.6). Following this in situ surface preparation step, a predetermined 

amountoftheTMAmolecules’vaporisinjectedintothereactionchamber. The driving force 

for the TMA injection, being the pressure difference between the TMA antechamber (1 torr) 

and the reaction chamber (being held below 0.02 torr), results in a relatively dense and 

uniform injection aimed to promote faster reaction with the exposed surface. The surface 

reaction, the ligand exchange,
201

 involves a single hydroxyl group [Eq.(10.1).a] or two 

hydroxyl groups simultaneously [Eq.(10.1).b] and results in a methyl-terminated surface.
202

 In 

the second half-process described in Eq.(10.2), H2O is introduced to the reaction chamber in 

the same way as described for the TMA. The H2O reacts with the methyl-terminated groups, 

releasing methane, and reconverts the surface population back to hydroxyl-terminated groups; 

see the process flow at Figure 10.2 part (b) and (c). Thus, the H2O/TMA is a self-terminated 

process by nature, adding up to a single layer per cycle with an approximated thickness of 

1.2Å,
198

 enabling to determine film thickness with atomic-scale accuracy, independent of 

reaction time or amount of reactants.    
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To deduce on the quality of the MVD process and the resulting film characteristics we 

initially examined the layer structural properties using High Resolution Transmission 

Electron Microscopy (HRTEM). Films were covered by Epoxy as part of the TEM sample 

preparation procedure. The HRTEM micrograph of 50-deposition-cycles film, shown in 

Figure 10.3.(a), reveals three distinct layers under the Epoxy cover. The first two lower layers 

are the thermally deposited polycrystalline aluminum substrate and the overlaying oxidized 

region, the latter partly formed during the pre-deposition plasma exposure. The oxidized Al 

region is distinguishable as it preserves some of the crystallinity of the aluminum film. The 

third layer is the MVD-deposited AlOx film which appears to be amorphous as is common to 

low temperature deposition processes. An important use of the HRTEM images is to 

accurately calibrate the ellipsometry measurements. To this end we examined the cross 

sections of a second film, 100-deposition-cycles thick, to fix two points on the ellipsometry 

scale. The extracted films thickness for the 50- and 100-cycles films were 5.9±0.4nm and 

12±0.4nm, respectively, with an additional 2±0.5nm of plasma oxidized alumina.   

The HRTEM-calibrated ellipsometry measurements of samples prepared at 60
O
C, 

shown in Figure 10.3.(b), confirm the linearity of the film growth process (square symbols). 

We note that the process may also be performed at lower temperatures, and a range of 

samples prepared at temperatures between 40
O
C to 100

O
C demonstrated similar properties 
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(not shown here). Using ellipsometry one can also attempt to differentiate between the 

crystalline and amorphous films and extract their thickness individually (triangles and round 

symbols in Figure 10.3.(b)). However, this procedure failed for the thick alumina layers 

where it could not reproduce the ~2nm crystalline alumina that was clearly evident in the 

HRTEM images. The average values obtained by fitting the linear slope are 17Å of oxidized 

aluminum and a growth rate of 1.2Å/cycle, in agreement with literature predicted values.
198

 

 

 

Figure 10.3. (a) HRTEM cross section of an AlOx-MVD deposited film. (b) Ellipsometry measurement 

distinguishing the oxygen plasma induced AlOx (circles) and the MVD-deposited AlOx (triangles).The 

sum of both is indicated with squares. 

After establishing the structural characterization and quality of the MVD layers when 

grown on Al substrates we turned to explore their electrical properties. To this end we 

measured leakage current, breakdown field, and capacitance using a Metal-Insulator-Metal 

(MIM) configuration. The structure was prepared by first depositing a large area aluminum 

film on a glass substrate followed by the above MVD process to grow the desired AlOx film 

thickness. Finally, a top aluminum layer was deposited (thermal evaporation) through a 

shadow mask resulting in several capacitors on a given substrate (see supporting information, 

Figure S10.2). To ensure reliable interpretation of the measured data we tested very different 

capacitor areas (10
-4

cm
2
 and 2.52X10

-2
cm

2
) and in some of the samples we also replaced 

either the top or bottom aluminum electrode with gold.  

Figure 10.4.(a) presents the leakage current density as a function of applied electric 

field obtained for AlOx layer thicknesses which, according to Figure 10.3.(b), correspond to 

values between ~29Å and ~137Å. We also added the result obtained for the oxidized 
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aluminum only (~17Å thick). To compare the different thicknesses and observe potentially 

enhanced leakage or breakdown in the thinnest films, we plotted the current as a function of 

electric field and not bias voltage. But for the oxidized aluminum-only layer, all other 

capacitors showed good insulating properties which are similar up to 7.5MVcm
-1

. We note 

that the thinnest layer, with MVD deposited thickness of 12Å (+~17Å oxidized aluminum) 

demonstrated somewhat higher leakage currents but similar robustness towards breakdown. 

The breakdown electric field (not shown) was slightly above 8MVcm
-1

. However, for the 

application considered here, 3MVcm
-1

 is already a high enough electric field and is equivalent 

to about 60V across 100nm SiO2 film. The similarity between the leakage curves points 

towards the very good insulating properties of the layers. In the literature such good insulating 

properties of oxide layers are associated with low density of oxygen vacancies,
203

 an effect 

that is supported by the layers’ stoichiometry, Al2Ox (x>3), obtained by XPS bulk 

measurements (supporting information, Figure S10.5). 

 

Figure 10.4. MIM electrical characterization. (a) Leakage current density as function of applied 

electric field; the indicated thicknesses do not include the additional plasma induced oxide layer with 

the approximated thickness of 17Å. (b) Capacitance measurements (red circles), and the fit (dashed 

line) to the serial capacitance model, compared to the ideal model of a single capacitor (solid line). (c) 

Effective permittivity as function of insulator thickness.   
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Turning to the capacitance measurements, the round symbols in Figure 10.4.(b) show 

the capacitance as a function of the layer thickness (d). As described in the supporting 

information capacitance was deduced from both voltage and frequency-dependent capacitance 

measurements, where the values presented correspond to the high frequency (1MHz to 1KHz) 

capacitance (Supporting information, Figure S10.3). The solid line in Figure 10.4.(b) 

represents the 1/d dependence expected from an ideal capacitor and it clearly shows that the 

data cannot be reproduced by an ideal single capacitor. The analysis of thin and ultra-thin 

parallel plate capacitors often deviates from the classical analysis, which follows 1/d and 

theoretically approaches infinity capacitance as thickness is reduced. The reasons for this 

deviation can be attributed to quantum effects
204, 205

 at the metal-insulator interface or to the 

formation of an interfacial layer which introduce yet another capacitor in series.
200, 206, 207

 The 

inclusion of interface capacitance is abundant in analyses of capacitors films when their 

thickness ranges between 2nm and 25nm. In such a case the measured capacitance, Cmeas, is 

said to be composed of both the interface capacitance, Ci, and the film capacitance according 

to:  

(10.3)  
0

1 1

xmeas i AlO

d
C C  

        

In eq.(10.3), d is the insulator thickness and ε0 is the vacuum permittivity. Following 

previous works on thin films
206

 we fitted the experimental values to equation (10.3), dashed 

line, resulting in an interface capacitance of Ci=1.75[µFcm
-2

] and bulk dielectric constant of 

εAlOx=8.2. For completeness we note that the results in Figure 10.4.(b) can also be reproduced 

by an effective dielectric constant that decreases for thinner films, see Figure 10.4.(c). In 

Figure S10.4 of the supporting information we show that the measured capacitance is 

dependent on the type of metal used for the capacitor plate and hence we favor the 

interpretation through the existence of a serial interface capacitor. Regardless of the 

mechanism at hand it places another scaling limit on reducing the dielectric film thickness.         

 Before presenting the effect of the thin MVD-AlOx on the VOFET performance, we 

briefly discuss the architecture and operation of such FETs so that the structural and 

functional roles of the gate dielectric are better understood. As shown in Figure 10.2, in the 

VOFET architecture, the layers are vertically stacked. The spacing between the source and the 

drain, which defines the channel length, is determined by the OSC thickness - a parameter 

easily downscaled in fabrication. Featuring intrinsically short channel length, the VOFET is 

able to drive high current density under low applied drain bias. Thus, it offers a facile 

fabrication method for low-power devices. However, the physical principles underlying the 

VOFET behavior differ from those of lateral FETs.
15, 168

 As previously described in ref
168

 and 

recently discussed in depth in ref,
21

 the channel - being vertical - is not directly influenced by 

the gate. Instead, the gate alters the charge injection properties of the source-OSC interface. 

When unbiased, the source-OSC Schottky barrier dominates the current between the source 

and the drain. The current can then be described similarly to the current at a contact limited 

(CL) diode. By applying gate bias, the resulting electric field induces a potential barrier 

lowering, ultimately resulting in Space Charge Limited (SCL) conduction (ref
15

 section IV.E). 

The gate influence penetrates its way to the source-OSC interface region through gaps in the 

metallic patterned electrode (see Figure 10.2.(i)) which would have been otherwise 

completely screened due to the atomic length of the Debye shielding in metals.
36

 Taking a 
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closer look at the mechanism which facilitates this switching behavior,
21

 we note that the 

potential barrier lowering induces charge accumulation at the patterned source electrode 

perforations. As the charge injection into the channel is confined within the perforations, both 

itandtheelectricfieldscreeningaregreatlyaffectedbythepatternedelectrodeperforations’

(alsoreferredtoas“tunnels”)aspectratiothroughthesocalled“tunneleffect”.
168

 It is worth 

noting that gate screening effects by the source electrode, are more dominant in the vertical 

configuration than in the lateral one, a fact that stands behind the original design of the 

perforated source electrode.
167

  Still,minimizingthegatescreeningandincreasingthegate’s

capacitance bear consequence on important functional parameters, such as the subthreshold 

swing. In previous work we dealt with the patterned electrode screening effects,
15, 21

 and have 

shown that it is necessary to realize an ultra-thin and smooth patterned electrodes with 

determined perforation diameter size, for practical use (see supporting information of ref
32

, 

here in Figure S9.2 and Figure S9.3). In this study we keep the patterned electrode design 

fixed, and concentrate on the influence of the gate capacitance.     

We demonstrate the gate capacitance effect by comparing two structures, one with a 

standard bottom gate, 100nm thermal grown SiO2 dielectric, and a second, which has a 

structured bottom gate and ~8nm MVD-AlOx dielectric. An image of a structured back gate 

VOFET is shown in Figure 10.2.(j). As mentioned above, in order to isolate the effect of the 

dielectric thickness reduction, and thus mostly the effect of the increased dielectric 

capacitance, the remaining of the structure was kept the same. To that end, we rely on the 

fabrication process in which the perforations’ aspect ratio is determined through block-

copolymer (BCP) based self-assembly and lift-off processes. These processes are 

schematically shown in Figure 10.2 steps (d) through (g) and are thoroughly described in 

references 
10

 and 
21

.  

The deposition of ultra-thin BCP solution to result in the required pattern formation
90

 

is directly related to the substrate surface energy, i.e. its hydrophilic/ hydrophobic nature. The 

as-deposited AlOx contact angle with H2O and the one reached at steady state after a number 

of days are 23
O
 and 33

O
, respectively (see Figure 10.5.(a) and (b) and ref

208
). These values 

indicate a very hydrophilic surface which would cause de-wetting of the hydrophobic BCP 

solution and thus prevent the formation of the required thin (sub 50nm) films. Tuning this 

value to be compatible with the BCP self-assembly process is done through soaking the 

substrate in hydrophobic solutions such as acetone resulting in an increased contact angle of 

65
O 

(Figure 10.5.(c)). Through this method the obtained perforations’ diameters were

approximately 80nm and 60nm, over SiO2 and AlOx, respectively.  

 

Figure 10.5. H2O contact angle measurements. (a) Bare AlOx layer immediately after deposition. (b) 

Bare AlOx layer 3 days after deposition. (c) After hydrophobic solutions treatment. 
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For the purpose of metal deposition the AlOx surface provides excellent adhesion 

allowing for reliable electrode formation down to below 10nm, as required by this transistor 

architecture.
168

 The good insulating properties of the MVD-AlOx allowed us to avoid the often 

required step of covering with organic SAM and thus maintain the good adhesion and 

robustness of the metals (Ti/Au) constituting the patterned electrode. This is especially 

important where the fabrication process relies on a lift-off process that may damage very thin 

films. Patterned electrodes fabricated over the oxide layer with thicknesses down to ~7nm 

demonstrate sheet resistance of~280Ωsq
-1

 whichdecreasesto~110Ωsq
-1

 when the thickness 

increases to ~9nm (details on the patterned electrodes thickness vs. transparency and 

conductivity are available in ref
21

)  

To complete the device structure, we thermally-deposited 500nm C60 fullerene (n-type 

semiconductor) and top Al drain contacts on both platforms: the SiO2 and the AlOx dielectric. 

Pin-holes formation in the fullerene film prevents further thickness downscaling. However, 

one can use amorphous semiconductors, as was shown in ref,
13

 demonstrating reliable 

structures with sub 100nm channel lengths, with the prospects of downscaling to few tens of 

nm. Since our focus here is on the gate dielectric we do not include study of other 

semiconductor materials that would indeed allow for very thin channel lengths.  

Figure 10.6.(a) shows the output characteristics of the device made with the thin 

alumina layer. The device demonstrates switching within gate bias range of 3V, and high 

driving current of over 10mAcm
-2

 under drain bias below 2V. Note that n-type 

semiconductors are typically on the lower range of the charge carrier mobility and thus are 

more challenging for driving high currents. As Figure 10.6.(a) and to some extent also Figure 

10.6.(b) shows, the transistor is not OFF at zero gate bias and a negative bias is required to 

obtain better ON-OFF ratio. As is discussed in detail in ref
21, 168

 this is associated with non-

ideal alignment between the electrode work function and the C60 LUMO level (i.e. too low 

injection barrier). Figure 10.6.(b) shows the transfer characteristics of devices of the two 

types, being driven by source drain bias of 3V. To quantify the difference between the 

performanceofbothweuse thedefinitionof the subthresholdslope(SS) [ΔVGS/Δlog(JDS)]. 

The SS value measures the gate bias change required to increase the current between the 

source and the drain by one decade. The SS value is extracted from the transfer 

characteristics, log(JD)-VGS plot, at the region between VOn and VT (supporting information, 

Figure S10.8). This value decreases from ~5.1V/dec for 100nm SiO2-based devices (Figure 

10.6.(b), circles) to ~1.5V/dec for the MVD-based devices (Figure 10.6.(b), triangles).  

Compared to what is achieved in lateral FETs upon reducing the oxide thickness, one 

might expect a higher reduction in SS values. However, as mentioned above, gate screening 

effects are dominant in vertical FETs, increasing SS values. We discussed this correlation in 

depth in ref
15

, andexperimentallydemonstrateditbyvaryingtheperforations’aspectratio.
18

 

To gain some intuition as to the extent of the ideal influence of downscaling the dielectric 

layer thickness, we have utilized a mean field self-consistent numerical simulation prepared in 

MatLab. Description of the simulation is found in ref,
15

 and specific simulation parameters are 

found in the supporting information, Figure S10.7 and Table S10.2. Figure 10.6.(c) shows the 

transfer characteristics obtained by the simulation for devices with 100nm and 8nm thick 

dielectric layers. The SS values derived from these curves suggest that ideally a somewhat 

stronger influence is expected than that achieved experimentally. However, this difference is 

not as large and may be attributed to the presence of trap states at the interface between the 
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AlOx and the semiconductor or to fine structural details yet to be optimized. Further research 

in this direction, involving trap state passivation is required to elucidate this issue. 

 

Figure 10.6. VOFET operational characterization. (a) Output characteristics (JD-VDS) of the MVD 

dielectric based VOFET. (b) Comparison of the transfer characteristics (JD-VGS) of the two structures: 

MVD dielectric-based (triangles) and 100nm SiO2 based (circles) PE-VOFET. (c) Simulation 

comparison between the transfer characteristics of two VOFETs with different dielectric thicknesses. 

 

10.4 Conclusions  

 

We have presented a low temperature technique for the formation of reliable, oxide-

only, pin-hole free, high-k insulating layers with atomic scale thickness accuracy based on a 

layer-by-layer self-assembly process that is slightly modified compared to the commonly used 

ALD process. Regardless of the layers’ thickness the leakage properties as a function of

applied electric field were found to be identical, allowing the usage of ultra-thin layers (sub 

8nm) with capacitance ranging between 0.5 to 1μFcm
-2

. Our initial studies of the film 

structure showed oxygen rich stoichiometry that may attribute to the excellent insulating 

properties. To demonstrate its use we further incorporated these layers as the gate dielectric of 

a PE-VOFET, benefiting from the ease of controlling the dielectric’s surface properties to

allow the block-copolymers based self-assembly fabrication. The PE-VOFET is intrinsically 

characterized by low-power consumption; through integrating the MVD layer, we 

demonstrated a low-power as well as low-voltage PE-VOFET as it operates under low VGS 

bias. Considering the low temperature processes described here, we further note that this 

device may be readily made flexible with a simple change of substrate material. The prospects 

of the vertical architecture for efficient integrated circuits,
20

 as well as the properties of the 

demonstrated modified layer-by-layer self-assembly (MVD) AlOx dielectric for large area 

electronics, place them both, individually or combined, as interesting components for organic 

logic as these elements commence their way into commercial implementations. 
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10.5 Experimental section  

 

Device Fabrication: Devices were fabricated over highly doped p-type silicon wafers 

with 100nm, dry, chlorinated thermal oxide layer (purchased from Nova Electronics 

Materials) which served as the bottom gate and dielectric layer of the reference PE-VOFETs, 

and as the substrate for the MVD-based VOFET. Samples were cleaned with a nitrogen gun 

and rinsed in acetone, methanol and isopropanol solutions, sequentially, for 5 minutes each, in 

ultrasonic bath and finally dried over a hot plate at 110°C. Al bottom contacts, for MIM (on 

glass) and VOFETs (on silicon substrates), were deposited to the thickness of 30nm by e-gun 

evaporator (Temescal, FC-1800) and patterned using shadow masks. AlOx dielectric was 

deposited to the required thickness by the described MVD machine (MVD100E, Applied 

Microstructures Inc.). Prior to deposition the Al bottom gate was treated in situ with mild 

(remotely generated) oxygen plasma (15sec, 150W) which was followed immediately by the 

MVD deposition process. The number of MVD cycles varied between 10 and 200 according 

to the desired film thickness. In each cycle, the reactants were vaporized and introduced into 

the reaction chamber for a period of 1sec before being thoroughly removed by nitrogen 

purging. Poly-Styrene (PS) masks were produced according to the procedure previously 

described in ref
10

 using self-assembly of polystyrene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-

PMMA) di-block-copolymer (BCP) (Mn 941kDa, 33wt% PS, purchased from Polymer 

Source, Inc.). Patterned source electrodes were formed by a sequential deposition (TFDS-184, 

VST systems Ltd.) of a thin titanium layer (nominally 3nm, serving as adhesion layer) and 

gold layer (approximately 6nm). The metal film deposition was followed by a lift off process 

resulting in the patterned electrode (PE). Further PE-VOFET fabrication steps were 

performed in a nitrogen inert atmosphere glovebox. C60 fullerene 99.9% n-type OSC 

(purchased from MER Corporation) was thermally evaporated over the PE under vacuum 

conditions of ~10
-6

 mbar to a nominal thickness of 500nm. Finally, Al top contact, the drain 

electrode, was thermally deposited on top.  

Electrical Characterization: Leakage current measurements, ID-VD sweeps, were 

performedfortheMIManalysisonseveralsamples(≥5samplesfromeachthickness)usinga

Semiconductor Parameters Analyzer (SPA; Agilent 4155B). Capacitance was measured at 

1MHz on the same samples, using a capacitor analyzer (Boonton, 7200 capacitancemeter). 

The complex impedance was measured as a function of the frequency (from 1MHz to 1KHz) 

using an AC spectroscopy system - a frequency response analyzer coupled to an 

electrochemical test interface (Novocontrol Alpha-AK & POT/GAL). Data was analyzed 

using the Zview software (Scribner Associates Inc., USA). Electrical characterization of the 

PE-VOFETs was performed with Semiconductor Device Analyzer (Agilent B1500A) in a 

glovebox in dark. 

Structural Characterization: PE-related fabrication steps (layers thickness, 

perforation diameter etc.) and the MVD film roughness were characterized by an AFM 

system (Veeco DI-3000) in tapping mode. HRTEM analysis was performed with the Titan 

80-300 kV S/TEM (FEI) and served to calibrate ellipsometry measurements. HRTEM sample 

preparation was performed in a Gatan 691 Precision Ion Polishing System (PIPS). The AlOx 

thickness analysis was performed by an ellipsometry measurement (VASE, J. A. Woollam 

Co., Inc.). AlOx stoichiometry was measured with X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS; 
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Thermo VG Scientific Sigma Probe). Surface adhesion properties were characterized through 

evaluation of the surface energy, based on contact angle measurements (Ramé-hart model 250 

Standard Contact Angle Goniometer).    
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10.6 Supporting Information 

Supporting information includes details on structural characterization using AFM and 

XPS. The layout of the MIM configuration is shown as well as details on the two methods 

used to extract capacitance values.  A comparison between Al and Au electrodes at the MIM 

configurationisshownaswellastheAufilms’contactanglemeasurements.Computational

model and simulation parameters used in this study are detailed. This material is available 

free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org and is add below for the readers 

convenience.  

 

10.6.1 AlOx Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) analysis 

 

Measurement Bare Al [nm] AlOx on Al [nm] 

#1 1.085 1.045 

#2 1.080 1.047 

#3 1.108 1.034 

Average 1.091 1.042 

Table S10.1. RMS values extracted from the topographic AFM analysis. Bare Al films were thermally 

deposited over polished SiO2 with Ti adhesion layer.    

 

 

Figure S10.1. AFM topographic images of the Al bottom electrode surface: (a) substrate over which 

the AlOx layer is deposited; (b) the deposition process is shown to slightly reduce the surface roughness 

as shown by the average RMS values (in nm).     

 

http://pubs.acs.org/
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10.6.2 Capacitance analysis of the MVD AlOx layer 

The MVD-deposited AlOx layer’s capacitance was analyzed using aMetal-

Insulator-Metal (MIM) configuration as shown in Figure S10.2. It is made by 

deposition of AlOx on Al film and deposition of another Al film on top of the AlOx. 

For this study we electrically examined the film using two methods: 1) Capacitance-

voltage analysis at the range of -2V to 2V at a frequency of 1MHz using a capacitor 

analyzer (Boonton, 7200 capacitancemeter); and (2) examining the film complex 

impedance. The complex impedance was measured as a function of the frequency 

(from 1 MHz to 1kHz) using an AC spectroscopy system - a frequency response 

analyzer coupled to an electrochemical test interface (Novocontrol Alpha-AK & 

POT/GAL). Regularly, parameter extraction is done using the Zview software 

(Scribner Associates Inc., USA). Here, to demonstrate a simple correlation, the data 

were fitted according to eq.(10.4), (Figure S10.3, green dashed line). The extracted 

capacitance of a 10-cycle film prepared at 60
O
C is equal to 1.05µFcm

-2
. To further 

examine the interface capacitance the Al electrodes were replaced by Au ones, which 

resulted in higher interface capacitance, as shown in Figure S10.4. 

 

(10.4)  
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Figure S10.2. Metal-Insulator-Metal layout. Capacitor area is defined by the overlap between the 

bottom and the top electrodes. Two configurations were examined. The first, crossing-lines shaped, 

with overlap area of 10
-4

cm
2
. The second is shown at the right image in this figure, with an overlap area 

of 2.52X10
-2

 cm
2
. As the contact area in the latter configuration is directly on top of the capacitor, a 

flexible Au wire was used. As will be discussed later, to further examine the capacitance properties and 

its correlation with the capacitance of an interfacial layer, both Al and Au were used for either the top 

or bottom contacts.     
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Figure S10.3. Impedance spectroscopy measurement.  

 

 

Figure S10.4. Capacitance values obtained through impedance spectroscopy measurements for MIM 

structures with varying electrode materials (Al/Au). Assuming the bulk dielectric constant is equal for 

all configurations and equal to 8.2, the varying parameter is the interface capacitance, Ci, which is 

found to be higher when Au electrodes are used, compared to Al electrodes. Ci values are in units of 

µFcm
-2

.  
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10.6.3 XPS measurements 

 

Figure S10.5. Standard and bulk modes XPS measurements indicating the oxygen-aluminum 

stoichiometry, higher than 2:3. Fluorine residues are suspected to originate from cross-contamination in 

the deposition process.     

 

 

10.6.4 Au wetting  

 

 

Figure S10.6. Contact angle measurements using D.I. on clean Au surface, immediately after it is 

thermally deposited (right image), demonstrating a hydrophobic surface. Left image shows the acute 

contact angle obtained immediately after a mild (remote) plasma treatment conducted in the MVD 

reactionchamber.Theacute angle indicating the surface’shydrophiliccharacterpoints to thehigher

concentration of surface hydroxyl groups which may facilitate the formation of a reliable AlOx layer on 

Au under these conditions.   
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10.6.5 Simulation parameters and model 

The computer program simulates a 2D structure of the cross section of a single active site of 

the vertical transistor. The cross section, as generated by Matlab® model, and the region it 

emulates in the real structure, are shown in Figure S10.7 at left, and at right, respectively. 

Detailed description of the simulation and the influence of electrical and structural parameters 

over device performance can be found in reference 
15

.  

To demonstrate the influence of the varying dielectric thickness (Figure S10.8) we calculated 

the transfer characteristics for two devices with 100nm and 8nm dielectric thicknesses. 

Simulation parameters are detailed in Table S10.2. The subthreshold slope (SS), is the 

parameter which indicates the range of gate voltages required to turn on the device, and is 

definedbyΔVGS/Δlog(JDS). The SS parameter is extracted from the region between VOn and 

VT , as indicated in Figure S10.8 by fitting
1

110 GSSS
V

DSJ A


  .  

 

Parameter Value  

μn[cm
2
/Vs] 1.7X10

-3
 

N0[cm
-3

] 1.44X10
21

 

T[°K] 300 

Leff[nm] 500 

φb0[eV] 0.57 

FF[-] 0.375 

Ε[-]  4 

hd[nm] 8 and 100 

Table S10.2. Simulation parameters. 

 

 

Figure S10.7. Device ideal structure (right). The region of a single unit cell is indicated by the 

cylinder. The image at left shows the shape modeled by the simulation, which is the 2D cross-section 

of this single unit cell.      
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Figure S10.8. Transfer characteristics of the VOFET as obtained by the numerical simulation for 

devices with dielectric layer thickness of 100nm (red) and 8nm (blue). 
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Chapter 11. Solution processed metallic nanowires-based thin film technology 

for vertical organic field effect transistor
209

  

 

11.1 Abstract 

We report on in situ, self-assembly, solution-processing of metallic (Au/Ag) 

nanowires-based transparent electrodes integrated in Vertical Organic Field Effect Transistors 

(VOFETs). Our nanowires’ unique preparation technique is a simple and large area-

compatible method to fabricate conducting thin films with lowsheet resistance(100Ωsq
-1

) 

and high visible transparency (90%). An altered self-assembly initiation technique offers 

better control over film properties: nanowires dimensions, film uniformity and film roughness 

– rendering the electrode more attractive for thin film technology. In this work the grid-like 

shaped transparent electrode, which is also transparent to low frequency electric fields, acts as 

the source electrode of the VOFET, sandwiched between the gate and drain electrodes. The 

nanowires microstructure facilitates current modulation by the gate across the otherwise 

shielding source electrode. N-type VOFETs with On/Off ratio ~3x10
4
 and high current 

density (>1 mAcm
-2

 at VDS=5V) are demonstrated which point to potentially new device 

designs and methods for all-solution processing-based large area, high-efficiency plastic 

electronics. 

 

 

Figure 11.1. TOC  
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11.2 Main text 

Solution processed materials for opto-electronics and organic electronics attract great 

interest owing to their compatibility with low-cost and large-area manufacture processes.
210

 

These qualities encourage research of solution-processed functional materials enabling new 

lighting, display, energy harvesting, sensing, and logic applications. 
4, 211-214

 While there is a 

wide selection of such insulators, semiconductors, and conductors - solution processable, 

flexible, Transparent Electrodes (TEs) still struggle to reach the industrial figures of merit of 

transparent conductive oxides.
215

 Numerous opto-electronic devices require TEs; such devices 

commonly feature a vertical architecture in which the photoactive material is sandwiched 

between two conductive layers, as with the case of standard Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) 

and solar cells. Non-opto-electronic devices that are characterized by vertical architecture also 

require TEs. Two main groups are solid state triodes
33

 (also referred to as space-charge-

limited transistors
33, 34

) and the recently emerging Vertical Field Effect Transistors (VFETs)
5, 

10, 17, 23, 30, 40
 - the platform to which we integrate our Au nano-wires (NWs) TE in this work, as 

illustrated in Figure 11.2.(a,c).  

 

 

Figure 11.2. (a,b) Illustration of the Au/Ag Metallic NWs based VOFET (MN-VOFET) architecture. 

The metallic NW film serves as the embedded transparent electrodes between the bottom gate, gate 

dielectric layers and the upper semiconductor and drain layers. (c) High Resolution Scanning Electron 

Microscopy (HRSEM) of the metallic NWs film (indicated with bright color) 

 

Commonly, the quality of TEs is studied in the context of opto-electronic devices. 

Hence, much research focuses on figures of merit such as visible spectrum transparency vs. 

sheet resistance, and parameters such as charge carriers’ injection properties, electrode

roughness, materials stability, availability, and process costs. However, vertical transistors 

dictate requirements that are fundamentally different from those imposed on TEs that are 

integrated in devices with opto-electronics related functions. As we discuss later in the text 

and in previous studies,
5, 9, 10, 21, 23, 30

 they require transparency to low frequency electric fields. 

This is critical so that the vertically stacked gate, source, and drain electrodes, and the 

semiconductor film, are able to interact.
21

 Here we make two remarks: First, visible spectrum 

transparency is still important, as one of the main prospects of VFETs is their 

functionalization to light emitting devices.
17

 Further, visible spectrum transparency is directly 

measured, while electric field transparency is only estimated theoretically (using numerical 

tools) or inferred indirectly through experiments. Second, in the case of solid state triodes, 

“transparency”means permeability to charge carriers crossing the base electrode – which, 

from the physical point of view, is fundamentally different from that of transparency to low 
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frequencyelectricfields.Still,TEsgearedtoservebothtypesof“transparency”havesimilar

structures – hence our metallic NWs could be found useful to both purposes.  

At present, the most commercially used TE is based on Indium Tin Oxide (ITO), 

which defines visible spectrum transparency vs. sheet resistance tradeoff standards.
216

 

However, ITO presents several disadvantages, the most significant of which relates to 

indium’sscarcityandexpectedpriceincrease
115

 andITO’sincompatibilitywithnovelplastic-

based flexible opto-electronic devices.
217

 Research into alternative TE candidates spans 

various materials approaches including different oxides, ultra-thin metal films,
218

 metallic 

grated films,
219

 conductive polymers,
220

 graphene sheets,
221

 Carbon Nano Tubes (CNTs),
222

 

metallic NWs,
114, 115

 and combinations of the above.
118, 223, 224

 Among these, structured films 

stand out as promising platforms for low frequency electric field transparency. These include 

graphene and metallic grated films, or solution-deposited CNTs and metallic NWs films.
10, 225

 

CNT films suffer from high sheet resistance as well as high surface roughness – which 

impose a practical challenge for their use in thin film technology.
217

 On the other hand, 

metallic NWs exhibit low sheet resistance, structural flexibility, and simplicity of fabrication; 

they are implemented using a variety of metals (e.g. Cu, Ag, Au, etc.), size scales, and 

deposition processes.
114, 226, 227

 

 

Here we present a new promising approach for the preparation of electric field and 

visible spectrum transparent films using Au/Ag NWs, and demonstrate their potential by 

integrating them into Vertical FETs. We exploit a recent progress in the NWs initiation 

process of this printing-amenable technique, to allow in situ formation of metallic NWs grid 

with a predetermined wires diameter in the sub 10 nm range.
116

 We show that this approach 

results in higher film quality and enhanced device performance - optimizing this technique to 

thin film technology. 

To establish a better understanding of design constraints and to explain the need for 

TEs nano-structuring, we first describe the VFET architecture and the physics that governs its 

operation. We then focus on the self-assembly based fabrication method of the metallic NW 

films, their characterization, and their integration into VFETs. We demonstrate two film 

fabrication methods and present two types of organic VFETs prepared with either fullerene 

C60 small molecules or with the polymer P(NDI2OD-T2) (Polyera, ActiveInk
TM

 N2200) 

which was deposited from orthogonal solutions to the NWs film. With the improved process 

we present preliminary results demonstrating n-type operation of high efficiency organic 

transistors with high On/Off ratio (~10
5
), and high driving currents. We discuss experimental 

paths to further optimize NW film transparency in both the visible spectrum and for electric 

fields, as well as to other parameters relevant to thin-film technology. To conclude, we show 

that this work makes feasible a low-cost and large-area thin film technology for printing of 

100 nm-scale channel length transistors, for efficient logic circuits as well as for current 

driving and light emitting purposes in flat panel display pixels.  

The vertical FET architecture cross section is shown in Figure 11.2.(b), consisting of 

the following stack of layers: gate, gate dielectric, source electrode, a semiconductor, and a 

top drain contact. This architecture has the advantage for facile fabrication of ultra-short 

channel length devices, as the channel length is simply determined here by the semiconductor 

layer’sthickness.However,thesourceelectrode,whichissandwichedbetweenthegateand

the semiconductor, introduces significant shielding effects, behaving as a Faraday cage. A 
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source electrode made of high quality conductors such as metals, where the Debye shielding 

length can be approximated to the atomic scale, may completely separate the VFET into two 

functional parts: a capacitor below the source, and a diode above it.
5
 To allow these parts to 

interact, the source electrode has to be transparent to the low-frequency vertical gate electric 

fields. As discussed in previous works
15, 21

 and demonstrated both theoretically and 

experimentally, nano-structured films, i.e., grid-like shaped electrodes, can achieve this 

transparency.  

TheVOFET’sarchitecturedictatesconstraintsonTEdesignrules thatmaybevery

different from those typical of lateral FETs. For example, the roughness of the electrode in the 

vertical architecture is a critical parameter due to pinholes that may form between the source 

and the drain. The more established clean room fabrication processes are generally better 

poised to meet this requirement than solution deposition-based methods. However, in situ 

directional NWs growth (substantially parallel to the surface) significantly lowers chances for 

pinholes, in contrast to solution deposition of already prepared NWs, whose spatial 

arrangement could be likened to that of a pile of sticks in a pick-up sticks game. Smaller 

chances for pinholes mean that a shorter channel length can be achieved, with higher yields. 

Asexpected,thephysicalunderpinningsoftheVFET’soperationdifferfromthoseof

its lateral counterpart. The VFET is governed by two dominant mechanisms, which we 

addressed in depth in references 
21

 and 
14

. In short, the first mechanism, which we term as the 

virtual contact formation, relies on a high potential barrier between the source and the 

semiconductor – the Schottky barrier – to minimize direct source-drain currents at Off state. 

At On state, gate electric fields diminish the Schottky barrier; they penetrate through the 

openings in the source electrode, where they induce charge injection and formation of regions 

saturated with mobile charge carriers – which can now flow towards the drain. With that, the 

source electrode film (and in micro-scale view the perforation regions) behaves as an ohmic 

contact, and is no longer considered a current limiting factor.
15

 This charge accumulation at 

the openings in the source electrode is confined by the metallic source electrode perforations 

“walls” – hence the high significance of these regions’ aspect ratio, defined as the ratio

between thewalls’ height and perforation size. In fact, this parameter is so important that

even a slight change in the aspect ratio translates into an order of magnitude change in the 

device’sOn/Offperformance.
21

 Yet increasing the perforation size has its downsides: First, it 

reduces the total interfaces length – thereby limiting charge injection, increasing contact 

resistance, and limiting device On currents. Hans Kleemann at al. recently demonstrated a 

unique solution to overcome this problem by adding to the source electrode a bottom semi-

conductive layer, thereby increasing the effective interfaces area.
30

 Second, if the perforation 

diameter scale is larger than that of the channel length, it wouldlimitthedevice’soperational

frequency by extending the distance that the charge carriers have to travel. To conclude, 

device performance will benefit from patterning resolution of the source electrode in the 

channel length scale, namely, sub 100 nm scale, but then it would be imperative that the 

conductor layer thickness, or in our case the NWs diameter, be in the sub 10 nm scale – a 

scale in which Au NWs are unstable and tend to degrade unless externally stabilized.   

The second mechanism resembles a triode-like operation, with the gate, source, and 

drain acting as base, emitter, and collector, respectively. We describe this mechanism for the 

sake of completeness and results analysis, but, as we immediately show, it is to be avoided in 

order to increase device performance. In short, by applying a gate voltage with an opposite 
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sign to that of the drain bias a potential barrier between the source and the drain is formed. 

This mechanism is dominant (and observable) when direct source-drain current is significant, 

i.e., low or no Schottky barrier between the source and the semiconductor. However, as the 

source electrode considerably shields the gate electric fields penetrating through the source 

perforations, clearly a significantly high gate bias (in absolute value) is required if the gate 

voltage is to stop charge carriers from flowing at the Off state (details are discussed in 

references 
21

 and 
14

). Hence, the first mechanism, the virtual contact formation, is the ideal of 

the two for switching, which follows that tuning the work function of the source electrode to 

establish an effective Schottky barrier is of prime interest.  

Having established here a number of key structural and electrical parameters to 

device operation, we turn to demonstrate that the unique fabrication method of metallic NWs 

adopted here has the potential to meet the above requirements and to yield high performance 

devices.  

We prepared prototype devices starting with commercially available highly doped 

silicon wafers covered by 100 nm thermally-grown oxide, which acts as bottom gate and gate 

dielectric, respectively. The main synthesis protocol for one step preparation of the Au/Ag 

alloyed (70-80% gold content) NWs at the solution-substrate (gate dielectric) interface is 

shown schematically in Figure 11.3 and described in detail elsewhere.
114, 228

 Briefly, the NWs 

preparation was carried out in a solution of concentrated cetyltrimethylammonium bromide 

(CTAB) which formed a soft template for metal deposition at the solution-substrate interface 

as reported in Figure 11.3.(f). Chloroauric acid and silver nitrate were used as the Au and Ag 

precursors, respectively. Sodium ascorbate was used as a mild reducing agent. Mixing 

together these components in the order of their appearance above, at 35°C, resulted in the 

reduction of yellowish Au(III) ions (Table 11.1.1) to colorless Au(I) state, thus forming 

[AuX2]
−
·CTA

+
 complexes (X = Cl, Br), (Figure 11.3.(b), Table 11.1.2). Similarly, the Ag

+
 

ions formed AgBr2
-
·CTA

+
 complexes (CTASB), (Figure 11.3.(c) , Table 11.1.3).

229
 We note 

that the ascorbate neither fully reduces the gold nor the silver to their metallic state, but only 

partially reduces the gold ions from +3 to +1. Further reduction to the metallic state and 

subsequently the formation of metallic NWs requires additional catalytic metal seed particles 

(Table 11.1.4) which in this work was carried out by two methods (Figure 11.3.(d,e)).
230

  

In the first rounds of devices, the catalytic metal seed particles were prepared by 

adding a low concentration of sodium borohydride - an in situ technique to create small gold 

nanoparticles in the growth solution in order to catalyze the metal (Au(I) and Ag(I)) reduction 

process. The gold seeds served as nucleation centers that catalyzed the reduction of the metal 

ions by ascorbate ions (Table 11.1.5). The NWs formation mechanism is fundamentally a 

self-assembly process occurring while dipping the substrate for ~10 minutes in the growth 

solution at room temperature after triggering metal reduction.
228

 The adsorption of CTAB plus 

seed particles causes the formation of a liquid crystalline CTAB tubular phase on the surface 

with embedded metal seed particles that become connected upon further catalytic reduction of 

the metal ions complexed to the CTAB template (Figure 11.3.(g)). Silver itself can reduce the 

gold precursors, which explains why the NW alloy has only a relatively low concentration of 

silver atoms (Table 11.1.6).  
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Figure 11.3. NWs preparation scheme. (a, c) Au and Ag salts are mixed separately with CTAB 

forming stable micelle-shaped complexes. (b) Introduction of ascorbate
[I]

 partially reduces the gold. 

Mixing the two solutions and introducing either (d) Boron hydride
[II]

 salt, or (e) pre-prepared gold 

nano-particles reduces the Ag ions, forming crystallization CTAB bilayer coated seeds. (f) The seed 

particles and CTAB adsorb onto the CTAB-coated substrate, perturb the lamellar phase and induce 

formation of tubular templates with embedded seeds. (g) Seeds grow directionally inside the tubules 

and merge into continuous wires. 

 

 

Step # Chemical reaction  Notes 

Precursors solutions  

1 CTAB + HAu(III)Cl4  CTA
+
AuX4


 Formation of CTA

+
AuX4


 complex 

micelles; X=Cl

, Br


(Figure 11.3.(a)) 

2 CTA
+
 Au(III)X4


 + Asc


  

CTA
+
Au(I)X2


   

Partial Au reduction; Asc
 

 = 

ascorbate (Figure 11.3.(b)) 

3 CTAB + Ag
+
 + Br


  CTA

+
 Ag(I)Br2

- Formation of CTAB-Ag
+
 complex 

micelles (Figure 11.3.(c)) 

4 CTA
+
Au(I)X2


 + CTA

+
 Ag(I)Br2

-
+ BH4



/gold55 nanoparticles  AuAg
0 

nanoparticles    

Addition of catalytic metal seeds 

(Figure 11.3.(d,e)) 

 

Gold & silver deposition for NWs growth  

5 CTA
+
Au(I)X2


 + CTA

+
 Ag(I)Br2

-
+ AuAg

0 

nanoparticles  + Asc

  AuAg-NWs 

AuAg  NWs catalytic reduction  

 

6 CTA
+
Au(I)X2


 + AuAg

0
 nanoparticles 

 

AuAg-NWs + Ag
+     

 

Also Ag reduces Au(I) 

Table 11.1. Summary of the chemical reaction steps for the synthesis of metallic NWs 
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In order to further stabilize the NWs film and to enhance their electrical conductivity, 

we carried out an additional process: Re-introducing the film for about 6-8 minutes into the 

gold, CTAB and ascorbate solution. This caused certain areas of the film, which seem to have 

been imperfectly developed in the previous stages, to thicken. This step also further enhances 

the contacts between the NWs in the mesh. Following the NWs deposition, and after the 

second dipping step, the substrates were immediately placed into a washing solution of 

ethanol/water70:30%for1−3min,inordertoremoveexcessCTAB,followedbyasecond

wash using 100% ethanol solution for one minute, after which the substrates were dried in 

vacuum. Next to the formation of the NWs electrode we completed the VOFET structure by 

depositing an active layer and Al top contact. The overlap between the three electrodes 

defines the device area which here is about 0.001cm
2
 (Figure S11.1.(a)).  

Having established a sufficiently robust process to fabricate VOFETs with the Au/Ag 

NWs film as the source electrode, we turned to correlate film properties and device 

performance. Due to the electrode roughness, the semiconductor layer thickness was set to 

500 nm in order to minimize source-drain pinholes and to improve yields. For that reason we 

thermally deposited fullerene C60 - a process which gave us freedom to increase the layer 

thicknesses as required. Typical transfer (ID-VGS) and output (ID-VDS) characteristics are 

shown in Figure 11.4.(a) and Figure 11.4.(b), respectively. Device operation was 

characterized by On/Off ratio of ~3x10
2
, non-negligible Off current, and moderate turn-on 

slope (mathematically characterized similarly to the Subthreshold Slope (SS) which was equal 

to 8 V/dec in the negative region and 24 V/dec in the positive region). As a result a very high 

gate bias range (-20V to 30V) is required to switch on the device. These results confirm that 

the NW electrode can enable switching, however, poor performances were measured 

compared to previously published VOFET results using the same materials and device 

dimensions.
10, 25

 Here we focus on the two main reasons for the poor performance: non-ideal 

energy level alignment, and screening effects.  

 

Figure 11.4. I-V characteristics for C60 semiconductor-based devices. (a) Transfer characteristics, ID-

VG (left Y axis) and gate leakage currents (right Y axis). (b) Output characteristics, ID-VD. (c) Energy 

level diagram.    

 

In Figure 11.4.(a) the two switching mechanisms are well observable: triode-like 

operation which turns off the device as the gate bias becomes more negative, and virtual 

contact formation which increases the current as the gate bias becomes more positive.
21

 The 

non-negligible current found at unbiased gate (Off current), suggests low and non-ideal 
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potential barrier between the source and the semiconductor. Scanning Kelvin Probe 

Microscope (SKPM) measurements indicate that the NWs’ work function is ~ 4.8±0.1eV,

very close to our previous work and literature data.
231, 232

 As shown in Figure 11.4.(c), the 

potential barrier between the source and the C60 LUMO level is relatively low: about 0.3eV; 

thus, current can be directly injected to the semiconductor. Hence the low On/Off 

performance can be explained thusly: First, in the positive gate bias range the On/Off ratio is 

exponentially dependent on the source-semiconductor potential barrier which here is 

considerably low
14

. Second, in the negative gate bias range, high source screening limits the 

ability of the gate to lessen the current.
21

 To improve device performance we varied the NWs 

film fabrication process to reduce field screening by and roughness of the film, as well as 

investigated other semi-conductive materials.     

Altering the NWs self-assembly initiation process is the key point to control the layer 

uniformity. Thus, instead of using borohydride as the catalytic initiator, we followed a 

previous work
116

 reporting the synthesis of uniform metal NWs from pre-prepared catalytic 

Nanogold
©
 seeds. The process can be described as CTA

+
Au(I)X2


 + CTA

+
Ag(I)Br2


 +  Au55 

nanoparticles. This procedure led to improved surface coverage of NWs and decreased the 

undesirable metal particles formed as a byproduct of the NW growth process. 2.7×10
−8

M of 

nano-gold (55−60 gold atoms, ~1.4 nm, nanoprobes.com), of a narrow size distribution and a 

known concentration were added to the precursor solution.  

 

Under these conditions, as shown in the High Resolution Transmission Electron 

Microscopy (HRTEM) image (see Figure 11.5), the majority of the NWs are bundled. The 

wires’diameteris~2-2.5 nm and inter-wire separation is about 1-2 nm within the bundles. A 

typical bundle consists of 20−100 wires, with a width in the 100 nm scale. After the second, 

stabilization dipping step the nanowires become thicker and the bundle height increases up to 

30 nm (Figure S11.2); the bundles are up to 70 micron in length. The advantage of such long 

wires is in the very low sheet resistance alongside very high visible spectrum transmittance, 

as shown in ref
116

.  

 

Figure 11.5. HRTEM images of gold/silver NWs (a) grown on holey-carbon support films (b) from a 

relatively high concentration of Nanogold seed particles. 

 

Lower NW concentration and reduced film roughness (Figure S11.2) free of 

aggregations facilitate device preparation using thin semiconducting layers, in the range of 

100-200nm. In this thickness range the active layers can be easily deposited by spin coating 
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which increases the variety of materials we can use. We chose the polymer P(NDI2OD-T2) 

(Polyera, ActivInk
TM

 N2200) due to a number of reasons. It is an n-type air-stable 

semiconductor, itsLUMOlevel issufficientlydistancedfromtheNWs’workfunction(see

Figure 11.6.(c) and ref. 
155

), and it can be deposited from orthogonal solutions (chloroform) to 

the NWs film. Devices prepared by this method exhibit negligible drain current when the gate 

is unbiased (Figure 11.6.(b)), and thus triode-like behavior cannot be traced. Their turn on 

voltage is about 6V, and On/Off ratio is 3x10
4 
(Figure 11.6.(a)). Turn on slope is substantially 

steeper (SS=1 V/dec) and current saturates at approximately VG=12V. Since the SS in vertical 

devices correlates with the source electrode perforations aspect ratio, these results testify to 

thelayer’slowerNWsconcentrationand reduced field screening.  

 

Figure 11.6. I-V characteristics for N2200 semiconductor-based devices. (a) Transfer characteristics, 

ID-VG, (b) Output characteristics, ID-VD, (c) Energy level diagram.    

 

It is clear that nano-scale design of the conducting layer with fewer screening effects 

contributes to their functionality as transparent electrodes both for opto-electronic devices and 

for vertical transistors. But fine-tuning of the self-assembly process could be tricky and 

usually requires significant research. In the above device, as we mentioned before, the source 

electrode was made of thick NW bundles. But in terms of electric field transparency and 

virtual contact formation,we can assume that only the bundles’ edges play an active role, 

while their body, on the other hand, does not contribute to the film’sFill Factor (FF) and 

consequently to the device On current. Thus lower concentration of bundles improves electric 

field transparency and increases electrode functionality. Preliminary and very promising 

results to obtain NWs films with much higher FF were achieved by tuning the thickness of 

the NWs. As it was shown in ref. 
116

 tuning the catalytic nano-particles concentration changes 

thediameterof thewires,from2nmto16nm.WhentheNW’sdiameterincreases, theyare

less inclined to form bundles. Even though influence on visible spectrum transparency vs. 

sheet conductivity was not clearly demonstrated, the non-bundled films are expected to 

exhibit significantly increased FF value and higher electric field transparency. As a result 

visible transparency and electric field transparency may be independently optimized so as to 

optimizetheelectrodefortheverticaltransistor’sneeds. 

Also important is the ability to tune the electrode’s work function; this value is

generally determined by the composition of the metal and its shell molecules, in our case 

mostly the CTAB. However, it is hard to predict how different NW compositions influence 

thefilm’sworkfunction.Aspreviousworksshow,theworkfunctionofAuandAgNWswas
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found equal to 4.6eV 
231

 and 4.82eV 
233

, respectively; Au/Ag work function was found equal 

to 4.5eV in ref. 
232

 and 4.8eV in this work. These results may suggest that in our procedure the 

NWs composition is probably a less important factor in determining the NWs work function.  

There are many other film parameters that will determine how versatile the usage of 

the metallic NWs proposed here will be in electronics, and which require future research. 

These include the ability to clean the surface from process residues, a precise control of film 

roughness, and the ability to stabilize the layer in ambient conditions as well as increase its 

durability in elevated temperature conditions, which will improve device lifetime.  

To summarize, this work highlights the potential of using a random network of 

metallic NWs as the source electrode of vertical FETs. We demonstrated an improved process 

featuring lower film roughness and showed how judicial choice of the active semiconducting 

materials can result in high performance n-type devices featuring high On/Off ratio (> 10
4
), 

high driving current density (1mA cm
-2

 at VDS=5V), and improved subthreshold slope 

(~1V/dec). In future work we aim to integrate NW with intermediate diameter (~8nm) in our 

devices: With much higher FF value due to their non-bundled assembly, they have similar 

visible spectrum transparency but, at the same time, we expect them to possess superior low 

frequency electric field transparency. Thus we strongly believe that having demonstrated 

solution-processed, smooth, and transparent NW electrodes constitutes a key milestone in 

enabling lithography-free, ultra-short channel length devices for low-cost and highly efficient 

plastic electronics.  
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11.3 Supporting Information 

Further details are provided related to device fabrication and characterization, surface 

morphology and device layout. These materials are available free of charge via the Internet at 

http://pubs.acs.org and are added here for the readers convenience. 

 

11.3.1 Device fabrication 

 

Devices were prepared over p-doped Si wafers with 100nm chlorinated thermally 

grown SiO2 layer (purchased from NOVA Electronic Materials) which serve as the gate and 

gate dielectric, respectively. The transparent source electrode, the Au/Ag nanowires film (see 

Figure 11.2.(b)) is prepared through a sequential process described in Figure 11.3. The 

surfactant cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), chloroauric acid as a gold precursor at 

a molar ratio of 1:200 relative to the CTAB concentration, and sodium ascorbate at a molar 

ratio of 60:1 relative to the gold concentration. In addition, this growth solution contained a 

relatively high concentration of silver nitrate, twice the concentration of the Au(III) ions. (All 

precursors purchased from Sigma Aldrich). Surface on which the nanowires formation is 

undesired is covered with scotch tape that is removed after the layer preparation after which 

the samples are placed in an inert nitrogen atmosphere. Fullerene C60/n2200 is thermally 

deposited/spin coated on top of the nanowires film electrode to a thickness of 500nm and 

~100nm, respectively, serving as the n-type semiconductor. Al electrode is than thermally 

deposited to a thickness of 200 to serve as the top drain contact. The resulting structure is 

illustrated in Figure 11.2.(a).       

 

 

 

11.3.2 Device Characterization  

 

Electrical analysis was carried out in the dark in an inert Nitrogen atmosphere using 

SPA (Agilent 4155B). Film morphology was characterized using Atomic Force Microscopy 

(AFM) system in tapping mode (Veeco DI-3000). Bundle morphology and nano-wires 

parameters were characterized using High Resolution Scanning Electron Microscopy 

(HRSEM), (SEM-JSM6700) and High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy 

(HRTEM), (TEM-Philips Tecnai F20) 

 

 

 

 

 

http://pubs.acs.org/
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11.3.3 Device layout 

 

 

Figure S11.1. Device layout. Left image shows C60 based VOFET where the C60 active layer is 

thermally deposited and hence spatially well defined.  The C60 area is indicated with blue dashed line 

and the NWs film is indicated with a red dashed line. The affective device area is calculated through 

the overlap between the gate, source, and drain electrodes and is equal here to about 10
-3

cm
2
. The right 

image shows the n2000 based VOFET where the active layer is spin coated over the entire surface 

(indicated with blue dashed line)   

 

11.3.4 Nanowires film morphology (AFM images)  

 

Figure S11.2. AFM image of the nano-wires film after the second stabilization dipping step.     
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Part III.  Summary and outlook 

Chapter 12. Present and future of VOFETs   

Any improvement to processing, materials, or interfaces design of existing electronic 

elements is very welcome in the industrial community. However, overhauling concepts and 

architectures that are standardized is different. The VOFET is different in many ways from its 

traditional, lateral, counterparts: Its physical governing rules are different; the operational 

concepts are different; the way it is implemented is different; it requires different fabrication 

steps and shadow masks with different shapes and sizes. Thus, to encourage its use it is 

required to make the case that its advantages are not incremental, that its behavior is well 

studied and practically unraveled, and that it can be robustly fabricated. In this discussion I 

will first summarize the difference between the MOS-VOFET and the lateral OFET. I will 

proceed to describe some applications for which the VOFET is significantly advantageous 

over traditional OFETs and I will finish by summarizing our findings and providing an 

outlookontheVOFET’sfutureasafundamentalsoftmaterialselectronicelement. 

 

12.1 Comparison of vertical and lateral FET  

# Vertical Lateral 

1 

Channel is perpendicular to the gate plane 

and charge carriers flow in an opposite 

direction and parallel to the gate electric 

fields.   

Channel is parallel to the gate and the 

chargecarriers’sdirectionofflowis

perpendicular to the applied gate electric 

fields. 

2 
Channel is located in the semiconductor 

bulk material 

Channel is located in a thin layer at the 

interface between the gate dielectric and 

the semiconductor. 

3 
Channel charge concentration is limited by 

SCLC (~10
14

cm
-3

) for low mobility 

semiconductors (~10
-3

cm
2
/Vs) 

Channel charge concentration is high 

(~10
18

 cm
-3

). 

4 Charge carriers flow from source to drain 

only. 

Symmetrical charge carriers flow. 

5 
Non symmetrical electrode structure, 

source is mostly determined as the 

sandwiched electrode.  

Source and drain are mostly 

symmetrical. 

6 
Schottky-barrier (ideally) or triode-based 

operation. Switching is introduced through 

barrier lowering in accumulation mode.   

Ohmic contact; switching introduced by 

varying channel conductivity in 

accumulation mode.  

7 The origin of the Off and On currents from 

the source electrode is spatially different: 

OffandOncurrents’originfromthe

electrode is similar.  
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Off current originates from the top 

interface while On current from the 

perforations lateral facets. 

8 Electric field transparent electrodes are 

required for the operation of VOFETs.   

No need for transparent electrodes for 

OFET operation. 

9 Channel length is defined by the 

semiconductor layer thickness.  

Channel length is defined by 

lithography, surface treatment, etc. 

10 

Ideally the current behaves similar to that 

of a diode: with unbiased gate it behaves as 

a contact limited diode, and with fully 

biased gate as a space charge limited 

diode. 

Saturation and linear regimes describe 

the ideal OFET behavior.  

Table 12.1. Comparison of structural and operational differences between the VOFETs and the lateral 

OFETs.  

 

12.2 Future research path 

12.2.1 Light emitting transistors  

Ambipolar light emitting OFETs have been first demonstrated about a decade ago.
234, 

235
 They are based on the concept that both source and drain inject opposite charge carrier 

types, forming a coexisting n-type and p-type channels in separate regions of the device (see 

Figure 12.1.(a)). At the point where the two channels collide, holes and electrons recombine 

and emit light.
236

 Thus, the recombination zone, or the light emitting region, can be spatially 

determined
158

 and light emitting efficiency can outperform other traditional OLED 

structures.
237

 We note that this concept was first presented in 2000 by J.H. Schön in a paper 

which was later retracted.
238

  

VOFETs combine the architecture of standard Organic Light Emitting Diodes 

(OLEDs) with the switching performance of OFETs. This combination has an important 

advantage for flat panel display technology, as it offers a way to reduce the number of 

elements required to be implemented in every active matrix pixel and at the same time 

increases efficiency and pixel lifetime.
17

   

Vertical light emitting transistors were implemented by triode like configuration
158

 

(Figure 12.1.(b)), soldered triode and OLED
239

 (Figure 12.1.(c)), and MOS-VOFET as 

demonstrated by Xu at al. in 2007
6
 (Figure 12.1.(d)) followed by M. A. McCarthy et al.

17
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Figure 12.1. Organic Light Emitting Transistors (OLETs) architectures: (a) ambipolar lateral;
158

 (b) 

SCLT;
240

 (c) soldered SCLT and OLED;
239

 and (d) VOLET.
6
 

While OLEDs have become commercially available and common elements, VOLETs 

have not been widely adopted yet. This can be attributed to their relative low fabrication 

robustness and yield, and the inability to accurately engineer their nano-scale layers. 

We propose to utilize either the metallic patterned electrode or graphene patterned 

electrode for the purpose of designing high efficiency and robust Vertical Organic Light 

Emitting Transistor (VOLET). As was shown in Chapter 9, the transparent electrodes can be 

fine-tuned, and optical transparency vs. sheet conductivity and device functionality can be 

optimized.Further,thelayers’roughnessislow(andhencetheycanbemadethin)- allowing 

low serial resistance. Finally, we can simply adopt traditional OLEDs design to determine the 

emitting zone (e.g. blocking layers) and thus light outcoupling can be optimized.   

12.2.2 Disassociating On/Off performance and short channel effects in VOFETs 

through source electrode sculpturing  

The main advantage and motivation that drives vertical OFETs research is the ability 

to fabricate them with short channel lengths through simple and large-area compatible 

methods. However, from an operational point of view, they may suffer a similar effect to that 

reported on short channel length (sub 200nm) lateral FETs, namely, the “punch-through”

effect which in short channel length devices prevents IDS saturation.
181

 This results in high Off 

currents and relatively low switching performance.
58, 241

   

To minimize direct source-drain Off current, in vertical devices both contacts are 

designed to have a high potential barrier for charge injection. Thus, the current is limited by 

barriers; a similar approach which was lately adopted also in some lateral short channel length 

transistors, termed barristors.
242

 However, the downside of this mechanism is the need to 

apply high gate bias in order to overcome the contacts barriers. As a result, high On/Off 

performance is inversely proportional to threshold voltage as shown in Figure 12.2.(a).  
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Figure 12.2. MatLab calculated transfer characteristics for (a) homogeneous source electrode with 

varying potential barrier heights and (b) layered source electrode with only the upper layer varying.   

 

Asournumericalmodelindicated,thesourceelectroderegionsthat“feed”thevirtual

contacts are spatially separated from the regions that inject current directly to the drain. In 

other words, the origin of the Off current and the On current is spatially different, as indicated 

in Figure 12.3.(a). We can exploit this toour advantage:Byaltering the source electrode’s

composition, namely, realizing a layered structure as shown in Figure 12.3.(b), it is possible 

to disassociate the On/Off ratio and turn-on voltage. As our numerical calculation shows 

(Figure 12.2.(b)), by realizing a bottom layer with low potential barrier and an upper layer 

with increasingly higher barrier for charge injection, we achieve better On/Off performance 

and similar turn-on voltage.  

In practice the source electrode already has a layered structure. It is made of thin 

adhesion (Ti) layer and an overlaying Au conducting and injecting layer. Current research 

focuses on covering the Au layer with another insulating/ or non-injecting metallic layer.  

A next generation electrode would further improve this effect by sculpturing the 

layered source electrode, as shown in Figure 12.3.(c). Here, by implementing a step-like 

structure (for example, through wet etching), the electrode lateral facets - from which charge 

carriers are injected easily - are further shielded from the applied drain bias. These are only 

two examples which are currently under active research in our group. We believe that the 

VOFET’suniquearchitecturewilloffermoreuniqueadaptationstooptimizeperformancein

ways not feasible in lateral device or even in vertical ones which do not allow fine control on 

nano-meter scale structures as in this design.       
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Figure 12.3. Illustration of the VOFET source electrode architecture. (a) Homogeneous electrode 

composition; (b) layered electrode; and (c) sculptured electrode.   

 

12.2.3 Platform to study materials and interfaces  

Characterizing transport and interface characteristics for bulk materials is important 

for OLED and PV technology. Studying those using lateral OFETs could prove misleading as 

their conducting channel passes at the very interface between the gate dielectric and the 

semiconductor, and hence does not describe the pure, bulk, material conductivity. Further, the 

concentration of charge carriers in a lateral OFET channel is much higher than that found in 

SCLC regime that characterizes OLEDs. The result is bulk mobility overestimation.    

The conducting channel of the VOFET, on the other hand, passes through the bulk 

material in the vertical direction. By applying gate bias, the source electrode’s injection

properties change. Ideally, the perforation regions become saturated with charge carriers as in 

a “perfect” ohmic contact
243

 and as a result an ideal, single charge carrier, space–charge-

limited current can be measured (see Chapter 6). This may prove an alternative way to 

measure bulk material mobility that bypasses some limitations associated with the currently 

practiced method of Time Of Flight (TOF) measurements.  

Another important parameter is the potential barrier at the interface between two 

materials; this can be measured by calculating the potential barrier between the source 

electrode and the semiconductor. Given an ideal single charge carrier device, namely, one 

where the drain barrier to charge injection is higher than that of the source, and known 

measureable charge carrier mobility, as obtained above - we may extract the potential barrier 

value. This is done by fitting the IDS-VDS measurements when the gate is unbiased to the 

equation describing the contact limited regime: eq.(6.12). As shown in Chapter 6 this regime 

is found to appropriately describe this current mode in this situation.  

The ability to tune charge injection properties of one electrode allows a new degree of 

freedom in OLEDs and PVs architecture that may be found important and reliable way to 

study their properties. 

12.2.4 Sensing platform  

OFETs offer an important platform for chemical and bio-sensing applications.
39

  As 

organic materials are permeable and sensitive to doping or impurity-induced defects, they 

enable detection of small molecules.
244

 The vertical channel offers a two-fold advantage for 

detection purposes. First, it is not bound to a thin layer at the interface with the gate dielectric. 

Andthus,analytes’diffusionconstantis lesscriticalfordetectionspeed, thereby increasing
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sensitivity. Second, as the concentration of charge carriers in the vertical channel is lower 

than that of the lateral FET channel, the conductivity is assumed to be more sensitive to 

induced trap states. Hence, the sensitivity limit is expected to be higher. Finally, one 

drawback of the vertical device for chemo or bio sensing is its covering top contact (the 

drain). However, a permeable electrode structure, similar to that of the source electrode, 

addresses this problem.      

12.3 Summary 

Our study has shown that the vertical transistor can drive high current densities 

(>10mA cm
-2

), operate at low-power and low-voltages (<3V),
25

 operate as an electronic 

switch (On/Off ratio >4x10
4
),

10
 at high frequency (~MHz)

29
, and have a uniquely efficient 

ambipolar behavior.
20

 In our research we also identified the fundamental physical rules that 

govern the VOFET operation
14, 21

  as well as provided a numerical tool to characterize the 

influence of various structural and electrical parameters on its performance.
15

 We developed 

and integrated a number of soft-lithography, self-assembly based methods for facile 

realization of electric field transparent electrodes, including block copolymer-based patterned 

metallic electrodes, and solution-based metallic nano-wires electrodes which are completely 

compatible with printing technology.
209

  

The MOS-VOFET that was developed in this research has the potential to be put into 

practical use both for complementary circuit technology of low cost, low-end applications 

such as RFID tags, and as a fundamental current-driving and light emitting element in flat 

panel displays. As it offers a completely different platform from lateral OFETs, I believe it 

will not be long before further purposes are identified, on top of those mentioned in this 

chapter.      
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Part IV.  Appendices  

Chapter 13. Appendix A: VOFETs analysis - MatLab code  

The analysis code introduced here was prepared with the intention to allow a simpler 

and unbiased data analysis and comparison. It is implemented as a MatLab Graphical User 

Interface (GUI) which reduces to minimum time and effort placed on importing and sorting 

data, as well as on data extraction for storing or presentation. The program files can be 

downloaded from the Organic Materials and Devices Lab website 

(http://webee.technion.ac.il/orgelect/) or alternatively from my personal webpage 

(https://sites.google.com/site/arielbensassonsite2/). Activating the GUI is done by typing 

“guide”intheMatLabcommandlineandchoosingtheprogramfilefromthefolderwhereit

is stored. After uploading the GUI it is activated by pressing the “Run” button which is

indicated by a green triangle in MatLab. Upon activation, an interactive panel similar to the 

one shown in Figure A1.1 will appear. The panel contains 5 important parts. The first one 

provides a direct access to a manual file (a text file which is located in the GUI folder). This 

file explains the purpose of each button and the way the program is to be used. The other 4 

panel parts are: data acquisition, plotting and extraction, fitting, and analysis.  

Here I will go through the manual and describe in further detail how to use and adapt the 

program for different purposes. The location of the 4 panel parts is indicated in Figure A1.1, 

and in each part the elements are described according to their position (unless otherwise 

specified) within the panel: from top to down and from left to right.  

  

 

Figure A1.1. Analysis GUI panel.  

 

 

 

http://webee.technion.ac.il/orgelect/
https://sites.google.com/site/arielbensassonsite2/
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13.1 Data acquisition panel 

A. Manual button 

B. The text below the manual button indicates the path to which the program is pointing. The 

folder below shows the files in that folder alone.  

C. List 1: This is the folder the program currently points to. Double clicking a certain line 

will load the file. The name of the loaded file will immediately appear on List 2 (below 

list 1). Behind the scenes, this action also prompts the program to arrange the data; thus 

the file has to be a valid one. According to the measurement type, the program stores the 

data as transfer or output measurements. If the file is not compatible with the program 

requirements the file will not be uploaded. Currently the program identifies text files with 

5 columns where the first row contains name tags of each column (Vg, Vd, Id, Is, Ig) and 

the rest of the rows contain the measurements data.    

D. List 2 indicates the names of the uploaded file. When a certain line is highlighted all the 

measurementsobtainedfromthisfileappearinthe“Data”listintheplotpanel(e.g.fora

transfer characteristics measurement, as shown in Figure A1.1, a list of drain voltages 

appearsinthe“Data”list). 

E. “Clearselected”buttonclearsthedatafromList2. 

F. “Clearall”buttonclearsallthedataintheprogram,including List 2, plots, fitting data, 

etc.   

 

13.2 Plot panel 

A. Data list, lists the voltages of the measurements acquired from the file marked in List 2 

(13.1.D). The line indicated in that list is also the one used for the plot button (13.2.H).  

B. Data range: The two boxes indicate the data range of the specific measurement indicated 

in List 2, (13.1.D), e.g. gate voltage range for transfer characteristics. 

C. Plot range - X, indicates the range of x of‘axes1’below(“axes”is thespotwherethe

plot appears). This value is determined once by the first measurement and can be 

manually altered. 

D. Plot range - Y, indicates each measurement according to the global maximum and 

minimum (absolute) values of all the plotted measurements. For manually determining 

the plot Y axis it is required to press the radio button to the right:“fix-y”. 

E. Curves list: Indicates the plotted curves origin, i.e., file name, data type, and voltage. 

Note:theindicatedmeasurementinthe“Curveslist”isalsotheinputforthefittingand

analysis panels.  

F. D, S, and G radio buttons are used to plot the drain, source and gate currents respectively. 

Only one type of data can be plotted each time.  

G. Plot push button: Plots the measurement indicated in the Data list (13.2.A) to axes 1, the 

plot type (linear, semilogy, and log-log) would be according to the button below axes 1.  

H. Re-plot push button: Replots axes 1 after reconfiguring the plot type or range. 

I. Clear selected push button: Clears the curve indicated in the Curves list (13.2.F).  

J. Clear all push button: Clears all the curves from axes 1 and the fit data. 

K. Linear, Semilog-y and Log-Log push buttons: Determine the plot type in axes 1. The 

pressed button is indicated with red background.  
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L. Lin-Out, Semi-Out, and Log-Out: Plot to an external figure all the data shown in axes 1 

including data curves and fit. This allows better flexibility in presenting data.  

M. Save figure push button: Saves the image of the entire GUI.  

N. Save excel push button: Export the plotted data which is indicated in the curve list 

(13.2.F) to an excel file.   

 

13.3 Fit panel 

A. The first five push buttons on the upper part of the Fit panel perform a fit to the curve 

indicated in the curves list (13.2.F). The results of the fitting will appear in the list box 

below (13.3.b) and a red curve that presents the fit will appear in axes 1. The fit parameter 

will also be plotted to the fit list (13.3.E) where some measurement analysis takes place. 

The analysis uses the input from the fit and the text boxes below (13.3.F-13.3.J) to extract 

some physically meaningful parameters such as mobility (SCLC), resistivity (Linear), 

potential barrier, and channel length (CL).  

B. Fit range text boxes: Determine the range of data on which the fit is performed.  

C. Clear selected push button: Clears the fitting curve which is indicated in the fitting list 

(13.3.E) and replots all the curves (measurements and fits) without the deleted curve. 

D. Clear all push button: Clears the fitting curve from axes 1 and replots only the data 

curves.  

E. Fitting list: Specifies all the fit parameters plotted to axes 1. Each line includes the 

following data: type of fit, name of curve, the equation described by this fit, Rsq, and 

optional analysis as specified in 13.3.A. 

F. Six text boxes at the bottom of the panel are used for the extraction of physically 

meaningful parameters as describe in 13.3.A. The required data, left to right: device area 

in [cm
2
], channel length [nm] and potential barrier [eV] (may be also obtained from the 

CL fitting), relative permittivity, FF which is the patterned electrode perforation area to 

device area ratio, and mobility [cm
2
/Vs]. Note that the mobility value is indicated 

automatically when a fit to SCLC is performed. 

13.4 Analysis panel 

The analysis panel is designed tohelp characterize someof the device’s figures of

merit: On/Off ratio, subthreshold swing, and threshold voltage. Indicating a curve in the 

“Curves list” (13.2.F) it immediately appears in the axesbelow.Further, themeasurements

type appears in the top left box. Note the in this axes all the measurement data is shown, 

allowing to view for example the measurement hysteresis.  

A. On/Off push button: Returns the maximum current ratio in the range indicated by the Vg 

min and Vg max text boxes. The maximum and minimum current values are plotted on 

the figure with red lines. The range of the measurement can be manually changed in those 

text boxes. Note that this analysis would not work on output characteristics 

measurements. 
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B. SS push button: Returns the device’s subthreshold swing performance. As this

measurement is very sensitive to the region of the fit, both Vg min and Vg max from the 

text boxes are indicated with vertical green lines on the figure. The range of the 

measurement can be manually changed in those text boxes as in the previous 

measurement. Rsq is also indicated below the text box which returns the SS value 

[SS≡ΔVGS/Δlog(JDS)] as it is calculated by performing a fit to an exponential curve in the 

indicated region.  

C. Vth push button: Returns the device’s threshold voltage as calculated according to 

eq.(2.5). Different from other analysis, here the axes are of sqrt(I) to V to better visualize 

the extrapolated curve. The value of Vth is indicated on the figure with vertical red line. 

We note that this eq. (2.5) solves a specific situation relevant to lateral devices in 

saturation regime and should be used with caution.  

13.5 Tool adjusting and reconfiguring   

A computational tool that allows interfacing and analyzing large amounts of data 

enables a better extraction of meaningful conclusions. However, input data may come in 

many forms, and different points of interest can be reflected in different analysis methods. I 

therefore provide here a quick guide on how to adjust and reconfigure this analysis tool.  

Importing a file only to find that the program does not recognize your data is perhaps 

the most frustrating situation. But fear not as it is extremely simple: The first thing to do is to 

go to the design panel; this is the panel from which we activated the interactive panel. 

Proceedto“List1”(whereweimportedournewfile)andpressontheright button. A check-

list will appear with the option of “view callbacks”. By choosing this option we are

immediately transferred to the program code: the m-file. The m-file contains a long list of 

functions, but by choosing the correct callback we are automatically placed specifically in the 

relevant function.By scrolling down a bit,wewill find a set of “if” statements.Each “if”

statement allows importing a specific type of data. If a new type of data should be imported a 

new“if”statement is tobe introduced along with the appropriate function that will arrange 

the data properly.  

In the same way if a different fit function is required, again go to the design panel, 

right click on the button you wish to alter, go the m-file and change the fit. Good luck!    
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Chapter 14. Appendix B - VOFET simulation 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the structure and constituent files of the 

simulation program to facilitate its use for a variety of studies. I will start with quickly listing 

the physical rules that are currently implemented by the simulation. I will proceed to describe 

the general structure of the algorithm, followed by description of some central functions and 

important variables that define the simulated model. Finally, I will explain how the simulation 

implements a single calculation round and how physical rules can be altered or adjusted. The 

program files can be downloaded from the Organic Materials and Devices Lab website 

(http://webee.technion.ac.il/orgelect/) or alternatively from my personal webpage 

(https://sites.google.com/site/arielbensassonsite2/).   

14.1 Physical models    

The simulation currently implements the Poisson equation in 2D and 3D space, the 

drift-diffusion-continuity equation in 2D space, analytical image potential, and the General 

Einstein Relation for 4 different Gaussian distributions. Four types of BCs are implemented: 

Potential Dirichlet BCs, charge distribution Dirichlet BCs which is determined by thermal 

equilibrium, cyclic BCs, and insulating BCs. The simulation can consider both electrons and 

holes but to reduce computational cost the defaults is that only electrons are considered. This 

approximation well suits VOFETs modeling as they are characterized as a single charge 

carrier-type device.   

14.2 Algorithm structure 

The structure of the algorithm is shown in Figure A2.1. It is made of four parts: the 

Main Part where the most general parameters are defined; the Structural Part where the device 

model is built; the Initiation Part where initial conditions are defined; and the Calculation Part 

where the system iteratively converges to a solution. As shown in Figure A2.1, each part is 

nested within its predecessors and thus while the first part is performed once, the second part 

is performed 1xS times, the third 1xSxDxG times, and the last 1xSxDxGxH times. Further, 

the value of S is typically small (<10); as D and G are the different biases they may have a 

somewhat larger value but still a relatively small one; however, as H may well be a large 

number, we typically limit it in the simulation to 10
4
. Thus, our first and basic algorithmic 

ruleisthatamaximumnumberofoperationsbeperformedattheoutermost“nest”andhence

participate in as few cycles as possible.  

Main Part: First we introduce the system parameters, including materials properties, 

voltage bias, and structural variables. In the final portion of the Main Part - the end of the 

simulation - we export data and conduct data visualization.  

Structural Part: Here we define all the structural parameters, including dimensions 

and materials types, and construct the actual device model. Further, we calculate the image 

potential influence in this part, as it is not affected by biasing. This includes either integration 

under the analytical model of the force induced by the electrodes over charge carriers as 

specified in eq.(14.1), or alternatively, to numerical calculation of the image force through 

implementation of the 3D Poisson solver.  

http://webee.technion.ac.il/orgelect/
https://sites.google.com/site/arielbensassonsite2/
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Note that this part facilitates 3D Poisson solution but does not calculate the image 

potential lowering or its introduction as part of the iterative 2D algorithm.         

Initiation Part: Here we introduce the initial conditions which result from a specific 

bias and model structure, and for which we calculate once the potential surface.  

Calculation Part: This is the core of the program; here we iteratively solve the Poisson 

and continuity sets of equations. This part also contains a control algorithm to ensure that the 

iterations converge, and to minimize the number of iterations by determining a stop-condition 

and by employing as large as possible damping values. This algorithm is thoroughly 

described in Chapter 4.  

 

Figure A2.1. Simulation program flow. 
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14.3 Functions and variable description                

The following Section is arranged as a list which specifies the names of each 

function, its structure, and the variables that can be determined through it. A package 

containing these files can be downloaded from our lab website or my personal webpage. The 

files are preset to demonstrate a typical modeling as will be described in Section 14.4.  

Function Description  

Main.m Thesimulation’sactivationfilewhereallmodelvariables,

convergence rules, and data export are determined. The 

structure of this file is the same as that of the simulation which 

is shown in Figure A2.1. The variables include:  

Biasing variables: Sou_volt, dra_volt, and gate_volt. 

Model resolution R. 

Material disorder measure: Gaussian_width 

Model dimensions: xwidth, Sou_FF, hole_num, Die_thick, 

Act_thick, Sou_thick, curve (defines the angle of the 

perforations side walls). 

Model materials: Sou_metals, gate_metal, drain metal.  

Poisson solver dimensionality: DD (use only DD=2) 

Damping factor: P  

Convergence loop control: Conv_limit, error_sum          

Material_data Contains materials data such as: mobility, energy levels and 

analytical Gaussian fit data. The list of parameters include:  

P0, N0, Ni, eps0, eps, q, HOMO, LUMO, Eg, dT, Mup (µp), 

Mun (µn) , T, k, and metals work functions (Au, Ag, Ti, Al, Ca, 

Ins; Ins stands for floating elctrodes.) 

Build_structure, 

Build_structure_3D, 

Build_structure_3D_C 

Constructsmatrices“shadowmasks”thatcontainthelocations

of all the device layers. The suffix 3D and 3D_C stands for 

building a 3D structure with source perforations shaped as 

stripes or circles, respectively.  

Source_electrode, 

Source_electrode_c 

Define the source electrode structure according to the layers 

dimensions. Source_electrode_c obtains circular perforations 

shapes. 

Source_edge_rounding Defines the shape of the perforations edges according to the 

curve variable.  

Plot_structure, 

Plot_structure_3D 

Visualize the model structure in 2D and 3D as shown in Figure 

3.8. 

Image_potential Calculates the potential lowering due to the vicinity of metallic 

electrodes according to the ideal image charges method. The 

contribution of the image force is identical per structure and 

hence is calculated once and then only superimposed to the 

Poisson solution before calculating the charge distribution. To 

that purpose it utilizes three functions 

(find_boundary_on_source, find_dist_to_electrodes, and 

potential_calc) as indicated in Figure A2.1.  

find_boundary_on_source Finds the boundaries of the source and drain electrodes.  

find_dist_to_electrodes Calculates the distance of every point in the device from the 

electrodes.  

potential_calc Builds a potential surface by using the distances data and the 
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analytical equation that describes the force induced by the 

electrodes on charge carriers in their vicinity. 

Initiation_2D, 

Initiation_3D 

Initialize the charge distribution: mobile charge carriers and 

doping. Potential is also initialized but has no use in our model.   

Poisson_matrix_build2, 

Poisson_matrix_build3D 

Construct matrix A and vector b initial conditions part (not 

including the charge concentration part) for solving the Poisson 

set of equations. This is done once given the electrodes bias and 

hence is performed outside the iterative for loop. Only the 2D 

algorithm includes the floating electrode option.  

Mix_2D_Poisson_sparce

, Poisson_solver_3D 

Solve the Poisson set of equations and return the potential 

shape in the device for a given electrode bias and charge 

distribution.   

Energy_levels_calc Constructs the electrons and holes energy surfaces considering 

the barriers between the electrodes work function and the 

semiconductor’sHOMOandLUMOlevels.Thisisimportant,

for example, to determine the charge concentration initial 

conditions.  

Find_DBC Determines the organic semiconductor interface layer. Recall 

that the Dirichlet BC for the continuity and the potential are 

placed on the opposite sides of the electrodes-semiconductor 

interface.  

BC Determines the charge concentration in the organic 

semiconductor interface side according to thermal equilibrium.  

Loc_DBC Returns the locations of the electrodes interfaces for the 

continuity solver.  

Find_Crank_DBC Returns in two separate variables the locations of both sides of 

the interface (as in Find_DBC and Loc_DBC functions), 

omitting the dielectric layer region.    

Current_Bernoulli Solves the continuity set of equations, when the Gaussian width 

is equal to zero. 

Current_Bernoulli_Einst

ein 

Solves the continuity set of equations when the relative Einstein 

relation is considered. 

Change_evaluation Determines whether the damping factor is to be reduced by 

half.   

current_density 

 

Calculates the current density passing between the source and 

the drain by solving the drift-diffusion equation along the x 

axis.  

Transfer_plot4/ 

output_plot4 

Opens in figure 5 either the output or transfer characteristics. 

This function can be easily altered for different measurements.   

Table A2.1. MatLab code functions (left column) and description (right column).  
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14.4 Example - one simulation round 

One of the strengths of computational modeling lies in the relative simple way to 

isolate a single parameter and study its influence on the device behavior. In this example, we 

show the influence of the Generalized Einstein Relation on the VOFET behavior using a 

model device with all other parameters unchanged. In reality, controlling for such a property 

is extremely difficult. Also - it would probably be strongly correlated with other parameters 

such as the mobility; thus isolating its influence in experimental setup would be extremely 

difficult. Here I will show how to use the simulation to study the Generalized Einstein 

Relation by constructing the device transfer and output characteristics for materials with 

different states Gaussian distribution. It is recommended to download the specific files 

package to this example from our lab website or my personal webpage.  

In the simulation’s first part (ending with the beginning of the first for loop) we 

determine the bias values and the material properties. For example, we adjusted the 

simulation to extract the transfer characteristics in a common source configuration for two 

materials distributions as shown in the code below. Note that in the same way we can 

determine other parameters such as layers thickness, work function, etc. To see and alter 

materialsconstantsusethe“Material_data”function. 

sou_volt = 0; 

gate_volt =0:0.5:3;  

dra_volt =2:3;  

Gaussian_widths = [0 3]; 

param = Gaussian_widths; 

 

Our next step is to determine the model structure. In this example we implement thin 

dielectric layer, and a layered source electrode structure having a thin upper layer made of Pt - 

which has a very high work function that minimizes device Off currents. An arbitrary number 

of layers can be implemented in a similar fashion. Note that for obtaining this plot, or any 

other plot except for that of the transfer characteristics, the appropriate variable found in the 

beginning of the main function has to be indicated with the value 1 (e.g. show_structure = 1;). The 

structure then appears in figure 1 as shown here in Figure A2.2. All parameters appear in the 

title of Figure A2.2, its axes, and on the device area itself, and can be verified to be as 

intended.    

 
xwidth = 100;    % width of device [nm] 

hole_num = 1;    % number of holes in the source 

Sou_thick = [4 2]; %[nm];  

Sou_metals = [Au Pt]; 

Sou_FF = [60/160]; %source gaps ratio to xwidth 

Die_thick = 10; %[nm] 

Act_thick = 70; %[nm] 

gate_metal = [Au]; 

drain_metal = [Au]; 

 

Note that all figures, except for that of the transfer/output characteristics are 

“computationally expensive” and memory heavy, and thus should be avoided unless 

specifically required. In this package they are all avoided by inserting the value 0.   
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Figure A2.2. Device structure. 

After the structure is determined, the simulation begins to iteratively solve the 

Poisson and continuity sets of equations for a given bias. Attempts to use prior run data did 

not yield any advantage and hence the initial conditions are initialized each time biasing 

conditions changes. During the iterations three plots can be made available by indicating that 

in the beginning of the Main.m file as described below:  

 
show_potential_surface = 1;   

show_charge_distribution = 1;  

show_error = 1;  

 

The curve in Figure A2.3 showsthealgorithm’sconvergence.Inthe first ~50 cycles 

the error values do not monotonically decrease. Our control algorithm identifies this and 

reduces the value of the damping factor till a monotonically decreasing curve is obtained, as 

shown in the figure.  

 

 

Figure A2.3. Error plot; bias and damping factor are indicated in the title.   

 

Figure A2.4 shows the potential surface and charge distribution at convergence. 

Many fine details are visualized and can be explored from these images, such as the influence 

of the electrode spatially varying work function, the current localization through the vertical 

channel, the shielding effect of the patterned electrode, etc.  

Finally, either transfer or output characteristics is plotted; currently the function is set 

up to choose either plot according to the biasing vectors. If the gate bias vector is longer, the 

transfer characteristics will appear. In Figure A2.5 the transfer characteristics presents 4 
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curves. The two blue ones are of the first structure type, namely, with Gaussian distribution of 

zero, and the two green ones are for the device with a Gaussian distribution of ~6kT/q. This 

result is a bit counterintuitive as usually increased disorder is associated with reduced 

mobility and thus with lower currents. However, here the mobility is fixed, resulting in higher 

diffusion coefficient in the perforation region which translates into a thicker accumulation 

region (higher in charge concentration) and higher output current.    

  

 

Figure A2.4. (a) Charge distribution (logarithmic scale) and (b) potential surface at convergence.  

 

Figure A2.5. Transfer characteristics. Blue and green curves indicate the current for materials with 0 

and ~6kT/q Gaussian width, respectively.  
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